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This thesis examines a culturally iconic star's ideological implications to the people 
of the culture. By a method which combines textual analysis with audience 
research, I found that Chow Yun-fat has evolved from a star embodying subversive 
meanings found relevant by the working class to an icon articulating dominant values 
substantiating to the status quo. I call this process domestication of the cultural 
icon. 
From textual analysis of media forms, I found that domestication is not 
I 
performed bluntly in the form of imposition, but involve a complex and surreptitious 
process. Firstly, an icon with a popular acceptance within local culture is recruited. 
Secondly, originally subversive values of the icon are gradually but systematically 
eliminated and displaced. Thirdly, meanings of the icon that are non-threatening to 
the status quo are selectively retained，and are used as platforms to introduce 
dominant ideas to the public, a process I call the "overflowing of popular 
legitimacy." These delicate and multiple processes allow the cultural icon's 
ideological transformation to be performed silently and peacefully, without arousing 
much popular awareness. Interestingly, actors cooperating in the complicity to 
domesticate Chow may even be ignorant of the process, among them include various 
media institutions and government representatives. 
Synthesizing results from textual analysis and audience research, I argue that 
the domestication process is ideologically dominating because meaning change in the 
symbolic realms systematically excludes values relevant to people possessing the 
least resources. To complicate the situation, the negative implications of 
domestication to the lower social class would even be accentuated if we place the 
phenomenon in context. At the historical moment of post-Handover Hong Kong, 
i i 
contextual forces are especially hostile to the living conditions of the subordinate 
group, thus magnifying domestication's impact on the poor. Therefore, 
domestication of the cultural icon in late 1990s Hong Kong is an important 
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Chapter One: Orientation to Domestication 
In fall 1999，an article titled "The Mystery of Hong Kong (HK) Culture" appeared in 
a local newspaper. "HK culture" here refers to a set of ten films voted by the HK 
people as "the most representative HK films of the millennium"'. And "the 
mystery" is what the author believes to be an underlying feature these films reflect 
about HK culture: "apoliticalness." The author laments that, 
I am surprised by these ten films' indifference to political issues. These 
ten films only demonstrate Chow Yun-fat's status as a HK's spiritual 
pillar^, whose films obviously have profound and widespread support 
within local culture. However, if we perceive the poll result as a 
specimen of HK culture, the result reflects an alarming degree of 
"apoliticalness" of the HK society. After all, cinema is just a "dream 
factory.，， You see no politics, no power struggle, no fear and no 
anxiousness concerning the future in HK movies. 
Two observations concerning HK culture could be generated from the above 
survey. First, in late 90s, the actor Chow Yun-fat has attained a solid mass 
following in HK. To the extent that thirty thousand HK people vote in favor for 
Chow's films, his status can be perceived as culturally iconic. Secondly, the 
ideological implication of Chow is claimed by the above critic as largely apolitical, 
having no relevance to power relations. While I agree with the idea that Chow is a < 
HK cultural icon, I disagree with the idea that Chow's implication is not political. 
A few examples would be sufficed to show that Chow's image is far from apolitical. 
Back in the mid and late 80s, Chow 's name has been called upon a number of 
‘ S e e Ho, Kwok Leung. 1999. “The Mystery of Hong Kong Culture." Ming Pan Daily N e • 丨 
September 1，sec. E6. 
2 Three of the ten "most representative HK films of the millenium" star Chow Yun-fat as the 
protagonists. 
2 
times on HK newspapers when local politics are discussed. In 1984，some 
politicians argued that HK citizens should not be granted voting rights because "HK 
people's general ignorance in politics would eventually lead them to end up voting 
for Chow.”3. In late 80s，a newspaper editorial argued similarly that because HK 
people have poor knowledge on politics, public opinion survey results should not 
deserve much attention. The latter article "support" its argument that HK people 
are politically naive by drawing on the result of a survey's result showing that more 
university students recall Chow than names of government officials'*. In early 90s, 
Chow irritated the authorities once more. This time, Chow's intensively idolized 
image as a violent criminal from the "Hero Films" is called upon by the Anti-crime 
Bureau of the government in a TV advertisement, which message tried to discourage 
youths from imitating Chow's behavior. So obviously, from mid 80s to early 90s, 
Chow was already a HK cultural icon, an icon widely identified but signified 
ignorance and law-threatening dispositions of the unenlightened "mass." 
Yet ten years later in the 90s, I noticed that within HK culture, the name "Chow 
Yun-fat" curiously signifies tendencies that are almost the opposite of those called 
upon by his earlier image. His recent persona befriends rather than threatens the 
legitimate order. This tendency started in the late 90s. In 1998，the HK 
government once again borrows Chow's image, but for a purpose totally different 
from previous ones. By being officially nominated as a HK tourism ambassador in 
a government endotsed TV commercial, Chow appears as a "model host" for the HK 
public to imitate, but is no longer considered as a disruptive figure. Journalists also 
join in the effort to "socialize" Chow in the aftermath of the 1997 Asian economic 
crisis. Newspaper articles and TV interviews claim that "Chow qualities" including 
3 See "Voting a fierce Animal Threatening to Business?" 2000. Hong Kong Fconomic Times 
June 6, sec. A36. 
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endurance are attitudes the poor should adopt to deliver themselves from their 
misfortune^ In 1999，Chow's biography is comprehended as the path of a "model 
citizen" in a government-subsidized publication, Celebrities Learning Language^. 
The book was published in the mist of economic distress, and has a clear editorial 
stance echoing government's policy to improve its citizen's language ability. In 
2000，Chow is described as the "role model for high school students" by a local 
educator. In a high school graduation ceremony, the Education Chief introduced 
Chow as an avid learner who is committed to life-long learning'. In 2001, Chow 
appears as a "distinguished Hong Kong person" alongside a number of businessmen 
and scholars in a TV documentary Dragonic Love for HK. In the program, he is 
portrayed as a key person contributing to the city's success and as a person 
committed to the collective good of HK^. Thus, by late 90s, Chow is still a cultural 
icon，but no longer an icon of mass ignorance and community disorder, but an icon 
of social responsibility and self-betterment. 
Such mutation of Chow in the HK psyche suggests that, the "mystery of HK 
culture" related to Chow is not a mystery of "political indifference," but one of 
"political difference." "Political" in the sense that interest parties are fond of 
articulating entertainment-unrelated but socially or even politically relevant values 
via Chow's images. "Difference" in the sense that the values Chow articulates 
changes from those which were threatening to the dominant institutions to views 
；See "Senseless surveys." 1998. Da Gong Bao, Oct 15，sec. E02. 
5 See 'Prepare for Problems, Relax when You are Busy. Chow: an extra-ordinary Guy with an 
Ordinary Heart.' Oriental Daily Jan2, 1999’ sec. A21; 'Chow encourages everyone' in Wen Hui Bao 
June 9，1998. 
‘陶丨，1999.名人學語文：訪問系歹1丨.香港：語文教育及硏究常務委員會 
See "Speech by Education Chief on the Graduation Ceremony of Clementi Secondary School." 
fOOO. Information Service Department News Release� Nnvemher 10 
“Chow appeared in the final program of an interview/documentary program o f T V B named 
"Dragonic Love for Hong Kong" in Spring 2001. The theme of the show is to demonstrate how 
distinctive Hong Kongers achieve their present success. Each interviewee also discusses their 
— l i n g for HK and their views on how HK people could recover from the economic crisis. Most 
interviewees are businessmen and scholars. Chow is the only one from the realm of performing arts. 
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which are friendly or even supportive to the legitimate order, a process I call the 
"domestication of the cultural icon." ‘ 
How can Chow shifted from a popularly idolized nasty hero to an officially 
acknowledged icon? The aims of this thesis are to find out the nature and process 
of change in Chow's significations, to identify the actors in initiating the change, and 
to postulate how Chow's revised persona impact the lives of different HK people. 
Why Chow? There are quite a number of celebrities who are as well known 
and as popular as Chow in HK, and they are also labeled as HK cultural icons in the 
public sphere. Yet the key feature here is "domestication" - incorporating a once 
oppositional persona into the dominant order. In this sense, Chow's once 
challenging role to the institution is unmatched by other local eminence�. Chow's 
subversive past testifies to the strength and power of rehabilitation. Chow provides 
a very rare case when a once subversive cultural icon goes straight. 
Rare is not only finding our object of study, rareness also goes to the breath and 
scope of the theoretical and methodological areas this study tries to venture in and 
borrow from. This study can be read as a study of popular / mass mediated culture. 
Acknowledging the dual importance of texts and audience, this study deals with the 
age-old but important question of whether culture is manipulating or liberating. As 
a star study, this research is a rare attempt to extend the investigation of a star's 
audienceship beyond a restricted group of fans to a whole society. 
My study cati also be comprehended as a study of collective cultural identity. 
My study infringe on issues of how a cultural icon criss-crosses with aspects of inter-
cultural relations and intra-cultural integration. 
9 We shall see in the findings that overseas informants who are ignorant of the domestication process 
are repulsed by the idea of Chow Yun-fat becoming a HK tourism ambassador, but welcome other 
local stars becoming HK tourism ambassadors. This discrepancy substantiate my initial impression 
that the past Chow Yun-fat image was farther from the status quo than the images of other local stars. 
I 
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My research can also be understood as a reception analysis. By not 
neglecting textual forces, a substantial part of the thesis is made up of interview 
analysis. Informants from different racial, cultural, economic backgrounds are 
invited to chat on Chow and on specific media texts. 
Last but not least, while acknowledging audience's agency, I do not shy away 
from power and ideology. Rather than casually grossing over power, I try to discuss 
issues of domination and resistance with precision and empiricalness. 
The whole thesis can be divided into three parts. The first three chapters are 
foundational chapters. First of all, by reviewing past theories and methods in the 
remaining part of this chapter, we could pack our tool kit for the study of star as 
cultural icon. In Chapter 2, we would familiarize ourselves with the four discourses 
employed throughout the thesis as fundamental analytical frameworks in 
comprehending Chow. In Chapter 3，a review is performed on Chow's pre-
domestication past so that we can be sure there once exist a subversive past to be 
I 
reformed. As this point, we should be clear about the framework and the 
background of the study. Next, we move on to the analysis of textual data. In 
Chapter 4 and 5, Chow involved media texts from different phases of his career are 
examined to see if there exists systematic change in his media portrayals, i.e. 
symbolic indication of domestication. Lastly, we proceed to ethnographic data. 
Chapters 6 to 9 are analysis of concrete audiences' reactions to Chow and to specific 
texts. In these chapters we can pin down how lives of different groups of HK 
people are affected by the change in Chow's meanings. We would locate the 
participants who win and lose in the struggle to claim Chow as "their" cultural icon. 
The thesis ends with a conclusion and suggestions for further studies. 
Now, I would move on to build a theoretically informed methodological gadget 
to make the analysis of Chow's domestication and its implications a feasible project. 
6 
Literature Review and Methodology 
My study of Chow as a cultural icon demands a combination of literature 
review with methodological explication. This is because there are few previoius 
empirical attempts on the s u b j e c t T h u s I would have to mix and match useful 
theories and methods to serve the specific needs of my thesis topic. During the 
process of such synergic formulation, I would strive to maintain a constant dialogue 
between theory and method, as I believe that the best theory would require an 
adequate method to substantiate its claims. 
My theoretical-methodological compilation starts with a quick review of 
theories concerning popular culture and its role in cultural identity formation. Then, 
I would discuss my use of discourse analysis as the basic schema of investigation. 
Next, I would explicate my choice of using a multi-method approach, and go 
on to elaborate how I would perform my textual analysis and reception analysis with 
a discursive technique. 
Finally, I would discuss the topic of ideology. Emphasizing the importance of 
context and power, my review of HK's contextual landscape from the 70s to the late 
90s allows me to propose probable forces involved in pushing Chow's significance 
towards dominant inclinations, i.e. towards domestication. The chapter ends with a 
postulation of some, possible mechanisms domestication could employ to evade 
public awareness.‘ 
Most studies on a star's implication to a culture's population are broad theoretical claims usually 
devoid of systematic data collection and analysis. In most cases, textual analysis is performed 
without ethnographic substantiation. On the other hand, when data are collected from audience, they 
are usually gathered from a small group of atypical informants, for instance from fans only. 
Examples and detailed discussion would be covered in this chapter. 
, I 
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Popular Culture, Cultural Identity and Discourse 
The discussion of mass-mediated symbolic forms has long been a bipolar battle 
between two approaches. Here I term as the antagonism between the "manipulation 
thesis，，and the "populistic thesis." These two concepts have lost their popularity 
nowadays, and are replaced by more sophisticated and flexible theories which I side 
with. However, a brief review of the two classic camps is needed before we move 
on. I 
The manipulation thesis，pursued by the Frankfurt school"，views mass-
mediated culture as standardized commodities distributed by the "cultural industry" 
which would result in the instilling of homogenized values supportive to the 
dominant order to passive audience. 
Stars being part of the capitalistic mass culture, is conceived as inherently 
manipulative by critics who espouse the manipulation thesis. Emphasizing the 
affinity of stardom with capitalism, stars are studied as "commoditized human" to 
draw audience and profit (Cook, 1985: 50) and as distributor of false beliefs 
including consumerism (Ewen, 1988). Moreover, stars are blamed for their 
ratification of capitalism by displacing audiences' political frustrations to non-
political realms (Dyer, 1979). Stars are also condemned for their perpetuation of 
myths. Under the manipulation thesis, they are responsible for the distribution of 
the false belief of work as play and the illusion of unobstructed upward mobility 
(Dyer, 1979; Tolson, 1996). 
The manipulation thesis suffers from numerous faults. It assumes an absolute 
cooperation between everyone participating in politics, economy and media industry 
(Barker, 2000). It suffers from "economic reductionism" by reducing culture to 
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commerce. Besides, the manipulation thesis neglects audience's agency and 
culture's polysemy. As a result, it suffers from the "fallacy of internalism" by 
assuming that ideology can be detected by attending to texts only (Thompson, 1990: 
91). 
Despite all its pitfalls, the manipulation thesis does have merits. It reminds us 
that media texts are produced by interest-bounded institutions, and that texts do 
contain traces of power restricting possible ways of reading. 
On the other hand, the populistic thesis is a theoretical rebound to the 
manipulation thesis. Scholars including Fiske (1989) believe that culture is made 
popular by active audience who could tailor textual meanings to serve their purposes. 
Different audiences can use tactics to evade and resist textual power, producing 
diverse and unlimited ways of reading texts. 
Several reception analysis of stars follow the populisitic camp. Herzog and 
Gaines (1991) celebrate female fans' agency because they altered their star's dress 
for their own purpose. Stacey (1991) asserts that audiences are active because she 
found that audiences identify with their stars in more than one way. 
In counteracting the manipulative thesis, populisitic thesis reintroduces the 
activity of audience, and reminds us that texts do not have only one meaning. 
However, an extreme form of populism understates the power of text and context, 
！ 
assuming that audience can make meanings out of the blue. Such naivete reduces 
political conflict to only symbolic struggle because it divorces the sign-universe from 
I 
the material world. This kind of “soft relativism" - regarding all meanings as 
equal — undercuts meaningful politics (Eagleton, 1991). 
In fact, reception studies found that audience activity does not necessarily 
prevent the reproduction of ideology (Barker, 1998, 1999; Barker and Andre, 1996; 
“ A d o m o and Horkeimer are the key persons of the Frankfurt School. 
1 
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Liebes and Katz, 1991). As Silverstone (1994) argues, audience are always active, 
I 
and audience's activity is a premise for ideological reproduction. Scholars assert 
that audience may or may not challenge the status quo, and this can only be 
determined empirically. 
Therefore, mass-mediated culture cannot be described as essentially 
dominating or resisting. Symbolic forms are not innately repressive or subversive 
in themselves. So Chow as a mass/ popular cultural form is not inherently 
oppressive or liberating. Recent scholars agree that manipulation and populism 
should be conceived as the two faces of a coin rather than two ends of a line. 
Dominant and subversive meanings usually coexist in popular culture, and they mix 
and mesh in complicated fashions. 
Hall's conception of popular culture as "sites of meaning struggle" (1996a) 
provides a more sophisticated approach for us to deal with the political implications 
of cultural products. Hall explicates that multiple meanings intersect at the arena of 
culture，but these meanings do not coexist peacefully as relativism assumes. 
Meanings are armed with different degrees of power and would try to win out by 
attacking others. 
Other scholars have suggested a similar conception of culture. Gramsci (1968) 
and Williams (1973) suggest that cultural products consist of multiple meanings. And 
they also believe that meanings are not infinite because powers tend to stabilize and 
prefer meanings'ihat could serve their interests. 
In addition, these scholars believe that power struggle is continuous and 
requires constant realignment and maintenance. Hall's theory of articulation 
suggests exactly this kind of structured fluidity in meaning struggle (1996b). Under 
different historical circumstances, social forces are linked up with/ articulated with 
different meanings. When context changes, meanings can be realigned/ 
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rearticulated. Therefore, what meanings Chow is articulated with at a specific time 
is historical and contingent, and can be subject to change and rearticulation. 
Domestication can be viewed as a kind of re-articulation. 
Star is a phenomenon of popular culture. So it would not be surprising if 
scholars demand a similar sophistication in studying stars as in examining popular 
culture. Dyer defines “star text" as a “structured polysemy" (1979: 3). 
"Polysemic" because a star embodies multiple meanings. "Structured" because 
meanings are not infinite, and certain meanings are foreground by social forces. 
Thus, star as a cultural form should not be viewed as essentially manipulative or 
populistic. Once again, a star's ideological implication is not a given, but needed to 
be determined empirically. 
Having laid down my conception of star as a site of meaning struggle, I would 
like to deal with the issue of how popular culture - that is, a star - can be linked up 
with/ articulated to a territory's cultural identity. Although show business seems' to 
be too trivial to be related to the sacred realm of cultural identity, Gramsci argues 
differently. Gramsci (1968) believes that hegemonic leadership of a society is not 
only achieved by coercion, but also by intellectual and moral persuasion, often 
carried out in the realm of "common sense". Therefore, it is not surprising that 
popular culture can take an active part in constituting a culture's identity. 
In fact, it is almost impossible for a modem culture's collective identity to be 
constituted without involving the mass media. Thompson (1990) argues that 
"mediazation" is key for modern culture's identity formation. Moreover, Kammen 
(1978) believes that for cultures with short history and weak tradition, popular 
culture becomes a significant site for cultural identity formation. HK having such a 
short history guarantees popular culture a crucial role in local identity construction 
(H. M. Chan, 1994; P. K. Choi, 1990; Ma, 1999). 
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Further discussion concerning the ideological significance of cultural identity 
would be given later. Yet I would like to state here that cultural identity could have 
various forms of expression. Cultural identity ranges from secular, fragmented 
social memories precipitated in people's memory to official, unified narrative 
imposed by governments (Schlesinger, 1991). Cultural identity can be empowering, 
as shared meanings cementing a culture; and can be oppressive, by excluding 
alternative versions of identities and experiences (Ma, 1999). In fact, most forms of 
cultural identity contain both assertive and suppressive potentials, as identity plays 
by the rule of difference. The solitariness of one group is often achieved by the 
exclusion of another group. Thus, specifying the particular analytical viewpoint 
when discussing a cultural identity's ideological implications is paramount. Once 
again, we should remember that Chow can be empowering or dominating depending 
on the particular version of HK cultural identity he is articulated with, and contingent 
to the position of the particular "HK citizen" we are talking about. 
So popular culture can take part to constitute a society's cultural identity/ ies. 
In this case, a star is involved in constituting local identity by assuming the role as an 
icon of the culture. A star becomes a cultural icon when the star's images are 
disembedded from the entertainment context and enter unrelated events to evoke 
larger cultural themes and contradictions of a society (Benett and Lawrence, 1995). 
As discussed above, Chow becomes a cultural icon when his image is borrowed to 
describe the mass audience as ignorant and law threatening, or to persuade the HK 
public to be hardworking and be responsible for collective good. To repeat, an icon 
in itself is not predisposed to domination or resistance. Bennet and Lawrence (1995) 
find in an empirical research that icons are only focal points to anchor values for 
possible social change. Whether an icon is subversive or not would depend on 
significations ascribed to the sign. 
I 
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The general theoretical landscape is now cleared, and we are left with a basic 
assumption that star as cultural icon is a locale where pluralistic meanings compete. 
This remains a lofty theoretical statement. What we need is a theoretically 
informed, methodologically workable tool which can do justice to the infinite 
amount of information and sentiments surrounding Chow, some of which publicly 
articulated, others still in solution inside people's mind. Such a tool need to ,be 
flexible enough to accommodate multiple meanings, yet structured enough to give 
form to power asymmetries. Such a helpful tool does exist, and it is called 
discourse. 
Discourse can be defined simply as a "crossover between language and power" 
(Eagleton, 1991: 223). Discourse attends to both audiences' meaning-making 
ability and structure's dominating power, thus it could balance the extremities of the 
populistic and the manipulation thesis. On the one hand, discourse theory asserts 
that human agents make emotionally-charged meanings which do not automatically 
flow from objective social structures. On the other hand, discourse theory asserts 
that meanings do have interests to serve (Eagleton, 1991). Thus, discourse analysis 
serves our study because it could handle a star having multiple significations but also 
being structured. 
If we conceive star as cultural icon to have multiple meanings, we would 
expect to see more than one discourse is constructed around the star. And if we 
conceive meanings to be engaging in power struggle, we would expect discourses to 
interact, being antagonistic to each other, with some discourses actively attacking, 
displacing and obliterating others. 
Practical-wise, discourse analysis can be used in both textual analysis and 
reception analysis, allowing us to synthesize results between textual and reception 
domains. This is made possible because discourse could be viewed as a meaning-
1 3 
reservoir where text production and consumption must engage with (Fairclough, 
1995). Producers construct text by drawing values from discourses, and audience 
make meanings by activating discourses. 
Discourse analysis offers other advantages to our study. Discourse 
emphasizes that knowledge is perspectival. So discursive analysis allows us to 
locate discourse with speaking positions, with each discourse benefiting some but not 
others. Lastly, as discourse analysis is historical and conjunctural, it allows us to 
concentrate on values which are most relevant to both the star and to HK context. 
Being contextual is paramount, as scholars have warned us of reductive problems 
associated with studies which only employ broad social categories like sex and class 
in analyzing cultural forms'I 
Textual Analysis and Interview 
The above overview suggests that, in studying popular culture's political 
implication, an exclusively textual or an exclusively receptional approach is not 
sufficient. Scholars from Hall (1981), Du Gay et al. (1997), Johnson (1986-87) to 
Thompson (1990) unanimously call for a multi-method approach in examining 
I 
cultural products. 
Scholars specializing in study of stars also argued similarly. They believe that 
the unique nature of stardom demands an intertextual investigation which can 
account for its multifaceted manifestation (Dyer, 1979; Tolson, 1996). Cook warns 
that "the circulation, reception and cultural currency of stars cannot be explained 
12 Choi, W. Y. (1998)'s efforts in studying Chow with categories like sex and class find unsatisfactory 
result of "active passive audience." Choi W. Y. suggests that we should go beyond reductive 
categories in analysing cultural phenomenons. 
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convincingly by exclusively textual, sociological or economic form of analysis" 
(1985: 50). 
My study of Chow as HK cultural icon combines textual analysis with 
reception analysis as the primary methods of investigation, with production analysis 
complementing the above two. Textual analysis are done on various media texts to 
uncover what kind of Chow discursive map is supplied to audiences before and after 
domestication. Reception analysis aims at discovering how the media-supplied 
Chow discourses satisfy various audiences after domestication. And production 
analysis looks at how Chow's image is affected by media organizations' political 
economy, which is conducted by researching secondary data and interviewing media 
workers. 
To capture Chow's expression comprehensively, textual analysis is conducted 
on more than one kind of media texts. Such intertextual investigation serves two 
functions. Firstly, to see Chow's expressions in different media forms; and 
secondly, to observe his manifestations as both fictive roles and as a "real person" 
(Tolson, 1996). To attend to these disparate facets of Chow, I will study Chow as 
roles in TV advertisements and Chow as person in printed media articles. I would 
like to emphasize that the separation between media forms and the distinction 
between roles and person are elusive. This is because audiences do mix up all 
aspects of a star without awareness (Tolson, 1996). We should expect that private 
life information pf Chow necessary intervenes the design of his onscreen roles, and 
popular Chow roles would often read as “real character" of the person. So 
separating Chow's expression among different media forms and distinguishing him 
as roles versus the person are just analytical distinctions. 
Before I start to elaborate on each area of study, I would like to explain why I 
choose not to analyze Chow's Hollywood films. It is not because Chow's 
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Hollywood career is unimportant to his domestication. To the contrary, Hollywood-
ization is a key catalyst for Chow's subsequent institutionalization as the cultural 
icon. However, we should distinguish between contents of specific Hollywood 
films and the institution of Hollywood as a cultural sign. My impression of HK 
audience's appreciation of Chow suggests that Hollywood's key inflection on 
Chow's image lies on the institution but not on the content of his foreign films. 
In addition, whether Hollywood films' contents are significant also concerns 
the particular group of audience we are talking about. While the contents of 
1 
Chow's films may mean a lot to a foreigners' conception of Chow's Hong Kongness, 
the contents may have less effect on a Hong Kong person's idea of Chow's meanings. 
I 
Here, I shall differentiate the "internal" versus the "external" expression of Chow's 
role as a cultural icon. The internal facet of a cultural icon refers to the icon's 
"reflection" of local culture to his own people; while the external explication of an 
cultural icon concerns the "refraction" of the icon's culture to foreigners. As I 
choose to focus on how locals construct their sense of Hong Kongness by consuming 
Chow (internal aspect of icon), but not on how foreigners appropriate Hong 
Kongness by watching Chow (external aspect of icon), what is on the screen appears 
to be less important than what Hollywood as a sign connotates for the locals in 
comprehending Chow as their icon. What matters to HK people and Chow's 
domestication are the signification of Hollywood as an institution^^. 
Before textual analysis is conducted for texts surrounding the domestication 
period, a summary is performed on Chow's past. This reconstruction of Chow's 
13 Findings would confirm my initial claim that Hollywood as an institution matters more than film 
contents in contributing to the domestication process. Given that overseas informants watch the 
same HK and Hollywood films of Chow as HK respondents do, yet the former group does not find 
Chow suitable as a HK cultural icon while HK public unanimously argues for the opposite. This 
discrepancy shows that much of the domestication process operates beyond internal features of 
Hollywood film texts. We would see that HK respondents' discussion of Chow's Hollywood career 
focuses on Hollywood the institution and ignore the concrete roles or narratives of these films. 
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discursive past is done by researching secondary data such as old magazines, old 
critical pieces, and by interviewing workers in the media industry. Another helpful 
source for our compilation of the "pre-domesticated Chow” comes from the opinions 
of foreign fans of HK films. As most of these informants have difficulty accessing 
Chow's media products produced after the mid 90s, they are largely unaware of how 
Chow has been portrayed in HK lately. As a result, these cases could be used for 
comparison, as their responses can be treated as conceptions of Chow unaffected by 
the domestication process. Therefore, non-local informants' reactions could be 
helpful raw materials for us to reconstruct the discursive make-up of the earlier 
Chow. Discursive analysis would be carried out on Chow's early period to see what 
the discursive map is like before Chow's domestication. Such a revisit of Chow's 
past aims at recovering the existence of a subversive past available for subsequent 
meaning reformation. 
Next, textual analysis is carried on five Chow involved advertisements 
broadcasted in HK from 1995 to 1999, produced by various institutions including 
government departments, commercial corporations and media organizations. By 
observing how textual cues intertwine with production logic (supplied by advertising 
personnel), we could observe how different interests manipulate Chow to serve their 
own purpose. Moreover, these advertisements are shown to overseas Chow fans 
who are not influenced by the domestication process. Their reactions would allow 
us to identify po.ssible origins for various meanings added onto Chow at various 
moments. Lastly, a Mainland China and a Taiwan produced advertisement of Chow 
would also be analyzed for comparison purpose. If these foreign encodings of 
1 
Chow are systematically different from local portrayals of Chow, it would 
demonstrate that the domestication process occurring within local commercials is a 
culturally specific phenomenon, but not a "natural evolution" of the star text. 
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Then, we would conduct a textual analysis of Chow the private person. 
Tolson (1996) argues that the appearance of an actor's private life information in the 
press defines the birth of a star. Eckert (1991) emphasizes that in star study, private 
life information of a star must be treated as having the same status as the stars' films. 
Yet the "private person" aspect of the star should be regarded as a "constructed" 
biography rather than accurate portrayals (Gandhy 1991). Stacey (1991) suggests 
that the best way to study a star's publicized private persona is to examine magazine 
or newspaper articles — the journalistic discourse. 
More than forty Chow related articles which appeared in the local printed 
media from 1995 to 2000 are analyzed, paralleling the time period of the examined 
advertisements. Just as the advertisements are, these articles come from various 
institutions. Some are from English elite newspapers, some from mass-market 
magazines, and one from the government. Similarly, discursive analysis would be 
conducted to see what discourses tend to be articulated by different-interested media 
institutions, and whether there are time-related discursive adjustments which indicate 
domestication in process. 
Textual analysis of both TV advertisements and articles in the press would only 
allow us to see the discursive reconfiguration of Chow in the mediascape. Even if 
there exist systematic discursive rearticulation in the symbolic realm, we cannot 
confidently argue that the ideological shift within newspapers and TV commercials 
really exert ideological impact in the "real world." A claim that domestication 
process is ideologically dominating to the less privileged must be accompanied by 
ethnographic research. We need to ground the theoretical claim by observing how 
concrete audience appropriate such a meaning-shift. Therefore, reception analysis 
is required to answer my research question of whether domestication exists beyond 
texts to the extent of influencing power relations among socially positioned 
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audiences. 
Yet, my audience research differs from most star study's approach, which were 
mainly fan study. As fans usually identify with their idols intensively, fan studies 
have biases which tend to exaggerate the ideological implications of stars. Fans are 
either extra-subversive or extra-submissive to ideologies (Stacey, 1991). As my 
thesis concern Chow's role as a cultural icon to a whole society, I have taken extra-
care to make sure that subjects' affinity to Chow varies. 
Around 28 individuals are interviewed in depth within 19 sections. The 
number of informants per section is usually out of the informants' own request, as 
some would like to be interviewed with friends or spouse. Informants are chosen 
initially by availability and then later by a conscious effort to maintain a balanced 
distribution of age, class, education and sex. Respondents' age ranges from 26 to 
60, including 10 females and 20 males (there is a group of 5 male taxi drivers), who 
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earn a monthly income ranging from around $4,000 to around $100,000. The 
majority of interviewees do not know each other. 
Interviews are conducted from winter 1999 to spring 2000. Discussions are 
carried in places informants found comfortable, from their offices to restaurants to 
their homes. Interviews usually last for an hour and a half and are conducted in a 
semi-structured format. Key issues including discussions on Chow's private life 
and media roles would be brought out, but order of questions and wordings are often 
tailored for the situation. For a sample of interview questions, see appendix 1. 
During interviews, the advertisements used for textual analysis would be shown. 
Excerpts of Chow's Hollywood films are also shown if time allows. All interviews 
are conducted by me, so as to eliminate discrepancy brought about by multiple 
researchers. 
In the middle or end of the interview, the topic of discussion would shift from 
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Chow to the respondents' own life, usually steered by the interviewer with little 
effort, and often following the natural flow of the conversation. In most of the case, 
informants would compare and draw parallels between Chow and themselves. 
These would be key moments to see how Chow operate as their cultural icon, by 
giving meanings to the informants' daily life as a HK citizen. 
All interviews are tape-recorded and transcripted. Discursive analysis is 
conducted on these transcripts to see whether discourses found in media texts appear 
in conversations, and whether respondents with different resources utilize different 
discourses. Most importantly, we should see if informants are satisfied by the 
different stages of Chow, i.e., what I conceived as a discursive change in the media's 
constructions of Chow. That is, to see the audiences' reaction to domestication of 
Chow the cultural icon. 
As stated, interviews are also conducted with foreign informants for contrast. 
They include four Mainland Chinese, one Taiwanese, two Japanese and nine 
Caucasians. They either live in HK or Canada. They have all watched some 
media products of Chow. 
Ideology and Domestication 
In the previous sections, I have argued that symbolic forms do not carry 
predetermined ideological biases, but are terrain where multiple meanings organized 
as schema compete. So, Chow is a locale where interest-loaded discourses 
crystallize around. By textual and reception analysis, we can isolate and identify 
the discourses employed in star construction. But if I want to move one step further, 
to bring our discussion to the realm of "ideology", and assert that certain discourse 
• alignment are "dominating," I need to clarify the concept of "domination." ‘ 
I 
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In my definition, domination exist when the process of meaning struggle 
systematically excludes values which benefit individuals who already had the least 
power in the specific context. As Thompson argues, domination occurs when 
"established relations of power are systematically asymmetrical, ... when particular 
individuals or groups of individuals are endowed with power in a durable way which 
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excludes, and to some significant degree remains inaccessible to, other individuals or 
groups of individuals..." (1990: 151). In our case, I would claim that domination 
has occurred when meaning rearrangement around Chow systematically favors the 
already powerful persons over the underprivileged in the HK context in late 90s. 
Thompson (1990) strongly reminds us that domination and resistance must be 
understood conjuncturally. It is only after careful identification of key participants 
and precise description of the specific field can we carry out meaningful discussions 
of ideology and point to concrete occurrences of power inequality. 
What I mean by domination or subversion in this paper is historical and 
specific. In this thesis, I seek to examine a finite question of how Chow's meanings 
affect audiences of disparate social positions in the modem capitalistic setting of HK 
in the late 90s. Specifically, I am concerned about whether a temporal change in the 
star's meanings would affect socially-positioned viewers' appropriation of their own 
socio-economic situation. More concretely, the questions asked in this thesis are 
firstly, do audiences with different resources see their needs and frustrations fulfilled 
in the mediated image of Chow? Secondly, is there a socially significant change in 
Chow's image with time in the shared popular beliefs of HK people? And lastly, if 
there is a systematic revision of Chow's persona, how do socially situated viewers 
satisfy with the change? 
Readers should note that I am not dealing with Chow's ideological 
significances regarding other issues including his implication on sexual, racial or 
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global power relations. Thus, "domination" and "subversion" in this thesis should 
be comprehended in the bounded context of whether Chow's persona influences and 
is in turn affected by the internal socio-economic relations within HK society in the 
late 1990s. Results of this thesis should not be generalized as an all-encompassing 
evaluation of the star over everyone who consumes him. It is possible for other 
researchers to find totally different results if they were to examine Chow in other 
ideological realms, such as his image as an external cultural icon — how he represents 
HK to Others. 
Focused and situated, my conception of domination and subversion is targeted 
and microscopic. What domination means in my paper is that, a certain cultural 
form is likely to accentuate rather than alleviate the disadvantaged positions of the 
people with the least resources in late 90s HK. And when I say subversive, I do not 
think that a phenomenon would lead to radical or extensive political transformations. 
Instead, subversion and resistance in my thesis refers to a phenomenon's potential in 
relieving power imbalance and nurtures a more favorable environment for the 
underprivileged in the capitalistic HK society in the late 90s. 
For instance, I see resistance exists when a certain meaning structure allows its 
users to identify the artificiality and nakedness of capitalism rather than masking 
capitalism as a natural form of social arrangement. I believe that identifying the 
constructiveness of a social order would allow us to ponder for positive change in 
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our living conditions. 
A phenomenon is also subversive if its presence disturbs, irritates, challenges 
and threatens the integrity of the status quo in a particular context. Such disruptions 
may be disposed of as merely symbolic and trivial by some scholars, but I see their 
presence as a necessary prerequisite to meaningful politics. 
Last but not least, a cultural form is subversive if it provides a language, a 
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voice for the disadvantaged to express frustrations particular to their life 
circumstances. Williams (1977) suggests that for the lower social classes, their 
pressing material conditions would often grant them an acute sensitivity to sense a 
chasm between meanings offered by the mainstream culture and their own lived 
sentiments, i.e., one's "structure of feelings". And I believe that finding a language 
from popular culture to express lived frustrations and desires could be one of the 
vital weapons for the disadvantaged to resist social domination. 
Mild and micro may these oppositions be, but when we consider the 
"mainstream-ness" of Chow as a star, it is reasonable to expect that if he does carry 
subversive meanings, they would be unlikely of radical formats. In addition, if 
these subversive meanings would soon disappear as a result of domestication, this 
would suggests that the "resistance" carried by these ideas are not purely decorative, 
but are challenges posed to the status quo substantial enough for the legitimate order 
to be interested in displacing them. 
Having insisted on the importance of contexts in discussing ideology, and 
having laid down my working definition of domination and subversion, I should now 
move on to an overview of the concrete contextual events related to my study. It is 
only by adequately attending to concrete historical forces can we make grounded and 
precise judgement on the ideological implications of Chow's symbolic change. 
Researching "contexts" is paradoxical. It is well-accepted that researchers 
should attend to "contexts." Yet contexts are often too complex and infinite to be 
captured for examination. Exhaustion is impossible, so I opt for relevance and 
practicality. As I seek to understand how a media phenomenon (a star) is 
appropriated by socially-situated users in a specific society at a specific time, two 
major contextual planes would be relevant. One is the mediascape and the other is 
the wider socio-political climate. The former concerns how Chow situates in 
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power-loaded media institutions over the years; the latter concerns how the general 
social atmosphere affects resource distribution in HK through time. By attending to 
these two planes, we could familiarize ourselves with possible forces likely to trigger 
Chow's meaning shift. And by identifying contextual cues, we could hypothesize 
probable directional shift in Chow's significances. 
These two planes are necessary dialogical. This is because media features 
(star and media institutions' significations) are necessarily appropriated by and 
produced by social subjects embedded in changing social climate (shifting class 
relations). 
Let's first take a look at Chow's trajectory within the media. Chow's 
personal career path is in fact a mini history of the HK media industry. During his 
more than 20 years of participation in the local media, he coincidentally joined the 
media organizations which had the most influence in the HK market at the time 
respectively. His alliances with these most powerful media organizations could 
explain why he has been popular all the way from the 70s to the 90s. However, 
knowing that he joined the biggest companies was not enough, as we also need to 
identify the delicate qualitative biases these institutions have imprinted on Chow's 
persona, making him more palatable to some audience instead of others at different 
moments. A study of Chow's alignment with different media institutions through 
the years would allow us to glimpse whether his image has been inflected by these 
various media agencies. 
Chow had been involved with two media institutions during his local years 
from the 70s to the 90s，first in free wireless TV and then in local film. Local TV of 
the 70s and HK films of the 80s were respectively the most popular form of 
entertainment among locals during the two periods. These indigenous media forms 
• were received enthusiastically among Hong Kongers, much more popular than 
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foreign TV programs and Hollywood films (Choi, 1990). Detail discussion of their 
content will be conducted in later chapters. We should now concentrate on how 
these media forms signify to their local consumers. 
Chow started his career by acting in the local TV station TVB"' in mid 70s. 
"The 70s" is a period local scholars branded as the golden age of TV in local media 
history. It was the time when free TV first launched and TV watching was 
considered as a fashionable pastime among HK people of the time. Contents of TV 
programs were both entertaining and relevant because they were produced by 
locally-trained talents who are granted with ample creative freedom particular to the 
context (Ma, 1999). Researchers unanimously assert that local TV in the 70s 
contributed enormously towards community cohesion and to the constitution of local 
identity (Ma, 1999; Choi, 1990; Chan H. M.，1994). 
One thing to note about local TV's facilitation of social solidarity during the 
70s is that, it was performed in a relatively autonomous context free from overt 
political manipulation. This "community building" feature of HK TV of the 70s 
demands special attention. Whenever popular entertainment participates in 
consolidating a culture, scholars would be suspicious of manipulations from the 
authorities. Yet, TV programs of HK in the 70s were rather exceptional. Scholars 
have observed that the peculiar political and economic situation of the 70s allow HK 
TV programs to be produced largely free from direct political and overt economic 
pressures, allowing local identity to be synthesized with little top-down intrusion 
(Choi, 1990; Ma, 1999). I would like to note that claiming TV programs' freedom 
from the legitimate order's direct intervention is not the same as claiming them,as 
J 
TVB is Television Broadcasting Limited, the most popular local TV station providing free TV 
entertainments. CYF worked in TVB from mid 70s to early 80s. 
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having no ideological interests to serve'，. Nevertheless, it is still remarkable that 
these TV programs were produced under considerably high degree of creative 
• 1丨 
freedom, allowing popular and probably subversive elements to be blended into their 
contents. 
Towards mid 80s, TV lost its appeal to HK people, and local film took over as 
the most popular form of entertainment. From mid 80s to mid 90s, there were ten 
brilliant years of local film productions, grossing box income over that of Hollywood 
mega projects. It is during this period Chow switched his career from TV to film. 
Similar to the TV programs, local films of the 80s were not produced for the 
dissemination of overt political messages'^, as commercialization ensured these films 
to be consumed primarily for entertainment'' 
A key feature underlying all Chow's local products of the 70s and the 80s. 
Both of Chow's TV dramas and local films were consumed by a significant group of 
working class. However, it does not mean that audiences who are better off do not 
watch Chow, as Chow needs to gather support from different levels of the society to 
become a cultural icon. It is just that Chow's early image during the 70s and 80s 
was one compatible even to the least educated and the material deprived. 
We can trace several reasons contributing to Chow's working class appeal. 
First of all, internal logic of the medium of wireless TV in HK partly contributed to 
Chow's popularity among the less privileged. As TVB was provided free of charge 
in HK, anyone who can afford a TV set and the electricity can enjoy its programs. 
丨5 While celebrating 70s TV's indigenousness, we should also bear in mind that these programs and 
their brand of HK identity tend to shy away from overt political discussions, thus channeling 
audiences' awareness away from political participation towards pure economic activities. 
16 Scholars in the late 90s were enthusiastic to study the political implications of these commercial 
films due to the heated political context of Handover. 1 do not think that films of the 80s are totally 
political irrelevant, yet I think popular reception of these films were first consumed as entertainment 
rather than political allegory. 
17 Bordwell (2000) found that HK film industry of the 80s was the only industry in the world which 
survived without any government assistance, testifying to the extreme level of commercialization 
these films must follow. 
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However, film having a working class appeal is not a general law, but is a 
historically contingent phenomenon specific to the 80s HK. At the time, one does 
not need to possess much economic power or cultural competence to watch a movie. 
This is because firstly, most local films of the 80s were committed to pure (some say 
vulgar) entertainment. Thus, one need not possesses much education to enjoy them. 
Secondly, it was not uncommon for a working class to visit the theatre every week 
during the 80s because the favorable economic environment allowed even the poor to 
spend on luxury goods. Thirdly, even the most deprived could enjoy film because 
old local movies would regularly rerun on free TV. Thus, from 70s to the 80s, 
Chow has accumulated a huge working class support. 
Yet in the 90s, Chow adjusted his audience base to the middle class when he 
re-launched his career in Hollywood. Unlike local films which are appealing to 
lower classes, Hollywood movies are mostly enjoyed in HK by those who possess 
relatively high levels of cultural and economic resources, especially in the 90s. 
Several reasons contribute to Hollywood's middle class signification. Firstly, 
Hollywood films have always been targeted to the educated in HK because they are 
delivered in English here. While Hollywood films would be dubbed into the 
indigenous language in other Asian countries, they are rarely dubbed into Cantonese 
in HK. Only Chinese subtitles would be provided. Thus, one needs a certain 
degree of English literacy to enjoy Hollywood films in HK. 
Secondly, the activity of "movie-going" in HK underwent a qualitative change 
during late 90s due to shifts in wider media and social contexts. Two contextual 
forces, economic downturn and technological development have lured the working 
class away from visiting theatres. On the one hand, the 1997 economic crisis has 
forced the working class to cut down spending on luxurious goods including theatre 
going. On the other hand, invention of the VCD (Video Compact Disc) technology 
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allows films to be duplicated cheaply and conveniently, which subsequent popularity 
in the 90s enables the poor to seek enjoyment with lower costs丨8. The working class 
buy legal or pirated versions of films and stay home for entertainment. 
Furthermore, at the time when Chow aligns with "Hollywood," local media 
industry also went through significant reorganization. As a result, Chow's private 
image as a "Hollywood actor" is reappropriated within a new global media context, 
driving his class-signification further away from the lower strata. When Chow 
started to emigrate in 1992, local film industry simultaneously underwent a setback, 
and has not revived since. Therefore, Chow has aligned himself with a world media 
power at a time when local film industry withered. I suspect that the wide media 
coverage of Chow's jump to Hollywood has the impact of publicly illustrating how a 
HK citizen could evade local crisis by emigrating. Yet, emigration to America is 
only an option for those who own a high level of economic and cultural resources, 
and I speculate that the unfortunate coincidence of Chow's emigration and local 
media's recession would further distant Chow's image from the lived experience of 
his working class fans. 
Thus, Chow's career move to Hollywood when situated in the specific 
economic and social contexts results in a even greater adjustment in Chow's image, 
which has a clear directional pressure in skewing his audienceship towards the 
middle class rather than the working class. 
However, cultural phenomena are rarely that simple. When Chow as a visible 
Chinese is placed in a foreign context, especially a significant other like Hollywood, 
much complication results. Paradoxically, while Chow's emigration would 
logically reduce his relevance to the local working class, such physical dislocation 
18 VCD costs pratically nothing to manufacture. Legal versions could be bought at US$4 a piece; 
Pirated costs half the price or even lower. 
1 
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when mediasized could also has the puzzling effect of enhancing Chow's localness 
as a sign. This is because identity is a play of difference and similarity, as 
Roberston (1992) asserts, "what is considered local... is the outcome of transnational 
process." Such translocation has the significant effect of enhancing Chow's 
visibility as a local symbol, thus foregrounding his ideological potential to be 
exploited by different interest parties. 
Therefore, the meaning of Chow's emigration is not a given, but is up to 
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people's definition. Chow could be viewed as a HK traitor who sold himself to 
Hollywood hegemony by deserting HK audience, or an exemplary HK actor who 
assimilates to the admirable Hollywood industry, or as a distinctive Asian 
counteracting global power. Who's definition would win out at the end is the result 
of power struggle. 
To summarize, I hypothesize that Chow's trajectory in the mediascape 
contributes partly to his change in signification with time. He evolved from a star 
accessible to the lower class to an actor consumed by the middle class. 
My previous examination of Chow's winding path in the media suggests 
strongly that it is impossible to neglect wider structural tendencies of a society when 
studying implications of a star. Political inclinations and economic forces 
apparently influence how TV dramas or films of Chow are produced and received. 
Let us briefly discuss the fluctuations in the wider HK society through the years, and 
hypothesize on possible change the general context would exert on Chow. 
As discussed above, the local media industry flourishes in the 70s and 80s, 
providing important raw materials for the formation of local identity. In fact, the 
persisting development of the HK media from the mid 70s to early 90s was a mirror 
image of the continuous growth HK society experienced during the same 20 years. 
Despite numerous political difficulties experienced by HK since mid 80s, it is true 
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that the local economy had been under incessant growth since mid 70s up to mid 90s. 
Upward mobility was particularly unobstructed in the 70s and 80s, although 
economic inequality takes up in early 90s. During the period, even the lowest strata 
of the society experienced substantial improvement in their living standards. The 
HK success is an indispensable source of pride for HK people (Ma, 1999). 
Chow rose to fame by appearing in the most popular local media during the 20 
years when the city underwent significant economic development. The parallel 
between Chow's individual achievement and HK's collective accomplishment made 
Chow a candidate representing "HK's path to success." This "HK success story" is 
one particular explication of Chow as a cultural icon. This schema glorifies how a 
lot of HK citizens advanced from the working class to the upper middle class. That 
is, demonstrating upward mobility of the HK society. This is a socially shared 
schema/ discourse rather than an idiosyncratic story because similar narrative have 
been applied on other local distinguished figures who are also valorized as HK 
cultural icons in the public sphere'^. 
This "from rags to riches" narrative is ambivalent in ideological implications. 
On the one hand, it could be dominative if the upward mobility it promises is not 
coordinated by an open social structure. Yet on the other hand, if the society does 
offer ample room for equal competition in the capitalistic sense, the schema would 
be far from mythic. HK in the 70s and early 80s was such an open society, and cjid 
provide fertile soil for upward mobility. Amidst extensive economic expansion, 
even the working class could climb up the social ladder with his effort. For those 
who benefited from the open social system, the "HK success" story is not illusive, 
but a strong narrative for cultural identification and confidence, and could contribute 
1 9 These include local eminence like businessman Lee Ka Shing and actor Jacky Chan. 
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to social cohesion and community solidarity. 
However, the "HK success" schema could not be the total picture of HK even 
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in the hopeful years of 70s and 80s. Despite continuous economic advancement, 
there existed some darker sentiments deposited in the shared HK psyche. In fact, 
the HK story of success hints at the existence of such bitterness, as the narrative also 
emphasizes on a desperate degree of self-reliance of the achievers. Although self-
helping is a fundamental principle of worldwide capitalism, it is especially prominent 
in the HK mentality. This is because HK is a refugee society, and most immigrants 
arrived in the 70s were deprived of resources and connections. To worsen the 
situation, the early British rule was not interested in providing welfare support for its 
people. All things add up, the survival condition of the early settlers was 
considerably hostile. 
Thus, the layman's life in HK in the 70s and early 80s was not rosy. 
Achievements were reaped under fierce competition; advancements were attained by 
self-abusive laboring. No motherland was to offer protection; no institution was to 
promise stability. HK people have learned to play by the rule of naked capitalism. 
They know by heart that self-reliance is the only insurance of personal security. 
Thus, a key aspect of HK mindset consists of the anxieties and helplessness of 
individuals who are exploited or left out of the city's affluence. Important 
indigenous texts such as Sam Hui's Cantonese songs express complaints of the 
laboring class, with spngs having names like “ 1/2 pound of effort but never getting 8 
ounces of pay." 
This schema of struggle and survival could be viewed as ideologically 
subversive. Although it does not confront the status quo directly by initiating 
radical transformations or revolutions, these complaints do challenge the integrity of 
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capitalism obliquely by exposing the system's constructiveness and abusiveness. 
This schema dissects the bare bones of capitalism — that it is a system which 
perpetuates cruel competition and class differentiation. By acknowledging the 
artificiality of capitalism, issues of "class" and "exploitation" could be highlighted 
for discussion. Thus, the schema of survival gives a voice, a language for the 
disadvantaged within the intensive capitalistic organization of HK. 
We should note that, the indigenous narratives of "social movement，，and "self-
reliance" of the 70s and 80s HK were constituted in a decentralized atmosphere, with 
relatively little overt institutional manipulation. Such citizen-initiated feature in 
local identity generation was historically specific. During the 70s and early 80s, the 
political center neither actively encourages local identity generation nor stringently 
controls indigenous narratives. Instead, issues of local self-image was deliberately 
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left untouched because the British government had the interest to minimize HK's 
political characters in order to maximize the city's economic potentials (Ma 1999). 
However, we should remember that although HK cultural identity in the 70s and 80s 
contains few grand national imperatives，it does have certain ideological side effects 
preferred by the status quo of the time. The "pure economic" characterization of 
the HK man functions to steer citizens' attention away from active political 
participation towards economic production, which serves the British government's 
interest in the 70s and early 80s. Nevertheless, it is fair to say that a majority of HK 
people of the time, who had escaped from Mainland China's turmoil for a better life 
in HK, did find such pure survival identity desirable. Therefore, the germination of 
HK'S cultural identity in the 70s and early 80s was a cooperative effort between the 
government and its people. Popular sentiments were left to burgeon on its own 
because its overall direction matches the interests of the status quo. 
To summarize, in HK during the 70s and 80s, Chow has been aligning with 
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popular local media when local identity was burgeoning spontaneously as the society 
was experiencing immense development. Such parallel between Chow's 
advancement and HK's growth allows him to be gradually nominated as a cultural 
icon without authorities' intervention. As a result, the popular sentiments 
crystallized on Chow since the 70s, although not interest free, were to a certain 
extent originated from the collective lived experiences of the HK people. Therefore, 
the resonance Chow was able to arouse among locals before the 90s was a 
decentralized, citizens-initiated, polymorphous phenomenon. Chow could be 
conceptualized as a "popular icon" (Schlesinger, 1991)，a loosely coalition of 
meanings constituted from within the society, but not an "official icon," an organized 
system of ideas imposed and regulated by the legitimate order. 
Now, let us see if there are any changes in the wider social contexts in HK after 
the 80s, and postulate whether such fluctuations would affect Chow's ideological 
status as a cultural icon. 
Any study of contemporary HK could not neglect the significant 
transformations it has undergone since late 90s. Dramatic it may seem, but the year 
1997 is certainly a watershed. Of course, the most significant difference is the 
change of political power - from a British colony to the Special Administrative 
Region of the People's Republic of China. However, the impact of the Handover 
on the immediate lives of most HK people is unmatched by the Asian economic 
crisis which came in late 1997. To a HK layperson, impacts of the economic crisis 
were much more immediate and urgent than the subtle shifts brought about by the 
Handover^®. There was drastic collapse in both the stock market and property 
market, with sudden increase in unemployment and salary cuts. The aftermath of 
Opinion poll results during the late 90s repeatedly found that economic issues were the number one 
concern of local residents, while political concerns were relegated to lower priorities. 
1 
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the crisis lingers into year 2000, undermining HK people's confidence and forever 
transformed the local psyche. 
It was in such a situation that we see the HK government participated in 
institutionalizing and defining an official version of the "HK cultural identity." 
Unlike the 70s，the SAR government does not retreat from the realm of indigenous 
culture, but actively reappropriate local identity for its own use. After centuries of 
voluntary disengagement, the official order finally reclaimed indigenous identity 
under its control. Ma (1999) suggested that the "political vacuum" in which 
indigenous culture of the 70s had flourished was a fragile space that could easily 
disappear if the status quo desires to venture in cultural management. 
Let's see how the HK government took part in the reappropriation of HK's 
cultural identity in the late 90s. In the middle of economic distress, the SAR 
government proposes that there once exist a "HK spirit," which include qualities like 
"hardworking, industriousness, endurance and self-advancement."^' The Government 
proposes that such qualities were found in the 50s and 60s HK when local residents 
were all cooperating to build HK. And the story goes, the reason why HK can grow 
“from a desolate island to an international cosmopolitan" (a collective version of 
upward mobility) is because of these essences of the HK people. 
The SAR government believes that what have eroded the "HK spirit" is a 
"false culture" - a "reliant culture" that encourages one to rely on opportunism or on 
the government. Authorities including the Chief Executive and government 
officials persuade HK people to "recover their true essence of the HK spirit and give 
up the reliant culture." 
21 See 'HK Government Special Committee Regrets HK People are No Longer Industrious: Reliant 
Culture is Killing HK.' Ming Pao. 2000 Feb, 15; 'Chief Executive Praises Box-like Home Residents 
Demonstrating HK Spirit' Sing Tao Daily News. 1998 December 17. Sec AM; 'Revive the Social 
Spirit' Da Gong Bao 1998 December, 9. S e c A l l . 
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This "HK spirit" narrative is used in a number of contexts related to the 
economic crisis. First of all, the government believes that for people who suffered 
in the crisis, the "HK spirit" promises to be a solution to their difficulty, that is, 
everything would be solved if they work hard enough.^^ Secondly, the government 
uses "HK spirit" to support its welfare cut, suggesting that citizens who do not rely 
on themselves are lazy�� . The legitimate order's interest shifts from one of active 
non-intervention to active intervention after 1997. 
While the officials are promoting the "HK spirit," the working class' life 
becomes increasingly difficult. This is because economic inequality intensified, 
with the gap between the rich and the poor widen in late Moreover, although 
the economic adversity has dampened towards year 2000，the fastest recovery is in 
the realm of information-technology, thus selectively benefiting only the upper-
middle segment of the population. Such inequality is further escalated by the 
increasing competition from Mainland China, which attacks the unskilled class most 
severely. 
In addition, although economic setbacks were pressing in the late 90s, the SAR 
government still perpetuated lofty prospects. After the economic crisis, the SAR 
government promotes that HK will become a world class city like London and New 
York''. 
1 
22 Chief Executive often proposes "HK Spirit" as a solution to economic crisis. See 'Chief Executive: 
HK People should Cooperate to Remake another Peak' Wen Hui Bao. 2000 October, 2. SecA03; 
'HK need to reposition. HK Spirit need to be Revived' Da Gong Bao. 1999 October, 8. SecA02. 
Another local official reiterate the same narrative. See 'Promote HK Spirit' Wen Hui BaO- 1999 
Janurary, 19. 
23 See 'Industrious Society won't Support Lazy People' Tian Tian Re Bao 1998 December, 9. 
Sec A l l . 
24 Gap between rich and power widened immensely in HK in the late 90s. World Bank Organization 
Report 2000 found that HK's economic inequality is more acute than situations in Africa, Middle East 
and Latin America. See also 'Monthly Income Less than 4000: 16 out of 100 in Year 1998.' HK 
Economic Times 2000 June, 22. Sec AOS; 
25 See ‘See London and New York as our Target; Improve Living Conditions, Improve Local Talents; 
HK is to be an International Cosmopolitan' in Shing Pao 1999 October, 7. Sec AOS; 'More 
Connection with Mainland; HK can be an Asian International Cosmopolitan like London and New 
t 
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In a nutshell, local identity has gradually been reappropriated from a loosely 
coordinated rap sack originated from within the society during the colonial days to an 
organized top-down project coordinated by the political center after 1997. 
The above overviews of both the media landscape and the socio-political 
climate allow us to understand the overall power relations surrounding Chow's 
domestication in the late 90s. The late 90s is a critical time when the lower class's 
survival condition is particularly threatened and a moment when the government has 
the interest to appropriate local identity. Coincidentally, it is also during this period 
Chow left his local career for Hollywood, adjusting his audience base towards the 
upper classes at a time when local media industry flops. Thus, my claim about 
Chow's symbolic shift towards values of the status quo in domestication would have 
a more dominating effect when observed in historical contexts. 
Let us have a look at the word "domestication." "Domestication" is not a 
novel term in communication studies and critical theories, yet its meanings differ in 
various settings. Here, I would like to take a brief look at scholars' previous uses of 
the term. Domestication could be understood in the linguistic contexts of two 
oppositional pairs: Domestication vs. Natural Expression and Domestication vs. 
Globalization. Domestication carries different ideological biases within these two 
frameworks. When domestication refers to socialization as oppose to natural 
expression (of wildlife and of cultural forms), the undesirable aspects brought by 
institutionalization for undermining spontaneous and instinctive activities are 
emphasized (Ginsberg, 1986). When domestication means localization as oppose 
to foreign intervention, the positive strength of indigenous identity in counteracting 
the homogenizational force of globalization is stressed (Cohen et. al., 1996). The 
York’ in Shing Tao Daily News 1998 October, 8. SecAM. 
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different use of the term domestication could be confusing, yet the latter use of the 
term concerning local empowerment is less common, and is often adequately served 
by another term, localization. 
Apparently, my conception of domestication belongs to the former camp. Yet, 
a more thorough look at the "two manifestations of domestication" shows that the 
pair may not be as diverse as they appear. Domestication in the sense of 
localization often refers to a nation state's ability to maintain the uniqueness of the 
country against global influences. And domestication in the sense of socialization 
concerns the education of the laymen's social values by the status quo. We could 
1 
see that, a central feature of domestication concerns the policing and regulation of 
value system by power c e n t e r s � � . A definition of domestication applicable for this 
thesis comes from Ginsberg (1986). To him，domestication is “[the legitimate 
orders' reconstitution of public opinion by] changing its modes of formation, its 
social basis, its political foundations and its form of expression, [thereby] converting 
it from a hostile, unpredictable, and often disruptive force into a less dangerous and 
more tractable phenomenon." (1986:57, 58) 
Before we leave for empirical data, I would like to take a look at previous 
scholars' theoretical propositions concerning the expression of the domestication 
process, i.e. the procedural recruitment of an originally popular cultural form for the 
serving of dominant interests. 
In fact, my claim that Chow has mutated from a layman's star to an actor for 
the middle class is a drastic adjustment of a star's image. If my assertion is true, it 
is perplexing that almost no other critic notices such change in the star considering 
the pervasive ideological implications domestication imply. I believe that 
26 Thanks goes to Francis Lee L F, a schoolmate at Chinese University o f H K , who suggested the idea 
of synthesizing these two meanings of domestication. 
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domestication is rarely noticed because meaning rearticulation is not performed 
abruptly, but is achieved gradually and sequentially. 
Personally, I have been blinded to the occurrence of domestication for a long 
time. Initially I began my research with a simple belief that Chow was and still is 
an icon empowering to most HK people, particularly to the working class. It is only 
after intensive scrutiny of empirical data did I finally visualize the domestication 
process. 
Domestication is not a one-shot, black and white transformation. It is 
camouflaged by various tactics, including partial displacement and selective 
detainment. By gradually diluting, distilling, filtering and blending, meaning 
change could be performed without arousing much public notice. In addition, we 
should not overlook the role emotions play in domestication. The intensive 
emotions invested in a popular cultural form could act as lubricants to mask the 
awkwardness of meaning transformation. All these ensure domination to be 
achieved peacefully without arousing participants' awareness. 
Such step-by-step expression of domestication is similar to the concept of 
"selective tradition." “Selective tradition" is a common process in the formation of 
cultural identities (Schlesinger, 1991). Scholars argue that during the constitution 
of a place's cultural identity, meanings are not just passively recorded, but are 
actively remembered, forgotten and reinterpreted. 
Raymond Williams' idea about "residue culture" and "effective dominant 
culture" (1977: 121) could be used as the analytical gadgets for us to capture the 
mercurial process of meaning change with time during domestication. In 
accordance with Gramsci's concept of hegemony, Williams explicates a more detail 
and processional concept of the hegemonic domination process. I would like to use 
Williams' residue-incorporation thesis to explain the mechanism in domesticating 
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Chow as cultural icon. 
Williams called earlier lived meanings widely shared by a community the 
"residue culture" of a society. For instance, the belief in family love already existed 
before modern societies. Raymond believes that the "dominant culture" - ,the 
contemporary order - must deal with these "residue cultures" in order to maintain its 
legitimacy/ effectiveness. In this case, the residue culture would be the popular 
ideas generated from within society and invested onto Chow when he was still a 
"popular icon" before the mid 90s. 
However, Williams note that these residue cultures/ traditions may carry 
oppositional tendencies. That is, earlier ideas could contain subversive values 
threatening to the contemporary order. In this case, the dominant culture would try 
to reinterpret，dilute, and convert these tendencies into forms which do not contradict 
the hegemony. That is, "useful" aspects of the tradition are selectively preserved. 
Williams calls this "residue-incorporated." However, if conversion is impossible, 
these residue cultures would be discarded totally. That is, some aspects of the 
tradition are selectively forgotten. This Williams call "residue not-incorporated." 
In this case, I would speculate that during the critical time in late 90s, when 
Chow's visibility as a cultural icon was intensified, the dominant order was forced to 
deal with the subversive potentials embedded in the earlier image of Chow. It is 
expected that the status quo would try to dilute and ultimately displace these less 
agreeable elements, at the same time gradually adding new and dominant potentials 
onto Chow's persona. 
Equipped with William's theoretical scaffold and discourse analysis as our 
methodological approach, we are ready to explore and identify the vast amount of 
empirical data concerning Chow's domestication. Next, we would first familiarize 
ourselves with the four discourses that have been recurrently mobilized by HK 
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Chapter Two: Introduction to the Four Discourses 
In the last chapter, I have explicated that I would use discourse analysis to be 
my major researching tool. As discourses are emotionally charged linguistic 
schema mobilized within mundane exchanges, and are circulated widely in 
conversations and the media, they offer an invaluable tool for us to study cultural 
forms which have fluid expressions and pervasive presence in a society. 
When I was analyzing media texts and interviewing respondents, I noticed that 
the reasoning schemata activated by journalists and informants in comprehending 
Chow are not unlimited, but tend to fall into a restricted number of recurrent patterns. 
Significantly, not only are these schemata applied onto Chow, they are also used by 
media texts and interviewees in non-entertainment contexts, when HK people and the 
HK society are discussed. The fact that the same frameworks are activated in 
understanding both Chow the star and the typical HK man is a strong indication of 
Chow's status as a cultural icon. When media workers or audiences are describing 
Chow, they are in fact discussing the deep meaning structures Chow embodies, and 
are engaging in the meaning struggle to define their identity as a HK citizen. 
Four schemata recurrently appear in media texts and in interviewees' dialogues 
when Chow is discussed. However, it does not mean that these four discourses 
could exhaust all kinds of Chow portrayals ever existed. These four discourses are 
only the analytical outcome after idiosyncratic descriptions and irrelevant schemata 
are eliminated. In order to remain simple and focused, only discourses both 
relevant to Chow and to HK culture are selectively attended. We should be aware 
that other descriptions of Chow such as his relation with race and sex also exist in the 
media and in informants' mind. 
These four discourses appear at different moment during Chow's career path. 
I 
J 
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It is found that two of them - the grassroot and the survival discourses- appeared 
much earlier than the other two — the actualization and the cultivation discourses. 
The grassroot and the survival discourses were already popular schemata employed 
on Chow since the 70s, while the actualization and the cultivation discourses were 
newer structures that only starting to become popular Chow portrayals since the mid 
90s. 
Let us go through these discourses one by one. Grassroot discourse 
emphasizes Chow's class origin as a working class and his practice of the 
commoners' activities, like taking public transport and shopping his own groceries. 
This discourse essentializes working class by assuming the laboring class to have an 
automatic decentness and various positive traits. It is assumed that Chow embodies 
some "grassroot virtues" such as sincerity, humbleness, and care for one's family. 
Under the grassroot discourse, the decent workman is necessarily industrious. In 
addition, the grassroot discourse contains a strain — the self-advancement narrative. 
The advancement narrative dramatizes Chow's transformation from a grassroot-
origined to a successful actor. 
On the whole, the grassroot discourse finds a virtue in Chow as a no-longer-
grassroot retaining the practices and virtues of the lower class. As a large 
proportion of HK population were poor to begin with and then experienced 
considerable improvement, the grassroot discourse has popular appeal. The public 
often compares Chow'<s career path to the HK success trajectory, making grassroot 
discourse a discourse both relevant for Chow and the HK culture. 
While the grassroot discourse emphasizes the positive side of Chow's and 
HK's stories, the other early discourse used on Chow, the survival discourse, is a 
pessimistic mirror image of the same story — one of the marginalized survivor. The 
survivor is frustrated with the status quo because he sees his needs as unsatisfied by 
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official institutions. Moreover, the survivor's life is often threatened and he has 
little hope for improvement. To guarantee survival, the person only lookup to 
immediate material gains to guard against future setbacks. Personal survival is the 
only goal. Collective mission and abstract moral codes are irrelevant to the 
survivor. 
It seems that the survival discourse is not relevant to the early Chow and the 
affluent HK. Yet, for Chow, the survival discourse is relevant because his HK 
career and roles often articulates the bitterness of the exploited working class (see 
next chapter). As for HK, local critic H. M. Chan (1994) notes that, apart from the 
narrative of affluence and success, the other strong narrative to HK people has 
always been the survival discourse. He argues that, as HK did not have much 
government policies and welfare systems to protect its people in the old days, most 
citizens did have a strong sense of insecurity amidst economic improvement. 
Besides，the survival discourse expresses the frustrations of the underclass who were 
left out of the city's success, and is particularly relevant to the disadvantaged who 
face increasing inequality towards the mid 90s. 
The grassroot discourse and the survival discourse are both germinated in the 
pre-domestication period via Chow to articulate the HK identity (identities). They 
were generated with little intervention from authorities, and have class bias, both 
related to the experiences of the working class. As observed in the previous chapter, 
the pre-domesticated Chow could be viewed as a "popular cultural icon" because he 
t 
was an icon constituted from within the society without much top-down intervention. 
I have also suggested in Chapter 1 that it is in the aftermath of the economic 
crisis when Chow is institutionalized as a cultural icon and underwent domestication. 
Textual analysis substantiates my observation because it is because during the time 
that two new discourses with significant dominant potentials were found to emerge 
1 
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when Chow is discussed. , 
The first new Chow meaning cluster is the actualization discourse, with two 
sub-discourses - self-advancement and self-exploration. The actualization 
discourse finds a virtue in an individual's constant improvement in the realms of 
work (the self-advancement strain) or life (the self-exploration strain). Yet such 
"improvements" are evaluated not by the acquisition of material gains but on the 
realization of non-immediate, abstract goals such as professional advancement, 
satisfaction and personal growth. Under this discourse, Chow's career move to 
Hollywood is comprehended as Chow's commitment to self-improvement in his 
career and his life. One could notice that the actualization discourse meshes well 
with the "HK spirit" official discourse propagandized by the government in the wake 
of economic crisis mentioned in the previous chapter. 
The second new discourse found on the domesticated Chow is the cultivation 
discourse. The cultivation discourse recognizes “the west" as a global leader in all 
realms, specifically as a prestigious symbol of material affluence, expertise, culture 
and taste. Chow's move to Hollywood in the cultivation discourse is comprehended 
as an assimilation to a prestigious institution of the world, and as a transformation as 
a westernized and refined gentleman. Although the cultivation discourse does not 
have any immediate link to the dominant order, nevertheless, it is friendly to the 
official order. As discussed in the last chapter, the SAR government has been 
heavily promoting a prospect of HK 一 that it will become a world-class city like 
London and New York. The cultivation discourse substantiates western hegemony 
because it views the west as the center of power and culture, and other societies 
including HK as inferior marginal cultures. 
I 
The two new discourses found on Chow - actualization and cultivation, are 
complementary to the ruling power in the post-Handover era. This makes perfect 
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sense because if domestication is a process to incorporate Chow into the dominant 
order, new meanings of Chow must be ratifying to the official institutions. Chow 
under the actualization and cultivation discourses becomes an icon that supports the 
dominant order. Different from the "popular icon" which articulates values 
generated from within the society, Chow under the actualization and cultivation 
discourses is an "official icon" because he embodies values imposed from the 
institutional order (Schlesinger, 1991) 
Not only are the two new discourses friendly to the government, they also have 
a middle class bias. This is because actualization and cultivation discourses de-
emphasize material and stress non-tangible values such as ambitions, personal 
growth，taste and mannerism. These objects of desire are what Bourdieu called 
1 
"taste of liberty" - which asserts oneself s liberation from material and distinguish 
one from those who are dominated by necessities and practical urgencies, those 
chasing "taste of necessity" (1984). Juxtaposing these discourses of liberty in the 
late 90s HK context, we can assume that they are particularly remote to the 
experience of the lower class in the aftermath of the economic crisis, when the poor 
faces immense pressure of material urgency. 
To summarize, what we have here is a popular cultural phenomenon - a star 
carrying multiple meanings - four discourses: grassroot，survival, actualization and 
cultivation, all loaded with class interests. Domination would not happen if all four 
discourses coexist after domestication because this pool of meanings serves the 
interests of both the upper and the working classes. 
However, as argued in chapter 1，multiple meanings do not coexist in peace, 
but engage in battle. And such conflict would result in ideological domination if 
the winning values benefit parties who are already powerful in the specific context, 
and the losing values belong to those whose power are already deprived in the 
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circumstances. Thus, we would conclude domination has occurred when we see the 
official/ upper-class discourses of actualization and cultivation replacing the popular 
discourses of grassroot and survival. 
Yet，I have also argued extensively that domination in modem societies are not 
performed in one-shot sweeping transformations. Instead, Gramsci (1968) and 
Williams (1977) remind us that hegemonic domination is achieved by gradual and 
subtle processes. Thus, we should be sensitive of the delicate change in power and 
the fluid shifts in significations when mapping Chow's connotations through the 
years. 
Next, we would go back to the beginning of Chow's career and uncover the 
ideological tendencies embodied by his early persona. We would examine how 
meanings generated around Chow were largely democratic, free from intervention, 
and were regarded as threatening by the status quo. That is, tracing the existence of 





Chapter Three: Chow Yun-fat's Subversive Past 
In this chapter, we would try to turn back the clock and take a look at how 
Chow means to the local audience during the early phase of his career. As I am 
arguing that Chow's image would skew towards dominant inclinations towards his 
later years, establishing a sound understanding of his past image is vital. This is 
because claiming domestication to have been taken place must be based on the fact 
that there once exist a past persona of Chow which embodies little dominant ideas 
and even connotates subversive tendencies. 
By a discursive technique and a combination of textual and ethnographic 
methods, this chapter would reconstruct Chow's past persona. And the findings of 
this reconstruction allow us to trace how two Chow-related discourses were born and 
flourished during his early years. These two potent discourses of the pre-
domesticated/ residue period are the grassroot and the survival discourses. This 
chapter is important because by understanding the two discourses' popularity in the 
earlier period, we would understand why the status quo has to deal with them, and 
has to borrow their popular appeal when introducing dominant ideas onto Chow 
during the later years. And by understanding the different degree of subversiveness 
between the two discourses, we would also understand why they meet different fate 
during domestication. 
Chow's past would be studied by the reconstructed discursive map as in Figure 
1. Chow's past is not reconstructed as accurate history, but as a series of discourses. 
Both Chow as roles in media products and Chow as a real “person” portrayed in 
public exchanges are abstracted as discourses for analysis. 
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Chow as fictive roles in our discursive map refer only to popular roles but not 
on every role Chow has played, as unpopular roles are selectively forgotten by 
audiences (Dyer, 1979). Discursive grouping of roles is also close to viewers' real 
experience of consumption because they would mix up roles in their mind (Dyer, 
1979; Tolson, 1996). 
Chow as private person in our discursive map again refers to the ways Chow's 
private life is comprehended by audiences rather than as an accurate record. 
Discursive conception of Chow the person is also close to audience's experience as 
their idea of a star's private life is often theme-predominant. Chow the roles and 
Chow the person do intertwine in audience's mind, as demonstrated by the 
overlappings between discourses from the two areas. 
The map is reconstructed based on several kinds of sources. Firstly, 
publications on Chow before his assumed domestication date (mid 90s) are 
researched. Secondly, interviews are done with TV producers who worked with 
Chow. Thirdly, non-HK born-informants who have watched Chow's TV drama and 
films are interviewed". As most of these non-local informants have only consume 
Chow's media products produced before the 90s, and have little access to local 
publications, therefore they are either unaware of, or, disagree with Chow's role as a 
HK cultural icon. We should see that these non-local informants' ideas of Chow 
could be valuable data for comparison, mimicking responses close to locals' earlier 
decodings of Chow before his image has been domesticated. 
27 These include Caucasians, Japanese, Taiwanese and Mainland Chinese. Their knowledge o f C Y F 
varies. For instance, Caucasians and Japanese watched only CYF's films, know a little about his 
private life, while Taiwanese and Mainlanders watch both CYF's films and his TV dramas, and know 
something about CYF's private life. As argued, they do not agree with CYF's role as a HK cultural 
icon though they are CYF's fans. Therefore, their idea of CYF is different from HK people's, as 
most locals welcome CYF as a HK symbol. Therefore, 1 infer that non-local informants are not 
affected by the domestication process - shown by their disapproval of CYF's affiliation with the status 
quo as an official endorser of HK tourism. I treat the non-locals' reactions as pre-domesticated 
conceptions of CYF, and I will use their ideas to make visible the local's domesticated ideas of CYF. 
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The reconstructed discursive map of pre-domesticated Chow (Fig. 1) adopts a 
crude linear organization, allocating discourses' distribution along a time line. I 
analytically separate Chow's career into two phases, the TV phase and the film 
phase. 
Our discussion starts with Chow's TV phase which lasts from mid 70s to early 
80s. During Chow's TV phase, the grassroot discourse is the primary discourse, 
with survival as second and cultivation a minor discourse (Rl, R2, R4, PI, P2)28. 
This discursive configuration was generated by audience's consumption of a TV 
I 
industry relatively free from political and commercial imperatives. Scholars and 
TV producers assert that TV workers in the 70s face little restraints in their creativity 
because TVB at the time has ample profits and the colonial government had ‘ no 
interest to directly intervene in media productions^^ As discussed in previous 
chapters, these discourses were generated relatively outside the control of the 
dominant ideology and are energized mostly by popular sentiments. To 
reemphasize, I do not mean that these discourses generated in the 70s are free of 
interest biases. It is just that they were constituted in the public space gathering 
sentiments relevant to the living conditions of the time. 
Before I discuss the more powerful discourses, we should take a look at the 
cultivation discourse, which existed in Chow's pre-domesticated past as weak, 
sporadic meaning blots. In the beginnings of both Chow's TV and film career (Rl: 
1976-79; R3: 1983-86)，Chow played upper class roles that are educated and 
cultivated in western taste. These roles are either professionals or yuppies, who live 
an affluent life and engage in cultured leisure activities)�. However, Chow's upper 
28 "R" and "P" refers to coded discourses illustrated in Fig. l . 
29 Interview with ex-TV producers N g Ho and Cheng Chung Yi in 1999 and Ma (1999). 
3 � C Y F is a middle-class yuppie in Hotel r i976); a western educated in Conflict (1978；^ a photographer 
in Women at 30s (1978)； a violinist in Last Affair n9?n、; a yuppie in Women n 9 8 6 � a painter in The 
Story o f Rose (1986), a conductor in Dream Lovers n 暢、，a professor in Missed Date n 嚇、 
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class roles were highly unpopular and even irritated the "real middle class" of the 
time. In 1979，a middle class journal, City Magazine, criticized the cultivated roles 
of Chow. The magazine derides Chow as "a style-less TV star who could only 
attract the tasteless mass" and as "a person having low mentality and lacking in 
sophistication because he is ignorant in [art and culture]"^'. 
The above attack from the elite demonstrates that the pre-domesticated Chow 
was considered as threateningly "uncivilized" by the middle-class in the late 70s. 
In deriding Chow as an improper candidate for middle class roles, the elite were also 
projecting their uneasiness on the early fans of Chow, who mostly belong to the 
working class. Yet 20 years later, the cultivation discourse would burgeon into a 
major description of Chow, and he would become a favorite of the middle class. This 
shows that Chow's image would undergo significant change in the future. 
Next, we would examine the grassroot discourse, generated mainly from 
Chow's TV years. The grassroot discourse was a powerful discourse because it is 
substantiated by both Chow's TV roles (R2) and his real life (P2). The reason why 
the cultivation discourse fails during the 80s is probably because it could not find 
support in Chow's private life. Strong discourses must find validations in both the 
star's media roles and real life. 
The grassroot roles and the working class background of the real person of 
Chow during his TV days are expressed in two statements. The first statement 
claims that Chow who comes from the working class embodies virtues of the 
grassroot. These qualities include humbleness, sincerity, filial piety and care for 
one's family. In the widely popular TV serial, The Good, the Bad and the Ugly 
t 
(1979)，Chow is a youth from a working class family who cares for his parents and 
“ S e e City Entertainment (1979) 25: 7. 
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brothers〕，. Offscreen, Chow was often reported of his poor family background: He 
was born on a desolated island; He had little education and worked at odd jobs. 
Despite his low social class origin, he is often reported as being virtuous, practicing a 
simple lifestyle, filial to his mother and friendly to minor crews. These portrayals 
were already found in magazines before domestication in the late 80s (K. C. Lo, 
1988; W.S. Chow, 1990). 
The second statement of the grassroot Chow has close affinity with the self-
advancement narrative. It states that what makes the above grassroot virtues 
valuable is because of the road Chow has traveled - he is economically no longer a 
working class, but he chooses to retain a commoner’s lifestyle. This statement 
testifies to the power of upward mobility because it demonstrates a working class can 
work his way up to the top. Onscreen, Chow's character in The Good, the Bad and 
the Ugly (1979) transforms himself from a working class to a manager. Offscreen, 
Chow the Lamma-island born has become a popular star (K. C. Lo, 1988). Such 
descriptions of Chow's roles and life were also present in the press since late 80s 
before his domestication. 
Though with a working class bias, the grassroot discourse does not contain 
elements that are significantly subversive. Firstly，the so called grassroot virtues are 
compensatory rather than threatening to modern capitalism. Sincerity and filial 
piety are residue meanings which the dominant culture neglects, and can sooth 
people's frustration wit^i modern capitalism. Secondly, its accommodativeness to 
the narrative of upward mobility make grassroot discourses a vulnerable schema to 
dominant incorporation. 
Albeit powerful, the grassroot discourse did not monopolize Chow's TV career. 
Survival tendencies were also present in Chow's TV days, both in his private persona 
“Interview with Ng Ho,. 1999. 
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and in his onscreen roles (PI, R4). As a star, Chow was rare because he would 
publicly complain that he was being abused by the TV station. Ex-TV producer Ng 
Ho says that, the more popular Chow was in his TV days, the more he was exploited 
by the TV station (PI). First of all, Chow was bounded by multiple-year-contracts 
with extremely low pay. Moreover, as competition intensified in the TV market in 
the 80s, the station increasingly abuse Chow because he could guarantee viewership. 
Yet Chow did not try to hide his identity as a labor, and his battle in freeing himself 
from the grip of the TV station was widely reported (W. S. Chow, 1990). A 
biography published in 1993 writes: "Chow has no choice in his TV career just like 
the tragic roles he played in TV drama" (W. Chan, 1993: 273). 
As the quote implies, Chow's TV roles do contain survival tendencies. 
Towards the later part of Chow's TV years (R4: 1980-85), Chow takes on roles with 
an increasing survival edge, who are marginalized survivors uninterested in social 
norms like upward mobility. These roles are collectively categorized by the media 
I 
and cultural critics by the time as "Lan Dat Dat roles" (sloppy cads, “爛撻撻”尸. 
I 
As argued, both the survival discourse and the grassroot discourse have 
working class bias. However, the survivors carry ethos of the lower class which are 
"negative" shadows of the ordinary working class, mostly offensive to the status quo 
or are considered as disruptive. These survival tendencies are not overtly 
subversive but subtly resisting. They provide a schema for the underpriviledged to 
voice their frustrations and distress towards capitalism. Unlike the grassroot 
discourse which prohibit complaints by essentializing working class as innately 
decent and hardworking, the survival discourse allows the working class to criticize 
capitalism. The survivors' conditional commitment to the status quo allows them to 
“Interview with Ng Ho in 1999. Also see Tang S. Y. "LDD Sloppy Cads" Citv Entertainment 
1 9 8 0 . Ci ted in Lo, K. C.，1988. 
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be less vulnerable to lofty principles and abstract social norms that benefit the 
authorities rather than themselves. The survivors exercise subversion not by 
violently overthrowing the system, but by questioning the integrity of the legitimate 
order, and by carving out alternative values within the dominant institutions. 
As argued, subdued may these oppositions be, but considering the pervasive 
popularity of Chow as a star, it is reasonable to expect that if he does embodies 
subversive meanings, they would not be of a radical kind. To restate, the fact that 
these survival meanings would soon disappear as the result of domestication 
demonstrates that the survival discourse does contains "subversiveness" real enough 
for its ultimate removal by the legitimate order. 
The character "Foul Mouth Fai" in the TV serial The Brothers nQRO；^  is a 
prototypical survivor. Uneducated and disinterested in social improvement, Fai 
indulges in vulgar little sayings and ridicules the educated roles in the drama. 
Although the Fai character was widely popular among kids, adults at the time were 
repulsed by the character, finding Fai impolite，rude and a bad role modeP\ 
Not only are adults irritated by these survival TV characters of Chow, the 
middle class also find them threatening and offensive. An article from the elite 
publication, City Magazine, criticizes these characters and their real-life-relevants];. 
We can get a good overview of the defining features of Chow's "survival roles" from 
the article. Firstly, the survivors have working class origin and are blamed for 
stucking in the class. The article says that "they come from lower class and are blue 
collar workers because they are unable to overcome environmental constraints." 
Secondly, they have vague moral values and even criminal inclinations: "They join 
the working force too young, and are easy targets of criminal organizations." 
Informants George, Mr. and Mrs. Zee remember that "Foul Mouth Fai" was regarded as a bad role 




Thirdly, they do not care about collective ideals and are against institutional 
standards: "They are often rebellious, detached from social norms, and they don't 
give a damn about government's definition of a good healthy life." Fourthly, what 
bothered the elite most is their disinterest in rehabilitating themselves according to 
the middle class standard of upward mobility: "They are satisfied by their lower class 
1 
lifestyle, and don't have any initiative to ameliorate themselves above their present 
conditions." 
These working class survival roles who have vague moral values and anti-
collective ethos are found in the latter TV dramas of Chow. Ma (1999) found that 
the characters in popular TV dramas of the late 70s tend to have ambiguous moral 
values and care little about collective missions. The protagonists' only goal is to 
secure personal survival by any means. 
The survival discourse sprouted in Chow's TV years continues and mushrooms 
in his film years. The most important film roles which fuel the survival discourse 
are the characters from Chow's highly popular "hero films" of late 80s and early 90s 
(R5). 
Once again, we need to examine the political economy of these hero films to 
see what interest parties are involved in producing the survival values. Although all 
of these hero films are produced without government intervention, critics warn of the 
triad interests these film distribute because they are funded by triad investments 
(Bordwell, 2000). Ex-TV producer Ng Ho explains that because in the 80s the 
triads were afraid of the uncertain future, they tried to make the most money of the 
time by involving in the then lucrative business of HK films. Besides generating 
profit, film could also help the triads to launder money. Thus, hero films' stories 
tend to glorify the triads. 
” S e e Tang S. Y. "LDD Sloppy Cads" Citv Entertainment 1980. Cited in Lo, K. C.，1988. 
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My position would be that, I am not claiming these films are necessary "good" 
by identifying the subversiveness encoded in the films' roles. In fact, these films as 
products of unrestraint commercialism often containing sexiest tendencies and 
extremely violent content. Despite these pitfalls, the scale of popularity these films 
enjoy in HK hint at their social implications are necessary beyond the distribution of 
only triad-related values. 
Chow's roles in these hero films are encoded with survival meanings. 
Themes of marginalization, ambiguous morality, individualism and survival are key 
to the gangster roles of Chow. The prototypical survival role is definitely Mark 
from A Better Tomorrow (1986). A Better Tomorrow is arguably the most popular 
film ever made in HK's history��. Chow's role Mark was originally a rich criminal, 
but he is betrayed in the middle of the film and become a crippled underdog. In the 
story, law symbolized by a police character is weak and timid, serves no function but 
increases the suffering of the protagonists. Collective institutions are the source of 
evil, and the only meaningful communities are the strategic alliances formed between 
individuals to enhance mutual survival (Sandell, 1994). 
Apart from A Better Tomorrow, other Chow roles of the period have similar 
survival ethos. They thrive in marginalized, illegitimate areas outside of the la\v, 
such as in the underworld, in prisons, or as an undercover cop who cannot find his 
proper identity (W. S. Chow, 1990). These characters adopt conditional moral 
values, or adopt ethics 'unrecognized by the dominant order (Li, 1990; K. Lo et al” 
1997; W. S. Chow, 1990). These Chow roles have no interest in collective missions 
or national good, because they are preoccupied by the issue of survival amidst 
A Better Tomorrow is elected as the top fi lm in the "One Hundred Hong Kong Fi lms o f the Mil lenium" survey 
by local directors, screenwriters and critics. See Citv Entertainment 541. Jan 6 -19 , 2000 . In 1999, A Better 
Tomorrow got the first place in Radio Television Hong Kong ' s "Ten classical f i lms o f H o n g Kong" elect ion. In 
late 90s , C Y F ' s role "Mark" in A BgUgr Tomorrow became the most favorite character in Commercial Radio ' s 
"my most favorite movie character election." 
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adversity (Li, C. T.，1993; W. S. Chow, 1990). 
Interestingly, scholars and critics have compared HK's hero films of the 80s to 
Hollywood films, and found that local films' survival tendencies are exceptional. 
Lii found that while Hollywood films emphasize home as comfort, HK gangster 
films emphasize home as place of danger, violence and insecurity, with characters 
yearning to escape from threat (Lii, 1998). Another local critic observes that HK 
films in the 80s had much more underclass themes of struggling than Hollywood 
films which have more middle class themes". 
Most importantly, these themes of marginality, moral fluidity and individual 
survival in Chow's film roles are not only noticed by critics, but are also noticed and 
treasured by general audience. While HK audience may be used to these survival 
themes and neglect their visibility, foreign audiences from different cultures notice 
the survival tendencies encoded. For overseas informants who are from places 
where mainstream films only articulate legitimate and collective values, these 
survival roles of Chow are especially refreshing, providing valuable resources for 
them to cultivate beliefs alternative to dominant ideas. 
Four Mainland Chinese informants who are fond of Chow's triad films explain 
that Chow's roles offer them an alternative to Mainland films' characters. They 
lament that Mainland Chinese films' protagonists are usually one-dimensionally 
righteous characters from the legitimate order - being either cops or soldiers. 
Besides, they are also bored by the collective messages of the Mainland films, 
promoting nationalism as an honor and deriding personal interests as vulgar. A 
Mainland university student says: 
Mainland Chinese films always make me feel that they are made under 
“ S e e Ming Pao May 1，1999. 
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the control of the country ... unlike films in Hong Kong which have 
much more creative freedom. In China, they always try to portray 
policemen inside the state's structure as very noble, always emphasizing 
their deeds of sacrificing their families or what for the country. But HK 
films place more stress on an individual's needs, and suggest a person's 
multiple personalities. For example, you would see Chow having a 
good side to him even though he is a bad character. In China, good is 
good, bad is bad. Rarely do they mix both as HK films do. 
Coincidentally, an American articulates the same observation. He finds the 
non-institutional, morally ambiguous Chow characters an alternative to the roles in 
Hollywood films: 
In North America, there is a double standard for violence. Here, only 
cops and political armies can kill. When gangsters kill, people get upset. 
Moreover, Chow in John Woo's films attracts me because of his role as , 
good and bad hero. In North America, moral standards are your hero 
must be good. He can't have obsessions which aren't morally 
wholesome. The villain, must be bad. But for Chow, those blur. A 
good guy will have a bit of evil, a bit of dark side in him. Whereas in 
North America, you can't have that. 
Thus the illegitimate, moral fuzziness and individual survival ethos of Chow of 
the survival discourse can be valuable resources for individuals even in non-HK 
contexts to combat their adverse living conditions. Mainland informant Yo Yo says 
that Chow's triad films are popular among farmers in remote villages in Mainland 
China. She suggests that this is because firstly, the villagers could relate to the “less 
than legitimate" triads and gambler-roles of Chow more than to cops and soldiers. 
Secondly, because there are lots of oppressions and injustices in village life, the 
fanners would find Chow's gangster roles fulfilling because they think that Chow is 
"fighting the law for them." 
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Thus, we could see that the survival discourse contains subversive resources 
for the disadvantaged to express sentiments akin to their lived experience. The 
discourse allows the economically and socially deprived to undercut collective 
missions and irrelevant moral standards, and recover individual interests as a 
legitimate goal. 
It would be quite a surprise to most people that even though Chow was a huge 
star in HK in the late 80s，his private life did not assume the lofty tone of "star" and 
still carried much survival connotations (P3). The first half of Chow's film career 
from 1980-86 was a favorite survival story widely cited in the press. During the 
period, all of his films flopped, and he gained the reputation of a "box office poison." 
In need of money，he even made blue films. During the time, his private life was a 
mess. All these were widely reported in the media (W. S. Chow, 1990). 
All these setbacks cumulated and enhances the survival tone of the successful 
films A Better Tomorrow (1986) and An Autumn's Tale n987V In making A 
Better Tomorrow, now renounced director John Woo and Chow were both 
unsuccessful in their career and were looked down by colleagues (W. Chan, 1993). 
In fact, film studios initially thought that Chow was not their desirable choice in both 
A Better Tomorrow and An Autumn's Tale. When these two films end up being 
extremely popular, the press raves to retell the survival stories behind the two films' 
success. On top of that, the survival discourse is also activated on the screen 
because Chow in these two films play survival roles. All these add up to strengthen 
audience's idea of Chow as a survivor who has been oppressed and marginalized for 
1 
years. 
Paradoxically, even after the huge success of An Better Tomorrow " • ) � 
Chow's image as a real life survivor did not retreat. Although he made a dozen film 
a year in late 80s, he was not considered as a rich and lofty star. His image as an 
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"exploited labor" lingers on. This is due to the specific nature of the HK film 
industry as a mass production engine. 
I 
Critic notices that at the top of his fame in the late 80s, Chow was still 
characterized by a low "commodity value" (K. C. Lo, 1988). This is because Chow 
has a relatively low salary, and that he also refrained from participating in other 
commercial activities other than filmmaking. While most stars would utilize their 
popularity to increase their income by participating in other businesses, Chow did not 
maximize his popular appeal. Thus, his "labor image" remains potent in his film 
years. Like his TV years, the more famous Chow gets, the more he was exploited 
by the studios. Bounded by contracts, Chow has no freedom to choose projects and 
has to work around the clock. He end up making 12 films a year in the late 80s. 
Rumors abound that he was manipulated by triads^s, and was often hurt when making 
action films without much protection. Ultimately he suffered from illness caused 
by overworking (W. Chan, 1993). In a Chow biography, it writes that "Chow in his 
film years is no less free than his TV days, he had no more control of his fate" (W. 
Chan, 1993: 277). Chow often articulate his "workman identity" to the press by 
vocalizing sayings with a survival ethos. He is remembered as saying: "I like lunch 
boxes because it means I still have a job，，)。. To recap, the "labor image" I am 
discussing here refers to the constructed persona of Chow within local popular 
knowledge but not to a genuine reportage of Chow. 
Widely identified in late 80s, Chow's star text carried two strong discourses, 
the grassroot and the survival schemata, with a minor self-advancement meaning 
cluster. These discourses, generated without much top-down intervention, are 
38 Ex-TV producer Ng Ho acknowledges, CYF was threatened by triad forces. Various informants 
retell a mysterious "triad humiliation incident" from CYF's past. 
See Tian Tian Re Bao May 5，2000. 
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values audience find relevant, are basis for Chow to become a popular cultural icon. 
There are evidences which show that Chow was beginning to be conceived of as a 
cultural icon towards the late 80s. These early nomination efforts were 
uncoordinated and sporadic. For instance, in late 80s, numerous critics describe 
Chow's popularity as a “Chow phenomenon" which is a valid tool to understand HK 
people's ethos (K. C. Lo, 1988). In 1989, it is reported that a variety show host 
yelled on TV that: “Chow, we are very proud of you (W. S. Chow, 1988). 
These unconcerted effort to elevate Chow as a HK's cultural icon have an 
advantage of allowing fragmented and multiple versions of HK identities to coexist 
under the umbrella of Chow. Because no powerful interests intervene to coordinate 
the process, multiple versions of "popular memories" can be recognized. That is, 
the "popular cultural icon，，is polysemic before domestication. For instance, in a 
biography of Chow published in 1993, three discourses coexist with equal power. 
Grassroot: that Chow is born poor; Self-advancement: that Chow now succeed after 
individual effort; Survival: that Chow as an actor is exploited (W. Chan, 1993). ’ 
Yet, much change happens from early 90s to late 90s. For instance, in late , 
90s, while non-HK audiences still enjoy Chow starring as survival or grassroot roles, 
» 
local audiences has shifted their conceptions of Chow, preferring to see him in non-
survival roles. Interviews and secondary data show such regional discrepancy in 
audience's preference. While Anna and the King (]999) was received with great 
enthusiasm in HK"®, \^ith local audiences finding Chow an agreeable candidate for 
playing an affluent and educated king, Mainland and Taiwan audience find the role 
of Siamese king unsuitable for Chow because it is too cultivated and aloft. 
Mainlanders and Taiwanese both prefer to see Chow in roles as country bumps or as 
� See Lau K. W. 'Chow Yun-fat making Anna and the King, one of the ten most profitable film in 
Hong Kong.' in The Sun December 26，2000.. 
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enduring individuals who struggle up the ladder - i.e. as survival and grassroot roles. 
So what happens in between is what we are going to investigate from next 
chapter on. By now it is clear that the pre-domesticated Chow was articulated with 
two strong discourses 一 grassroot and survival, with grassroot discourse having less 
resisting elements and survival discourse more subversive potentials. Yet, both 
discourses were generated from within culture and were strong emotive anchors for 
collective identification with Chow. Any modification on Chow's meanings must 






Chapter Four: Domesticating Chow on TV Ads 
In the last chapter, we have seen how popular identification with Chow were 
based on two clusters of meanings before he is domesticated - that he is an 
approachable grassroot origined and a pragmatic man of survival. As argued, 
domestication is a process that instill dominant ideas onto Chow, which can be 
！ 
analytically understood as the introduction of two new sets meanings which are 
supportive of the status quo onto Chow - that he is a man who actualizes for high 
values and a man of western cultivation. ‘ 
In this and the next chapter，we would examine how the meaning 
rearrangement of Chow's image takes place in the mediascape. This chapter 
focuses on how Chow's fictive roles mutate in TV advertisements across the 
domestication period, while the next chapter would look at Chow the private 
persons' metamorphosis in the printed media. 
We would examine seven Chow involved TV advertisements in total, with five 
broadcasted in HK, and two broadcasted in Greater China. These advertisements 
are broadcasted from 1995 to 2001. For some selected frames and the shot-by-shot 
analysis of these advertisements, please see Appendix 2. 
The fact that I am examining Chow's meaning change from his TV 
( 
advertisements but not from his film products may arouse the queries of some who 
believe that internal logic of advertising as oppose to the cinema would necessarily 
yield dominant findings. Such challenge is based on the belief that TV 
advertisements' political economy tends to endorse conservative ideas. 
However, I do not think that this ‘‘media bias variable" matter in my thesis. 
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This is because I am not comparing advertisements with films to demonstrate that the 
former contains more dominant portrayals of Chow than the latter. Instead, I want 
to illustrate that within the advertising domain in HK during the 90s, there exist a 
temporal difference among the Chow commercials' ideological content, allowing us 
to trace the step by step expression of domestication. 
In fact, we should see that the claim about advertising's conservative bias 
could be discounted in our specific case, as there exist commercials which contain 
subversive portrayals of Chow alongside dominant descriptions. And it is the 
existence of non-domesticated Chows in some advertisements which illustrate that 
domestication is a historical and culturally specific process. As we shall see, the 
pattern of geographical and temporal distribution of different Chow portrayals 
among different advertisements further confirms that domestication is a process 
specific to the cultural landscape of late 90s HK, not a transcultural and trans-
temporal phenomenon. That is, TV advertisements that portray Chow with 
subversive tendencies do exist, but they tend to disappear in HK in the late 90s. 
In addition, our next chapter's analysis of another local medium's depiction of 
Chow throughout the 90s shows that local encodings of Chow within the press 
underwent a similar pattern of domestication during the same period. The fact that 
Chow changes in signification in more than one medium testify that Chow's 
< 
ideological shift is more than an internal feature restricted to a medium, but is a 
I 
general cultural phenomenon. 
Textual analysis of Chow's TV advertisements demonstrated that 
domestication process is not a simple cut and paste process of ideological change. 
Rather, popular meanings accepted long ago within a culture which are not 
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antagonistic to the status quo are recruited as escorts to introduce new dominant 
values into the scene. With a step by step tour of the five local advertisements, we 
would see the domestication process expresses itself by first eliminating the 
subversive survival portrayals of the earlier Chow. Next, dominant meanings of the 
actualization and cultivation discourses are added onto Chow by pairing them up 
with the popular but non-subversive grassroot discourse. It is found that effective 
introduction of dominant meanings must be cross-legitimized by popular residue 
sentiments, a process I called the "overflowing of popular legitimacy." This 
translation of effectiveness mechanism is confirmed because we would see that the 
Chow advertisement which introduces only new dominant discourses without calling 
upon residue meanings of Chow (grassroot and survival) is the most unpopular 
advertisement of all. Lastly, we would see that domestication is a "constructed" 
process rather than a natural evolution because survival descriptions is still a 
prominent meaning of Chow in a Mainland commercial made at a time when the HK 
Chow is already domesticated, and there also exists a Taiwan commercial encoded 
only with the residual grassroot discourse unaffected by new dominant narratives. 
Advertisement is an ideal site to examine Chow's meaning change in 
domestication. This is because within the short duration of an advertisement, 
producers would mobilize images of Chow that are most acceptable to the audience. 
( 
So we could examine how domestication is done in the most "natural" way. 
Moreover, various interests including government departments, commercial 
corporations and media organizations produce these five local advertisements. The 
fact that disparate parties all unified in undermining the survival Chow and ratifying 
I 
the grassroot, actualizing and cultivated Chow testify to the solid presence of the 
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domestication process. 
I would substantiate my textual analysis with other informants' readings of the 
advertisements. First of all, creative directors of the advertisements provide me 
with extra information. But most importantly, overseas informants are also 
interviewed. As foreign respondents are ignorant of the domestication process 
because they have only watched Chow's earlier performances and have little access 
to his private information, their Chow still embodies only grassroot and/ or survival 
tendencies. Thus they are precious cases offering us opportunities to identify the 
new meanings added onto the residue Chow during domestication. 
Date Target Institutions Encoded Chow's Chow's Portrayal of Chow's 
Audience (Ad.'s name) Discourses Motivation Character in the Character 
^ 
HK Government A negative role model, 
1995 HK Anti-Crime S Nil Criminal who woi丨丨d be 
Bureau ultimately punished by 
(This Film) 
Smartone Businessman- , 
(Tough & Politician, With commitment both 
1997 HK Tenderness) G, A Yes Husband-Father to career and family 
HK Tourist HK citizen with A positive role model 
Association career in W e s t - � f o r HK people, inviting 
1998 HK (Be a Good Host) G, C Yes HK Tourism HK citizens to promote 
Volunteer Ambassador HK's tourism 
Saving HK from 
1998 HK Smartone A, C Yes Scientist- multiple crises with 
(Stormfighter) Commander help of technology 
Lam ma- Chow, our neighbor, is 
TVB islander, Oscar invited to be the 
1999 HK (Oscar) G，C Nil presenter honorable presenter of 
Oscar 
Chow's love affair is 
1997 China Hundred Years S, G Yes Village dweller threatened by social 
Shampoo and political forces. 
Friend of Chow drinks with a 
2001 Taiwan Whisbih Beer G Yes Construction group of construction 
Workers workers 
Table 丨 . C h o w involved Advertisements from 丨 99S to ?nn 1 
Discourses: 
A: Actualization G: Grassroot 
C: Cultivation S: Survival 
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The first advertisement was made in 1995 when Chow was not yet 
domesticated. The advertisement shows that firstly, Chow in 1995 carries strong 
oppositional values, and that he and his subversive ideas were embraced collectively 
by the HK people at the time. Secondly, the official order in mid 90s was 
threatened by such popular appeal of Chow, 
The advertisement, called This Film, is a public service advertisement made by 
the HK government's Anti-Crime Bureau. Kitty Lun, the advertisement's producer 
explains that the advertisement aims at persuading youths away from crime. Chow 
does not participate in the advertisement directly, but the images from his triad films 
were edited as the advertisement's visual. Kitty explains that the educational 
message is delivered only through the audio superimposed on the gangster images. 
The message compares a person's life as a film to warn its viewer of the danger of 
crime involvement in real life. The narrator says: "Life has no take twos, please 
perform it with care." (S#28)" 
The fact that the advertisement is produced by the HK government rather than 
commercial interests does not make the advertisement an invalid sample''^ In this 
case, government participation makes this advertisement a stronger testimony to 
Chow's subversiveness. If the logic follows that government involvement would 
necessary rehabilitate Chow and portray him in a dominant light, we should find a 
"dominant Chow" in the advertisement. However, the Chow in the advertisement is 
a "anti-law" figure, bat not as a reformed person. That is, although the editorial 
stance of the advertisement is "dominant," the Chow in the advertisement is still 
"S#" means “Shot number". Please refer to captured frames and shot-by-shot analysis in 
Appendix 2. 
In the latter part o f this chapter, we are go ing to examine another government-initiated advertisement prodyced 
two years later than This Film, in which C h o w ' s portrayal is drastically different than the depict ions in This Film. 
The difference between the two advertisements will show that government involvement does not automatically 
make C h o w the figure more dominant in ideological implications. ‘ 
» 
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"subversive." Yes, government involved advertisements would usually skew 
towards dominant encodings, promoting values supportive of the legitimate order, 
yet, the overall stance of the advertisement is dominant does not mean that Chow as 
a character/ component is necessarily dominant. Chow's portrayal can be 
I 
"dominant" or "oppositional" depending on the advertisement's creative approach. 
Advertising personnel can either call upon Chow as a "role model" to be imitated, or 
as a "negative example" to be punished. The latter creative strategy is what is 
adopted in This Film. 
I have argued that Chow's roles as outlaws in the hero films of the 80s are 
encoded with subversive meanings challenging to the legitimate order. This 
government-produced advertisement is paradoxical because it contains subversive 
images of Chow. On the one hand, the visual, which is a collection of images from 
triad films, endow the advertisement with subversive potential. On the other hand, 
the audio, which is a message persuading viewers to avoid imitating the gangsters' 
behavior, is a message from the dominant order. By juxtaposing images that are 
subversive with a soundtrack that deliver dominant message, the producer tries to 
undermine the oppositional images with the official narration on the audio. 
This creative choice is a risky approach because the subversive images may 
override the audio message. Why would the status quo engage in such dangerous 
tactic? This hint at the complicated relationship the status quo had towards Chow 
in the mid 90s. Educators and cultural-circles at the time found Chow's mass 
support disturbing, yet at the same time Chow was too popular a force to ignore. 
As HK people were crazy about Chow the oppositional survivor in the mid 90s, the 
legitimate order was forced to deal with it, marking the beginning of the 
domestication phase, when the status quo could no longer tolerate the widespread 
support of Chow who embodies oppositional values. 
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Kitty explains that, in order to attract the attention of the audience, she had to 
mobilize a symbol that was identified by most people at the time, hinting at the 
widespread support of Chow during the early 90s. She terms it as "borrowing the 
popularity interest" from the hero films. Kitty describes the craze around the "triad 
Chow" in mid 90s: 
In the early 90s, Chow as a triad hero was a hot fresh memory, because 
he performed ten brilliant years of these types of characters. And 
during the time, these triad characters was a staple memory for most 
people. 
Therefore, the deviant image of survival Chow was a robust part of the HK 
culture. Kitty even terms this socially shared knowledge of Chow's gangster roles 
as "a common language" of HK in the early 90s. 
Yet, the common knowledge of a survival Chow is not a decent vocabulary at 
all, but is regarded as blasphemous by the legitimate order. Kitty says that the 
reason why she would display these deviant images is because she would ultimately 
demystify them. She says she want to tell people that "the romanticized and 
heroicized villains are ultimately punished and they are not that glorious at all." 
By first activating the subversive Images of Chow to be criticized by the 
soundtrack, this advertisement is an open text allowing audience to resist ‘ the 
message easily. In fact, Kitty acknowledged that this creative approach initially 
c 
attracted criticisms from government officials and educators. The attack by 
officials demonstrates once again the subversiveness of Chow's survivor image. 
In fact, the subversiveness of Chow's triad roles is unmatched by other stars. 
Kitty laments that presenting Chow in the anti-crime advertisement is a dilemma. 
On the one hand, Kitty does not want to show Chow in the advertisement because 
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viewers tend to love his "evilness." On the other hand, Kitty must show Chow 
because he is the most popular outlaw. To solve this problem, Kitty has to show 
more of the "less attractive stars" in the advertisement: 
(V: Interviewer; K: Kitty Lun) 
V: When you were editing the advertisement, have you thought that 
Chow end up having so many shots in it? 
K: Well, it's a matter of both doing it consciously and subconsciously. 
Because this advertisement is called "This Film," not "Chow Yun-fat," 
so we would like to have variety. But it is unpreventable to have 
more Chow because he was a very romanticized hero at that time. 
He starred in a lot of the triad films, and he performed very well. So 
you end up having no choice. In fact we tried hard to find shots of 
other stars, like those of Danny Li (S#7)，but nobody notice it. We 
deliberately put in close-ups of other stars in the advertisement, 
because we want to dilute Chow. We don't want the ad to be one 
dimensionally a Chow film, ... because we don't want to boost . . .we 
don't want to promote Chow. That's why we tried so hard, so hard 
to find some alternatives, who can counter-balance his power. ... But 
charisma is charisma! You just can't offset it! 
The anti-crime advertisement demonstrates a few things. Firstly, it illustrates 
the wide popular support Chow has accumulated during his early years, as 
advertising personnel has to mobilize him in order to attract viewers. Secondly, it 
hints at the beginning of domestication when government interests felt the need to 
incorporate Chow. Thirdly，the high degree of instability involved in rehabilitating 
Chow within the commercial demonstrates the robust subversiveness of the residue 
values embodied by the early Chow. To summarize, the This Film advertisement 
« 
illustrates that the survival image of Chow was widely identified and was disturbing 
to the government in 1995 before domestication. However, from then on, the 
survival discourse disappears from all local advertisements, hinting at the further 
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operation of the domestication process. 
In the next commercial, Chow has mutated from a criminal to a man of 
actualization. In the commercial, a new actualizing image of Chow is introduced by 
bonding with the well-accepted ordinary image of Chow as a good family man, 
transferring popular appeal from the latter to the former. 
The commercial, named Tough and Tenderness (1997), is for the promotion of 
a brand of mobile-phone. In the commercial, the actualizing side of the role 
portrays Chow as an influential businessman-politician, who travels frequently to 
attend conferences. The grassroot side of Chow is found in his role as a caring 
1 
husband and father, who finally sacrifice an important meeting for a family 
gathering. 
» 
In the last chapter, we have seen that the grassroot aspect of Chow as a family 
man comes from his TV roles and his private life. Thus, some North Americans 
who have only watched Chow's survival roles in films, and are ignorant about his 
TV days and his private life find Chow's family role unbelievable. Yet another 
Caucasian who know about Chow's private life finds Chow being a good husband 
acceptable. 
But for the HK audience who is familiar with his TV roles and private life, the 
ordinary man description of Chow has been accepted for a long time, and is the 
instant anchor for local viewers to accept the Tough and Tenderness commercial. 
An article in a mass magazine focuses on the grassroot aspect rather than the 
actualizing side of Chow's role in the commercial. It says, "in the Smartone 
commercial, Chow plays the role of a man who care for his family. In reality, he 
also treasure his family life.'"'^ This shows that the grassroot discourse as a residue 
See Cheung P. F. 'Chow Yun-fat praising Ha Man Ching as full of Women's Scent.' In Next 
Magazine 397，October 17: 26. 
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meaning is the basis for audience's acceptance for the commercial. 
By building on the popular approval of the grassroot discourse, the actualizing 
Chow sneaks in. The actualizing Chow is as an opposite of the survival Chow. 
Firstly, his role in the commercial is not marginalized but at the center of legitimacy. 
As a businessman of a transnational corporation, he has a respectable career (S#9). 
As a friend of the Mainland government officials, he is influential in politics (S#14). 
Secondly, his role is also committed to abstract goals and collective mission. As an 
executive who attends conferences concerning management, he is devoted to 
professional advancement (S#9). As a guest who delivers speeches about the future 
of China, he is committed to his country (S#3). Of course, his role does not need to 
worry about daily survival. As a man who is affluent, he could concentrate on his 
career and family (S#6，16, 22 show his ownership of yacht and mansion). The 
actualizing Chow is a man who develops himself for the realization of non-
immediate values.44 
While most HK informants like this commercial, overseas informants find this 
advertisement an obscure one. Non-local informants' problem with the commercial 
mainly lies with the actualizing aspect but not to the grassroot side of Chow's 
character, hinting at the novelness of the actualizing meanings. Mainland Chinese 
point out that this advertisement tries to re-legitimize the originally marginalized 
Chow. One says "when I see him sitting on a sofa (S#12)’ it reminds me as if he is 
doing a triad business rather than participating in corporate meetings." Another 
Chinese informant says that she cannot accept Chow having a proper profession. 
To her，Chow usually has odd jobs like being a triad, a gambler or a manual worker. 
% 
She says, "Chow would not be devoted to a career. He should not deliver speech or 
take part in conferences." Similarly, a Japanese dislikes the commercial's effort to 
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rehabilitate Chow by casting him as a decent citizen instead of a marginalized 
1 
character. To her�Chow is an exploited worker but not a boss. She says, "[Chow] 
can be a salary man but not a businessman. He does not have the image of a 
president or a leader of company. He can be a leader of gang, not of company." 
This shows that the commercial tries to reappropriate the morally ambiguous 
survivor into a legitimate corporate executive. 
An American informant, Bill, notices that the commercial tries to instill a 
collective vision for the once individualistic Chow. Bill finds the commercial weird 
because he feels that, to him Chow is solitary and is unlikely to be involved in 
institutions. Bill complains, "Chow is so unpolitician! He is a man who doesn't 
want to take orders from others and would like to be in control of his own destiny." 
So this commercial introduces the actualization discourse of Chow via the 
already popular residue discourse of grassroot Chow. Although foreign audiences 
dislike this commercial, the HK audiences are receptive to this commercial. 
However, the actualization discourse gains its credibility to local viewers not only by 
bonding with Chow grassroot image, it also has another source of legitimacy -
Hollywood. 
The producer of the Tough and Tenderness commercial recalls that the 
commercial was made at a time when local sentiments were raving on Chow's 
emigration to Hollywood. A local respondent explains that Chow's move to 
Hollywood has a "collective mission" connotation to it. This is because HK people 
would like Chow to succeed for the sake of a "HK pride." However, we would see 
in the coming chapters that, even though HK people's collective hope towards an 
actualizing Chow is a popular view, it is not an unanimous agreement. 
Such collective hope that Chow would succeed in Hollywood carries with it the 
See shot-by-shot analysis in appendix for details.. 
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trace of the cultivation discourse - that is, Hollywood is a desirable source of 
recognition. In fact, the next advertisement would show how the cultivation 
discourse, another new dominant discourse, is introduced and articulated to Chow by 
building on the popular legitimacy of the grassroot discourse again. 
The next advertisement, produced by the Hong Kong Tourist Association 
(HKTA), called Be a Good Host (1998)’ is a pivotal text in the nomination of Chow 
as an official cultural icon. In this advertisement, Chow acknowledges his official 
identity as a HK cultural icon by taking on the role of a HK tourism ambassador. 
This advertisement is similar to the This Film (1995) advertisement as both are 
public service announcements made by the government. Yet this advertisement 
differs from the previous one because Chow take the initiative to participate in its 
production. 
This is a very simple "talking head’，advertisement. Chow speaks from his 
private self to persuade every HK citizen to promote HK to visitors. In a dazzljng 
smile, Chow says, "HK tourism depends on me and you!" (S#10) He demonstrates 
t 
his hospitality by having tea with two Caucasian visitors at the Peninsula Hotel cafe 
I 
in the advertisement (S#6-9). 
Three discourses are mobilized in the advertisement, and their existence is 
verified by the reception pattern of non-local informants analyzed below. Firstly, 
Chow's identity as a HK tourism ambassador to advice his fellowmen to be good 
hosts is powered by iiis reputation as a friendly star, thus activating the grassroot 
discourse. Secondly, Chow's behavior as a host in inviting tourists for British 
afternoon tea at a luxurious hotel is an expression of the cultivation discourse. Last 
of all, the fact that Chow himself volunteers for this advertisement without pay, is a 
subtle activation of the actualization discourse. I would go through these encodings 
one by one. 
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First of all, let's trace the presence of the grassroot discourse. Overseas 
respondents who are ignorant about Chow's private life found Chow unsuitable as a 
host of HK. Their impression of a survival Chow image prevents them from 
visualizing a representative of the official order. Some find Chow's illegitimate 
image too strong. A Taiwan fan says that Chow becoming the tourism ambassador 
would make foreigners think that there are lots of gangsters in HK. Another 
American says that Chow is more likely to invite people to gamble in Macau. 
Others recall his individualistic image from the survival discourse and argues that 
Chow should be more solitary but not like a host who socialize around. 
But for foreign informants who know about the grassroot Chow from his 
private life, they find Chow an appropriate choice as a host of HK, thus showing that 
the grassroot discourse is the legitimizing source for Chow's involvement in 
collectives. Two Americans who have access to translated HK magazine articles'*^ 
say that "he fits the role of ambassador because he has reputation of being a nice, 
unpretentious person." 
Yet, accepting Chow's identity as a host does not mean that the Americans 
accept the way this host performs his job - taking visitors to luxurious hotel for tea. 
Here enters the cultivation discourse. Instead of asking Chow the regular guy to 
bring visitors to see the streets of HK, the producer of the advertisement portrays a 
Chow enjoying tea with Caucasians in sophisticated manner at a five-star hotel. 
This is no ordinary h6tel, but easily recognized by locals as the Peninsular Hotel, a 
hotel signifying Colonial British upper class heritage. 
So where does the meaning of cultivation comes from? It comes from the 
45 American fans of HK films would often try their best to get information related to HK films, stars 
and directors. Sometimes they would publish their own fanzines, and conduct interviews with HK 
artists. These two informants said they get to know CYF's private persona by reading Websites of 




Asians' worship of western and Hollywood hegemony. The first line Chow says in 
the advertisement is: "When I was making films in the west, a lot of people ask me 
where should I go if I come to HK." This statement highlights Chow's ability to 
communicate with the westerners. In the advertisement, "Caucasians" and "Chow 
the Hollywood star" are two signifiers of westerness. Producer of the advertisement 
projects a local admiration for the west on to the "Caucasians visitors" and the 
I 
"Hollywood-ized Chow." Their western superiority overflows to the design of the 
advertisement, ending up with the awkward arrangement of a Chinese host bringing 
western tourists to a western treatment on a Chinese land. However, the blatantriess 
of the cultivation discourse is only visible to the westerners but not to Asians. 
As the American informants I interviewed are themselves Caucasians and have 
no excessive admiration for Hollywood, they are puzzled by the "westernized" setup 
of the situation''^. They don't understand why tourists would go for western tea 
when visiting a Chinese territory and would behave in such formal manners. They 
find Chow's "cultivated behaviors" as a host being too fancy, showy and artificial, 
like an "overstaged dinner party." Another American fan of Chow even jokes that 
the situation is so restraint that it is like a business deal rather than a causal gathering. 
A female American fan complains that: 
While Chow fits the role of a host coz he's friendly, the situation is so 
pretentious. He asks HK people to be better host, yet all he was doing 
i 
was sitting in a fancy hotel restaurant! That wasn't why I would want 
to go to HK. 
46 Some may query that fact that American audiences who do not think high of Hollywood are atypical 
informants. Yet, to watch CYF films on the first place is an atypical act among Americans. Thus, 
finding for CYF audience among Americans in the late 90s is already looking for a preselected group 
of atypical Americans. However, the point here is not to survey opinions of average Americans, but 
to compare Americans' non-domesticated conceptions of CYF with the domesticated reactions of 
local audiences. As a result, the dominant elements attached to CYF's persona during domestication 
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Contrary, Asian informants like the western arrangement of the advertisement. 
A Mainland Chinese even explicitly identify "Hollywood" as the source for Chow's 
refinement from an impulsive survivor to an cultured gentleman: 
(V: interviewer; C: respondent) 
V: How do you think of this tourism ambassador ad? 
C: This is kind of unbelievable. In it he appears as an affluent guy who 
seems to be always receiving foreign guests (a signifier), appearing so 
leisurely like a middle class playboy. But in most movies he is so 
impulsive, always striving for his friends' or his own life ... (the 
survivor image)... It seems that he suits better for the upper-class life 
after he went to Hollywood (a signifier), but not before. 
V: So this "change" is related to his Hollywood career? 
C: Yeah, because after you went there, you would have exposure to more 
knowledge, and then affected by the atmosphere there, and then your 
temperament would also change. 
We could see that the cultivation meaning cluster has an obvious link to 
Hollywood. Therefore, it explains why the pre-domesticated Chow has little 
connotations of culture and taste. Again by building on top of Chow's popular 
grassroot image as an approachable guy, this new dominant meaning can be 
legitimized. 
Lastly, this advertisement also adds actualizing tendencies to Chow in an extra-
textual way. Because firstly Chow plays himself in the advertisement, and secondly, 
volunteers for it without pay, audiences would attribute the advertisement's message 
to Chow's authentic self. By linking his "private self to the official institution 
HKTA - Chow align his persona with the legitimize order. By saying that "being a 
Hong Konger should understand HK and boost HK's tourism，” Chow articulated his 
image with the collective mission of boosting HK's economy. By volunteering in 
can be highlighted. 
I 
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this commercial, Chow undercuts his survival image because he would labor for non-
material goals. 
The above shows how commercial and government interests could introduce 
hegemonic values by borrowing the residue popularity of the grassroot Chow. The 
next advertisement is a bold attempt to articulate dominant discourses without calling 
upon the residue values of the grassroot nor survival Chow. 
This commercial, called the Stormfighter is a large scale promotional campaign 
for a brand of mobile phone. Interestingly, produced in 1998，the commercial is a 
deliberate attempt to dampen the widespread social frustrations brought about by the 
economic crisis. 
Adopting the science-fiction genre, Chow's role is a computer specialist who 
uses technology and action to save an island from multiple crises. The producer of 
the commercial, Ruth Lee, explains that the crises in the plot symbolize social 
problems HK has experienced in late 90s, including the Asian economic crisis, the E. 
Coli bird's flu crisis, and the diminishing confidence of the HK people. 
Two discourses are mobilized in the commercial. The cultivation discourse is 
the minor one. In the advertisement, Chow is an affluent educated middle-class, 
knowledged in computer and having international connections (Part 2: S#55; Part 3: 
S#19). But the main schema of the advertisement is the actualization discourse. 
Chow's role is on the side of the law and he is devoted to a collective. Ruth's 
description of the advertisement's message an actualizing one. She says, the 
commercial aims at telling viewers "regardless of how big the problem is, with the 
right tool and the right amount of confidence, one could always overcome barriers 
* 
and be in control." (Part 1: S#77; Part 2: S#74; Part 3: S#63) This message reiterates 
the HK government's idea of "HK spirit." That is, difficulties would be solved 
provided that you try hard enough. 
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The Stormfighter (1998；) commercial was poorly received in HK. Criticisms 
from the press abound''^ with a low recall of the brand name by audiences-s.八 
majority of my local informants dislike this commercial and find the Chow in it 
inauthentic. I believe its failure is due to the advertisement's insensitivity to 
Chow's residue images. As argued, meaning modification of Chow must either 
borrow the popularity Chow has gained as a survivor or an ordinary grassroot. Yet 
in this commercial, neither is Chow persecuted nor is he a regular guy with a friendly 
attitude. The actualizing and cultivated Chow would flop without the substantiation 
of popular meanings deposited on Chow during the residue period. 
Asked why she would choose Chow for the role in Stormfighter. Ruth Lee says 
"because he is a hero who can demonstrate with credibility that one can solve 
problems in a positive way with confidence." Yet she has mistaken the "hero" 
image of Chow, which was one of constant struggle (a survivor) or one of personal 
t 
warmth (a grassroot). A Mainland respondent criticizes the Stormfighter 
advertisement and says that the real Chow hero is one always in struggle for survival. 
She says, "Chow is not this kind of hero, he is not that competent, he must go 
through traumas and tested by sufferings." Another American laments that the 
Chow role in this commercial lacks the human touch of the grassroot Chow. 
The last local commercial is a skilful demonstration of how a blatant 
admiration of the west under the cultivated discourse can be introduced smoothly by 
pairing with the widespread verification of Chow's ordinariness under the grassroot 
discourse. 
The advertisement is produced by TVB in 2000 to promote the Oscar 
47 See 'A Few Queries on Advertisements.' In Ming Pao October I, 1998: C07; ‘Too Clumsy.' In Wen 
Hui Bao October 24. 1998. 
48 Smartone is at the position in the Survey ‘1998 Top 10 Brands from TV Ad Recall: Frequency on 
the Top 10 TV Ad Recall List' by Market Behavior (HK) Ltd. 
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ceremony in which Chow is a presenter. Usually, TV station would promote the 
ceremony by highlighting the glamour and opulence Oscar signifies to the local 
audience. However, this advertisement votes for the opposite by starring a granny 
in the countryside. 
This is no common granny, but an old neighbor of Chow, and the countryside 
is no common wilderness, but the birth place of Chow, Lamma Island (S#l). First 
half of the advertisement is about the grassroot Chow. Granny recalls the childhood 
days of Chow, recounting how he naughtily climbing hills and trees (S#2-5). 
Having aroused audience's collective sentiments with the grassroot past of Chow, the 
cultivation discourse sneaks in during the latter half (S#7-10)，attempting to share the 
popular legitimacy overflowing from the grassroot discourse. 
In the middle of the advertisement, the male narrator says “our neighbor 
brother Fat is going to leap onto the Oscar stage." (S#7.我地隔離屋卩既發仔’躍登 
奧斯卡頒獎台• ) "Our neighbor" collectivizes audience identification with the 
grassroot Chow, and the "Oscar stage" becomes a desirable, admirable destination. 
This slogan demonstrates clearly how a dominant value can link up with the non-
dominant grassroot discourse seamlessly. 
Amusingly, the granny wraps up this grassroot-cultivation package by hailing 
that: "The whole world will be watching him [in Oscar], how awesome!" ( S # l l .全 
世界都蹄佢陳’佢好威水噪！）The fact that a village granny utters this statement 
makes the viewer less defensive of the statement's ideological colorings. This is 
because the village granny represents a common citizen distant from power center; 
but the statement she vocalizes is a ratification of the dominant order. This pairing 
of the well-received grassroot discourse and a dominant statement allows the latter to 
be masked by the former, making the distribution of ideology invisible. ‘ 
A synthesis of all the above advertisements allows us to see domestication in 
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process. The survival image of Chow, being the most subversive, deteriorates and 
is ultimately displaced. Another popular meaning of Chow from the earlier period, 
the grassroot discourse is in turn colonized as a platform to introduce the dominant 
1 
values. One can argue that, such transformation of a star's media role is a natural 
I 
evolution, explaining role change as the result of a star's biological maturation. Yet, 
this is an attempt to "naturalize" the ideological process of domestication. The 
artificiality of the domestication process is exposed nakedly if we examine Chow 
commercials from non-HK context made in the same period. If we remember, the 
late 90s' HK Chow is already a man of actualization and cultivation. Yet in a 1997 
Mainland advertisement and a 2001 Taiwan commercial, Chow is still a persecuted 
survivor and a grassroot without higher goals, collective mission or linkage with 
western culture. 
The Mainland commercial Hundred Years Shampoo (1997) is for the 
promotion of a brand of shampoo. In it, Chow plays the role of an ignorant country 
bump whose only interest is private and personal - falling in love. He has no desire 
for actualization or collective mission, and he is not cultivated or refined. In the 
commercial, his impulsive applause for his lover is ridiculed even by the village 
crowd (S#7). His personal yearnings are subsequently threatened by the Cultural 
Revolution (S# 17-24). Personal happiness is thwarted, and the lovers have to part. 
They only rejoin after years of separation. 
Overseas informants all find the survival role of Chow in the commercial 
agreeable. The Japanese girl likes the Chow in it as a marginalized individual 
without a proper role in the society. Mainland and Taiwan Chinese like the Chow in 
the advertisement who suffers and is persecuted. An American fan describes 
Chow's role in this advertisement as a "common regular guy trying to survive.” 
The Hundred Years Shampoo commercial not only utilizes Chow's survival 
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image, it also mobilizes Chow's equally popular grassroot persona. Informants love 
to see his "funny expression" as a naive country bumpkin (S#7). 
Another Chow advertisement produced in a non-HK context in 2001 also does 
not contain dominant values. The Whisbih commercial is broadcasted in Taiwan to 
sell a brand of pu beer which claims to strengthen men's health. The idea of the 
commercial is simple. In the commercial Chow drinks the beer with a group of 
construction workers. The workers are shown toiling, handling machines or 
digging the ground. While drinking, Chow shows his appreciation for the workers' 
achievements, by holding hands with them and giving them a thumb up. The 
commercial has no special sound effect except a jingle playing throughout, with 
lyrics chanting: “Brothers who toil, economy relies on you; Heros who have no 
names, our nations' construction relies on you; Maintain your health, coz your family 
relies on you; Whisbih, you are my brother."(勞動兄弟，經濟要靠你；無名英雄，建設 
要靠你；健康身體，家庭要靠你!）At the end, Chow raises his glass and toast for the 
happiness of every worker standing behind him, hailing “Blessings!’，(福氣啦!） As 
you can see, the whole commercial only mobilizes one discourse, the grassrbot 
image of Chow. Taiwanese informants say that these kind of locally manufactured 
pu alcoholic drinks usually target the lower social class. As the biggest hits of 
Chow in Taiwan is his gangster image, he is considered as the big brother of the 
lower class, thus it is reasonable that his persona is used in this way. Therefore, 
Chow's working class image could still thrive on its own in Taiwan in 2001，without 
being articulated with dominant meanings. In the commercial, he is just a friend of 
the construction workers, but not a person with higher goals or mannerisms. 
Thus, the Mainland and the Taiwan commercials could still mobilize only the 
two residue meanings of Chow at a time when the HK Chow undergoes 
domestication. This discrepancy demonstrates that the domestication process of 
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Chow towards the articulation of dominant values is a constructed and artificial 
process rather than a natural and universal evolution. 
In this chapter, we see how Chow's roles undergo domestication in TV 
advertisements. We see how his selfish, pragmatic, illegitimate image which once 
widely identified faces extinction. Disparate parties from commercial interests to 
media institution to government all participated in the coordinated effort to obliterate 
Chow's subversive survival potentials, a residue value that could not be incorporated. 
As for the grassroot discourse, which is an incorporated residue value of Chow, 
dominant values are quick to affiliate with it in order to share its popular appeal. In 
the process, dominant worldviews such as collective commitment and westernization 
are distributed by blending into the grassroot image of Chow, sharing the latter's 
popular legitimacy within local culture. In the next chapter, we would see a similar 




Chapter Five: Taming Chow Yun-fat on Paper 
In the last chapter, we see how portrayals of Chow in advertisements 
underwent domestication. Interests including the HK government undermine 
Chow's survival image in favor of a grassroot Chow who is also cultivated and 
committed to collective values. In this chapter, we will conduct textual analysis on 
articles from printed media in HK across the domestication period from 1995 to 
2000. 
、 
It would be impossible to exhaust all coverage of Chow in the printed media 
1 
during five years, as a star as famous as Chow could appear in almost every 
newspaper published in HK everyday. So, I have chosen to narrow down my 
investigation specimen to some star-focused, in depth reports of Chow. These 
include interviews, feature stories and journalistic reports of Chow. Other Chow 
related articles like short highlights of star news and film reviews are ignored, as they 
are either too trivial or contain too much extraneous elements. To summarize, I 
choose articles that could best deliver the city's impression and sentiments on Chow. 
It is a common practice for researchers to identify and segregate the encoding 
mode of journalistic texts. This is because it is assumed that critics would tend to 
be more resistant in their ideological stand, and general reporters would be more 
ready to submit to dominant potentials. Yet, I do not separate the editorial mode of 
< 
my articles in my study (see Table 2). In fact, my initial attempt to trace the 
editorial mode of individual pieces were of little use."' This is because I have found 
that indepth multiple paged interviews and shallow coverage of Chow differ little in 
« 
their ideological stands. Rather, institutional bias is found to be a more important 
The fact that trained critical writers and regular reporters differ little in their ideological approaches 
to CYF testifies the strength of domestication. That is, individuals' trained resistance to dominant 
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variable in regulating the ideological stance of articles. For instance, English elite 
newspapers and mass commercial magazines diverse in their coverage of Chow. 
But the most crucial discovery still lies in the temporal shift of Chow's descriptions -
from subversive to dominant portrayals - which illustrates the presence of 
I 
domestication. 
The domestication pattern found in TV advertisements also occurs in 
description of Chow's "real person" in the press. Similar mechanism of "selecting 
tradition" happens, with a displacement of the survival Chow, replaced by grassroot, 
cultivated and actualizing portrayals. But analyzing publications offer us extra 
advantages. As the number of articles analyzed are numerous (more than 40)，we 
could understand the domestication process in more detail. 
The forty articles from 1995 to 2000 can be understood as forty little steps 
disparate journalists take in escorting Chow towards the gate of domestication. We 
can observe a temporal pattern of domestication, seeing a step by step meaning 
change taking place. In addition, we can also pinpoint the parties who initiate and 
benefit form the re-articulation process when there exist meaning biases traceable to 





ideas are not able to combat the force of collective ideological shift brought about by domestication. 
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# |Artide Headline (* Cover) Discourse |Media bate 
I ~~Chow Roles into Hollywood A SCMP 16/12/95 
2~~ Three Holly Films for Big Bucks S Next 2 4 / 5 / 9 ^ 
3 _ Killer With a Garter* C t ^ t 28/2/97 
4~~Chow the Hollywood Hitman 一 A SCMP 18/4/97~ 
5_Re tu rn . Countdown S Ftot 9/5/97 
6 _ F a t Swimming With Housewives* O Next 15/8/97 
7~~ New Film Violates Image: If I fail, I'll S 1 2 / 1 2 / 9 7 
Go for Comedies 
8 I am New, Do You Know How Hard to S City Entertainment8/1/98 
be Pioneer 
9 True Colors of English, Improve in 5 S Next 16/1/98~ 
Years 
10 Seven Crimes of Road to Success A Easy Finder —22/1/98 ~ 
II A Chance to work with Chow A HK Standard 23/1/98 
12 From Low to High, Person With Warmth O ~Ming Pao Weekly 15/3/98 
13 Four Luxuries of Hollywood C Next 10/4/98 
14 Chow Talks abt Wind & Cloud 0 ^ l e 26/7/98 — 
15 Extraordinary Man with Ordinary Heart 0 Oriental 2/1/99 
16 TC Director: Loves Chow at First Sight A —Ming Pao 14/2/99 
, 17 Mrs. Fat Snatches Films C Next Fall /99 
Way of the King* “ A City Entertainment~~ 11/11/99 
19 EgQpk Elects Chow as Sexiest C Sing Tao 11/11/99 
20 Chow，s Smiles: Secret to Sexiness C Sing Tao 15/11/99 
21 Chow: From Lamma to Siamese King 0 Wen Hui Bao 22/11/99 
‘ 22 The Uneducated Good Husband 0 A ^ l e 29l\\lW 
23 Love Announcement to Wife* 0 Next 2/12/99 
24 Chow Believes He can be Better than A M i n g Pao 13/12/99 
一Y^ 
25 Ever Classic Chow: a Look at AATK 一 C HK Economic Times 15/12/"^ 
26 Way of the King 一 A Ming Pao \9I\2I99' 
27 Their Impressions of Chow O Apple 22/12/99 
28 Chow and Foster A HK Standard 24/12/99 
29 Chow would Stay in Hollywood ~~O~~Ming Pao Weekly 25/12/99 
30 Thankyou Chow! 0 Tian Tian 27/12/99 
31 Unforgettable Chow 0 j ^ t 3 0 / 1 2 / ^ 
32 Looking for a Paradise in the Mountain O Next 23/3/00 
33 Chow the VIP of Oscar C A ^ l e 24/3/00 — 
34 Chow the Man with a Presence at Oscar C Apple 28/3/00 
f Fourth Blow: Look of CTHD* A Next 30/3/00 
3 ^ H o n o r for HK _ C Sir^Tao 4/4/00 “ 
37 Chow the Hero Environmentalist C Ming Pao 15/4/00 
38 Chow Promotes HK as a Cameraman O Apple 25/10/00 
39 Chow: Awards are Only Desserts A Oriental 2/11/00~ 
40 |A Hollywood Great in Waiting A jSCMP |l/12/00 
I 
Table 2. Discursive Coding of Chow Articles from 1995 - 2000 
I 
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丨 TC: The Cormptors (；•、 
AATK: Anna and the King 
CTHD: Crouching Tiger. Hidden Dragon (2000) 
Phase 1: Article # 1 -#11 
Phase 2: Ar t i de#6 -#16 
Phase3: Article # 17 -#40 
(The rationale for phase division would be given in this chapter) 
I would like to study the domestication process from these articles by 
separating them into three phases, each demonstrating a different stage of discursive 
shift cumulating towards domestication. As meanings are not free-floating symbols, 
we would see that these phases of discursive shuffling anchors with external events, 
such as the launching of Chow's films and TV advertisements. 
The first phase is the pre-domestication period that lasted from late 1995 to 
early 1998 (Article #1 - #11). These two years is an incubation period when no 
Chow products are shown in HK except the Anti-Crime This Film (1995) 
advertisement and the Tough and Tenderness (；1997) commercial. Discursively, the 
period is marked by the gradual displacement of the survival discourse because its 
oppositional inclinations do not allow it to be assimilated into the dominant order. 
Thus, the survival values are "residue not-incorporated" meanings in the Williams 
sense. At the beginning of the period, there existed two strong discourses carrying 
opposite ideological values balancing each other in the mediascape. The survival < 
discourse supported by mass Chinese press combats with the actualization discourse 
espoused by English elite newspapers. The period ends with the surrendering of the 
mass Chinese press to the actualization discourse when Chow's first Hollywood film 
launched in HK. 
The second phase is the domesticating process, from mid 1997 to mid 1999 
(Article #6 - #16). During these two years, Chow's Be a Good Host (1998) 
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advertisement is broadcasted and his first two Hollywood films are shown in HK. 
Discursively, the period is marked by the appropriation of the long-established 
grassroot discourse, converting it to a form accommodative to the dominant values. 
The longevity of the grassroot discourse and its modification during the second phase 
show that the grassroot meanings are "residue-incorporated" ideas generated from 
early popular culture which does not pose overt challenge to the status quo. 
The last phase is the solidification of the domestication process, which lasts 
from late 1999 to late 2000 (Article #17 - #40). During this one year, a number of 
significant events happened. Firstly, Chow's first big-budget Hollywood film Anna 
and the King (1999) is launched. Secondly, the Jacky Chan's scandal leads to a 
replay of Chow's Be a Good Host (1998) advertisement in late 1999. Thirdly, 
Chow appears as a presenter in the Academy Award in spring 2000. Discursively, 
the cultivation discourse becomes more influential, the grassroot discourse is further 
mobilized for the introduction of dominant meanings, and the actualization discourse 
burgeons to be the most powerful description of Chow, In accordance with 
Willaims, the dominant culture in this phase has successfully dealt with a robust 
residue culture. On the one hand, by accommodating the non-threatening grassroot 
discourse, the dominant culture could increase its "effectiveness" in popular 
‘ leadership. On the other hand, by filtering out the oppositional survival values of 
Chow, the dominant culture could further its domination within popular culture, 
i 
, Let's begin with the discussion of the pre-domestication period. Before 
Chow's first Hollywood film is shown, we see a "meaning battle，，surrounding Chow 
in the press. The two participating discourses are survival and actualization, with 
their supporters easily identifiable. While the mass local press describes Chow as a 
pragmatic survivor, elite English newspapers portrays Chow as an aspirer who looks 
up to lofty goals. 
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The existence of survival descriptions of Chow in the mid 90s confirmed my 
hypothesis that survival discourse has been established long ago. Moreover, the 
fact that survival tendencies exist in mass local articles and actualization ideas appear 
in elite English magazines show that the survival discourse is embraced by the 
working class while the actualization discourse is a value of the educated. 
My claim that the actualization discourse is a discourse of the upper class is 
I 
further substantiated if we also examine Chow articles appearing in the English 
global press. I have found that the actualization discourse is the major schema in 
‘ describing Chow in international English magazines such as Time and Newsweek�� . 
If we remember that the global English press has a middle-class readership, we could 
be more confident to claim the actualization discourse as a discourse of the dominant 
class. In fact, Bourdieu (1984) observed a similar tendency in early 80s, claiming 
that the "dominant class tend to have relatively international cultural product" which 
"contain life-stories of bourgeois success" (p.xii) - that is, they tell actualization 
stories. 
As I have argued, survival discourse carries meanings which the status quo 
finds disturbing, while the actualization discourse espouses relatively dominant ideas 
supportive to the legitimate order. Therefore, when they coexist in the pre-
domestication period, they must be antagonistic to each other. With their 
I 
coexistence in the pre-domestication period, a healthy picture emerges because < 
dominant values espoused by the actualization discourse are balanced by the 
subversive meanings of the survival ethos. Let's see how they undermine each 
other. . 
While English newspapers present Chow as a person who looks up to abstract 
See Tam, Wai Wan Vivian (1999) 'Chinese James Bond: Global Chows and Local Chows.' 
Unpublished paper. 
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goals, mass Chinese press present Chow as a person who prefers pragmatic return. 
The Chow on South China Morning Post says that he finds acting a "challenge" (#4) 
51 and a "learning experience" (#1). Yet the Chow in Chinese magazine is a 
shameless money lover (#8). In an article, he demystifies "acting as art" and argues 
that performance is only a form of business exchange: 
An actor is only a merchandise. Don't be naive, filmmaking is 
absolutely not an art. Everyone is only doing business. ... Why would 
investors spend money to hire you to act? Actually the math has been 
done long, calculating how much you are worth. ... how many overseas 
market, money to be made, very commercial. As for myself, I would 
use something call acting in exchange of money. (#5) 
We could see that Chow's survival ethos could subvert the dominant values of 
the actualization discourse, by exposing the exploitative potential behind the myth of 
"acting for satisfaction." 
Moreover, while English newspapers present Chow's move to Hollywood as a 
professional actor's choice for career advancement (#4), Chinese articles explain 
Chow's emigration as a forced move caused by a shrinkage of survival space in the 
local market. In a mass magazine, Chow adopts his workman's tone and compares 
his move to Hollywood to a cook's search for a bigger kitchen (#5). 
In addition, the actualization discourse espouses the myth of unconditional 
upward mobility by claiming that anyone can succeed if he tries hard enough. In an 
English article, Chow is portrayed as a demonstrator of a classless society who could 
easily overcome the constraints of class: 
» 
The change in Chow is palpable. A year ago, he was a HK actor 
waiting for his Hollywood projects, struggling with English and feeling a 
51 All “#，’ sign with numbers within parentheses of this chapter refers to articles numbered in Table 2. 
1 
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little frustrated at the long wait. Now he is fit and fluent in his new 
tongue on the set. (#4) 
Yet during the first phase, the classless imaginary encoded in English 
newspapers is offset by the survival ethos found in the Chinese articles, with the 
latter emphasizing the structural barriers encountered by Chow as a person from the 
working class. In the Chinese articles, Chow often expresses frustrations when he 
is striving for upward mobility, often caused by his class-related disadvantages. He 
would say that because of his low education background, he finds English a barrier to 
acting which he finds impossible to overcome (#8). 
In fact, a significant and unique subversive feature of the survival discourse is 
that it is a schema which allows the discussion of Hollywood products as not 
necessary desirable. While the actualization (and other) discourse appreciates 
Hollywood films based on abstract standards, the survival discourse's pragmatism 
, sees Hollywood as just a money-making industry. As a result, it opens up the 
discussion of whether such a system would produce entertaining films. It is in a 
Chinese magazine where we see Chow discusses the alienating potential of his films: 
t 
Honestly, Chow's best movies have already been watched by audiences 
in HK and SE Asia. I am used to giving everyone 'shark fin soup' and 
'swallow nest,' now I am offering a western meal! When the audiences 
go to the theatre to see Chow speaking English, of course they would 
have no feelings! I know the Chinese really cares about local flavors! 
(#7) ‘ 
The above criticism to Hollywood films could only be done within the survival 
« 
discourse. This is because actualization discourse emphasizes Hollywood as the 
professional destination of advancement; Cultivation discourse sees Hollywood as an 
object of admiration; and the Grassroot discourse emphasizes Hollywood's glamour 
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to testify Chow's down to earthiness. Only the survival discourse which is not 
I 
burdened by moral standard, collective baggage and higher values can it dissects 
Hollywood with a pragmatic eye. 
‘ Thus, the survival discourse contains oppositional elements which could 
counteract the dominant potentials of the actualization discourse. However, the 
launching of Chow's first Hollywood film marked the beginning survival discourse's 
downturn. Towards the end of the first phase, Chinese articles fade out its survival 
color and gradually take on actualization tendencies. The survival discourse lost its 
first battle to the actualization meanings in early 1998 when the first Chinese article 
is encoded with an actualization schema. In it, Chow's past is presented as a history 
of incessant improvement, claiming that "today's success of Chow is the result of his 
own hard-work." (#10). 
From then on, the survival discourse disappeared in the remaining thirty 
articles examined, with more and more Chinese articles articulating the dominant 
actualization discourse. Thus, the first step of domestication in the press is the 
same as in the TV advertisements. The most subversive strain of the residue 
meanings - Chow as a survivor - is obliterated from the symbolic realm. 
The second phase of domestication deals with another residue meaning from 
Chow's early image, that of Chow as an approachable guy from the grassroot level. 
While the first phase is marked by the disposal of the "un-tamable" residue 
i 
discourse 一 survival discourse, the second phase is characterized by the appropriation 
of the "useable" residue discourse - grassroot discourse. As explained, since the 
grassroot discourse does not carry significant subversive values, it could be borrowed 
for its popularity to cross-valorize dominant worldviews, a process I call the 
"overflowing of popular legitimacy." By pairing up with popular views, the 
dominant leadership would be made more "effective" in the Williams sense. To 
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dramatize such "borrowing process," I will concentrate my analysis on two articles. 
These two articles both adopt the grassroot discourse as their fundamental encoding 
schema. However, the earlier article (#6) does not carry dominant inclinations, but 
the latter article (#12) carries much dominant ideas. 
The grassroot discourse is not paired up with dominant tendencies when a 
Chinese magazine article reports on Chow's morning swim in the summer of 1997. 
The title of the article is "Brother Fat Goes for a Morning Swim with the Escort of 
Housewives." Two expressions of the grassroot discourse are found in the article, 
which are traceable to his past persona (see Ch. 3). The first element is Chow's 
"grassroot virtue." Chow the person in the article is humble and friendly. The 
article reports on how Chow mix with the public and cares about the safety of the 
elderly swimmers. The second element of the grassroot discourse comes from the 
popular ordinary characters Chow performed in TV serials in late 70s. In the article, 
residue sentiments about these serials are reiterated because the grannies who swim 
with Chow are his TV fans. The article mentions that the grannies would discuss 
these TV characters with Chow during their morning swim. Encoded only with the 
grassroot discourse, this article is free from dominant values. Though not necessary 
subversive, we could see grassroot discourse can be empowering to the lower class, 
legitimizing their non-glamorous mundane lifestyle as nothing inferior. 
However, a later article which uses the grassroot discourse to describe Chow is 
i 
complicated with numerous dominant views, hinting at the existence of 
J 
domestication. Coincidentally, this article is published in March 1988，the same 
month when Chow's Be a Good Host (1998) advertisement js broadcasted. The 
‘ fact that both media products are made with the same meaning-recipe, with grassroot 
discourse as core and cultivation plus actualization discourses on the side shows that 
the domestication process is a phenomenon across media forms. Such inter-media 
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occurrence of meaning change allows us to infer that ideological transformation of 
Chow is systematic rather than idiosyncratic. That is, local media consumers would 
be bombarded by an inter-textual wave of Chow images that collectively shift in 
ideological implication during the period from 1995 to 2000. 
Let us examine how the dominant values are attached onto the grassroot Chow 
in this article written by famous local writer Lam Yin Nei (#12). As other grassroot 
portrayals of Chow do, Lam's article contains the well-accepted virtuous descriptions 
of the grassroot Chow: Chow has a poor childhood, is good to his family and is 
friendly to even minor crews. Similar to the article analyzed just now, Chow's 
classic characters of the "golden age of TV serials" of the 70s are mentioned in 
Lam's article to satisfy readers' nostalgia. 
i 
If Lam's article ends here, she has not taken part in domesticating Chow. 
However, the article becomes vulnerable to dominant values when Lam tries to deal 
with Chow's Hollywood career. The title already consists of dominant traces. It 
reads: "From TV Extra to Hollywood Hitman, Blood Still isn't Cold on the Road 
Chow Walks" (#12). The actualization discourse is activated in the title because it is 
only by dramatizing Chow's class improvement (from TV extra to Hollywood star) 
can Lam amplify his humbleness. Similarly, the cultivation discourse is mobilized 
because it is only by appraising Hollywood as a desirable goal can Lam claims it as 
an "improvement" to further emphasizes Chow's down-to-earthness. 
c 
Let's see more closely how the grassroot discourse distributes actualization 
tendencies. In the article Lam writes, 
% 
While ‘Fat the Big Brother' is his position title, 'Fat Boy' is his pet name 
to everyone in HK. HK people are the ones who watched the growth of 
this superstar" (#12). 
I 
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On the surface, this statement is warm and close. It emphasizes Chow's 
humble attitude even though he is a superstar. However, Lam espouses the 
narrative of upward mobility at the mean time. By emphasizing the "growth" from 
a "Fat boy" to the "Fat the big brother / superstar," Lam is perpetuating the illusion 
of Chow's career as a series of unobstructed advancement. 
Next, we'll see how Lam's article could also distributes dominant meanings from 
the cultivation discourse. Lam's attitude to the west comes in a complicated form 
of "pseudo-resistance," travelling like a circular argument. First, by acknowledging 
qualitative difference between Chow's HK products and his Hollywood products, 
Lam appears to imply that Hollywood products could be inferior. Yet gradually, 
Lam adopts the Hollywood's perspective and end up deriding local products. Lam 
demonstrates "pseudo-resistance" to Hollywood in the following extract. Italics are 
Lam's words: 
Lam first raises the issue of Hollywood alienation: 
In The Replacement Killers fl997). there isn 7 a single thing that Chow 
does which hasn 't been seen by the HK audience. 
Lam follows with an acknowledgement of HK products being more 
entertaining: 
The HK audience of course would ask for more out of Chow than its 
foreign counterpart, because he has already given us so 
much ...(reviewing the popular TV roles of Chow) 
Here, Lam recalls all the popular old TV characters and film characters, 
thus mobilizing collective sentiments from residue phase. It is here 
Lam slides into a subtle reverence for western hegemony as if out of her 
awareness. 
We have seen Chow ,s changing faces; but the western film circle has 
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never seen it. That's why the critics find that even though TM 
Replacement Killers ‘ plot is bad, they still praised Chow 's looks and 
performance. 
Lam substantiates Hollywood leadership by trying to justify a 'bad' film 
with the 'praise' from western critics - thus acknowledging the west as 
source of legitimacy. Then, Lam gives up the discussion of Hollywood 
films as alienating, and focuses on the western recognition the film: 
When I left US, The Replacement Killers was still in the third spot in the 
box office and is doing quite well. Chow has represented HK's actors 
outstandingly. 
Finally, Lam even examines local products by adopting standards of the 
western other: 
Action films perhaps aren 't Chow 's favorite, but in the eyes of Hollywood, 
HK is the leader of the world's action film (according to Time magazine). 
So it isn 't surprising that Chow 's first film in the west is an action film. 
Honestly, besides action films, our other film genres aren 't as good as 
Hollywood and don 't have anything to offer them. (#12) 
Here, the reason for Chow making an action film is not explained as a business 
‘ choice as the survival discourse might, but explained as legitimate because it is what 
is desired by the western audience. "Time magazine" and "Hollywood" are 
, authorities Lam cited in her article. By validating Hollywood by its "natural 
leadership," the author discards the subject of Hollywood films being alienating to 
i 
local taste. 
Thus the second step in the domestication process involves an appropriation of 
the less subversive residue grassroot discourse, converting it to a platform on which 
dominant views are be introduced. 
If the second phase of domestication is the dominant values' borrowing of 
effectiveness from the popularity of the grassroot discourse, the third phase is 
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marked by the independent bloom of the dominant discourses on their own right. 
The third phase ends with the victory of the dominant values in the meaning struggle. 
When the cultivation discourse and the actualization discourse become the 
predominant descriptions of Chow in the third phase, the domestication process is 
I 
solidified. 
The third phase of domestication lasts from late 1999 to late 2000. During the 
‘ period, numerous events act as catalysts for domestication. Chow's first big budget 
Hollywood film Anna and the King (1999) was launched, the Jacky Chan scandal re-
moralizes Chow's private life and reaffirms Chow as an official cultural icon, and 
Chow's appears as a presenter in the Oscar ceremony. We will examine how 
journalists borrow these events to domesticate Chow. 
Let's begin by an examination of the cultivation discourse, a schema valorizing 
dominant values. The cultivation discourse construes of the West as a source of 
prestige and wealth. The cultivation descriptions of Chow strengthens during the 
third phase first by spreading from lowbrow magazines to the elite papers, and 
second, by diffusing from a worship of "western material" to a worship of the 
"embodied west." 
Local articles' admiration for Hollywood was only a minor symptom before 
the third phase. Moreover, when portrayals of the cultivated Chow did appear in 
the press before the third phase, they appeared only in lowbrow magazines. In < 
addition, these lowbrow magazines tend to showcase western superiority only in the 
form of material abundance. Big-budgets, huge trailers, bodyguards, buffet lunches 
are symbols of extravagance Hollywood symbolizes (#3，#13,辟17). 
Gradually, the cultivation discourse's approval of Hollywood leadership is 
diffused from mass magazines to middle-class papers in the third phase. Respected 
press like Ming Pao Daily (#24, #26) and Hong Kong Economic Times (#25) join in 
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the acknowledgement of Hollywood hegemony. Whenever American institutions 
recognize Chow, such as when People magazine or Time magazine name Chow as 
"the sexiest action star" and "the hero environmentalists," various local press 
celebrate these titles as honors (#19, #20，#37). 
In addition, towards the latter part of the third phase, the object of desire under 
the cultivation discourse changes from western material comfort to the westernized 
body. When Chow appears in the Academy Award in spring 2000, Journalists rave 
at this incident, praising Chow's gracefulness and mannerism (#34，#36). That is, 
western influences are embodied as taste and culture, giving birth to a cultivated 
Chow. 
On the other hand, the grassroot discourse continues to make way for the 
distribution of values concerning self-actualization and western cultivation. As 
argued above, the most common way of complicity is when the grassroot discourse 
pairs up with the myth of upward mobility. The myth of easy advancement is part 
of the actualization discourse. The grassroot-advancement package is often 
expressed in a simple statement like: "From Lamma islander to Siamese King -
Chow is a humble international superstar" (#21，#27). 
Furthermore, the grassroot discourse completely lost its autonomy to the 
actualization discourse in the third phase, when it also welcomes the encroachment 
of the second part of the actualization discourse — the self-exploration narrative. On 
c 
the surface, the self-exploration discourse, which stresses the spiritual side of living, 
seems to be incompatible to the mundaneness of the grassroot discourse. Let us 
have a look at how self-explorative descriptions could be inscribed onto the grassroot 
Chow. 
‘ This "spiritual reform" of the grassroot discourse is triggered by the Jacky 
Chan scandal happened in late 1999. Jacky Chan's image affects Chow's persona 
i 
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because they are both ambassadors of HK tourism. When Jacky Chan's private life 
is condemned as immoral by the press", journalists look for a moral compensation 
from Chow, and end up moralizing Chow's image in accordance with the self-
exploration narrative. 
Just after the Jacky Chan scandal, a mass magazine article writes, "although 
both Jacky Chan and Chow have low education background, Chow has a totally 
different attitude towards his family, career, and even the press - he treasures the 
people around him" (#22, #23). 
"Ordinariness" of the grassroot Chow in the old days refers to his practice of 
working class' lifestyles which are material-related, such as visiting the grocery store 
and taking the MTR. Even "less tangible" virtues such as filial piety are treasured 
for themselves. However, the grassroot identity of the domesticated Chow is now 
I 
sublimated to the sacred rather than the secular realm, by narrating these trivial 
practices and petty virtues as expressions of a coherent system of existential thought. 
I • 
For instance, Chow's care for his wife is explained as a "responsible attitude of one 
towards his life, his time and his emotions" (#23). 
Such remoralization of Chow's grassroot identity towards a self-explorative 
description has the effect of distancing Chow's image from the lived experience of 
the lower class. This is because by claiming "grassroot lifestyle" as a choice but 
not a forced reality caused by material difficulty, the self-exploration narrative rule < 
out the discussion of class inequality. When simplicity become a moral choice, 
there is nothing called forced simplicity. 
” I n Nov. 1999, Chan's scandal aroused queries about his "credibility" as a HK Tourism Ambassador. 
Surveys found that Chan's popularity fell drastically since the scadal (see Kwok, Y. 'CYF rated King 
of Consumers' Hearts.' South China Morning Post. Mar 31’ 00.) and local critics challenge his role as 
HK Tourism ambassador. It was alleged that the replay of CYF's Be a Good Host advertisement in 
late 1999 is a reaction to the scandal (see 'Jacky Chan's scandal is a crisis' in HK Economic Times 
D e c l , 9 9 : A 2 3 ) 
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The dominating potential of transforming a grassroot Chow into a self-explorer 
is illustrated below when Chow turns from an ordinary guy who yearns for material 
I 
pleasure to a lofty man who finds money evil. Before the narrative of self-
exploration encroaches, Chow acknowledges the fulfilment brought by material like 
a regular HK citizen. In an article published in mid 1998, Chow says: 
To me, money is troublesome, but I can't be without money... However, 
after working a while, suffering through a job to pay for a house, meals 
and everything, I am very happy. (#14) 
When the grassroot Chow is domesticated with self-explorative tendencies, he 
becomes a minimalist who denies the importance of material. In an article 
published in late 1999, Chow says: 
No matter how rich you are, you can never leave the world with your 
money. Life is short as a blink, why bother. My wealth is just for my 
temporary safekeeping. Someday it will all be returned to the society 
(#29). 
We'll see in the reception analysis that the self-exploration discourse is very 
distanced to the experience of the underprivileged. Therefore, in the second phase, 
the grassroot discourse is utilized as a springboard for the launching of dominant 
views in into popular consciousness 
€ 
Lastly, we will see how the actualization discourse proliferates into the most 
powerful discourse in the third phase without relying on residue values any more. 
In the beginning of this chapter, we have noted that the actualization discourse was a 
niche discourse of the elite before domestication. Before 1998，the actualization 
discourse is only found in middle-class media of either global magazines or local 
English newspapers. Mass Chinese press tends to espouse the survival discourse 
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which counteracts the dominating tendencies of the actualization discourse. 
Although mass Chinese articles started to articulate actualization meanings from late 
1997，the actualization discourse remains a minor discourse in local commercial 
media. 
However, by late 1999, with the coming of Chow's first big-budget film Anna 
and the King (1999). the local mass press thoroughly embraces the "elite" discourse. 
A convincing evidence of such total submission is demonstrated by the editorial 
choice of a local Chinese magazine - to publish an article on Anna w d the King 
(#18) which is a direct translation of an article from the global English magazine 
Newsweek53. Such a choice is a very explicit expression of the domestication 
process - it represents a convergence between a local mass magazine's viewpoint 
and a global elite article's ideology. 
As a result, the Chinese article adopts the complete ideological package from 
the Newsweek article, portraying Chow as an aspirer who is committed to self-
advancement and professional improvement. The article explains Chow's move to 
Hollywood as simply an artistic choice but nothing more. And the article also 
perpetuates the myth of easy advancement because Chow's career in the west is 
portrayed as smooth and unobstructed. 
It is certain that the actualization discourse become a mainstream schema by 
丨 the end of third phase when we note that even lowbrow and mass magazine join in to 
( 
perpetuate the originally elite discourse of an actualizing Chow. The Nexl 
magazine, a mass-marketed magazine which would only promote Hollywood films 
I 
as extravagant vehicles (#3, #13), opts to explore the actualization Chow in 
promoting his latest film Crouching Tiger Hidden Dragon (2000) (#35). Rather 
than reporting on the opulence of the set, the article examines the more serious topic 
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of Chow's professionalism. Chow is described as an actor who would overcome all 
kinds of hardships for artistic perfection. His practice of dangerous wirework, 
Mandarin and Tai Chi are reported in details. Thus, at the end of phase three, even 
mass magazines that are enjoyed by the working class are supplied with portrayals of 
Chow as a professional actor who would yearns for higher goals. 
It is apparent that, at the end of domestication, survival descriptions of Chow 
are no longer available in the press. What is left in the printed media are 
‘ actualizing-cultivated-grassroot portrayals of Chow. Such discursive recipe of a 
domesticated Chow is an ideologically dominant package, containing values 
, supportive to the status quo. An analysis of a government publication's 
descriptions of Chow at the end of the domestication period would further confirm 
that. 
The book Celebrities Learning T.anguage (1999)54 published by a government 
endorsed language education committee, includes a series of interviews with local 
celebrities, aiming at stimulating the language-learning interests of the readers. The 
eight-page story of Chow is narrated with the dominant discursive pattern we have 
identified. 
By first visiting Chow's grassroot background, that he was a poor lazy kid, the 
writer activates the collectively identified grassroot discourse most HK readers are 
familiar with, thus making the reader more receptive to latter dominant ideologies. 
( 
Then, the author presents Hollywood as a desirable option without any 
reference to corporate bureaucracy or labor treatment, thus activating the cultivation 
discourse. . 
Eventually, the actualization discourse is introduced. First of all, Chow is 
“ S e e Elliott, Dorinda 1999. ‘The Royal Treatment.' Newsweek. August 16’ 1999. Pp. 42-46. 
陶傑.1999.名人學語文：訪問系列.香港：語文教育及研究常務委員會 
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established as a self-actualizer, a person who lookups to new experiences but not 
tangible returns. In the book, Chow is portrayed a person who yearns for 
"experiences" in itself: 
From script reading to learning dialogues to shooting, the Hollywood 
experience is a series of lessons for Chow: language lesson, performing 
lesson, cultural lessons and lessons about life. (p. 13 8) 
But ultimately, what the book tries to promote is the dominant idea of self-
advancement. The Chow chapter ends with this description of him: 
Even though Chow is an international star, blood still isn't cold in his 
heart as an avid learner. From a naughty boy who hated school to an 
international Chinese actor, he gained his respect in the Chinese and 
international film world by being a hero who commits to constant 
advancement, (p. 139) 
We can see how the above paragraph skillfully pairs Chow's grassroot past 
with his actualization present. By blending dominant values with popular beliefs, 
the status quo disseminates its ideas smoothly. 
In Celebrities Learning Language. Chow is described as a self-actualizer who 
does not need any material motivations to drive his learning. However, hegemony 
is not complete, and subversive meanings could somehow penetrate among dominant 
values. In his book chapter, Chow managed to slip in an opinion with a survival 
edge, explaining that his language learning is motivated by a pragmatic need -
because English is a job requirement for his career in the west. 
Interestingly, the official order is committed to extinguish the last survival cell 
Chow has. After the book was published, an educator/ politician, Tsang Yok Sing, 
is irritated by this tiny survival view voiced by Chow in his chapter. Tsang tried to 
I 
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correct Chow's survival ethos with the actualization value in a newspaper article 
titled "Interest Should be the Biggest Motivation of Learning."" In the article, 
Tsang argues that materials are improper goals of learning. Tsang writes: 
[In the book], Chow says: 'Learning English is so hard, but I had to learn 
because it is my job requirement.' Although pragmatism can be a 
motivation of language learning, it is not - and should not - be the only 
motivation behind learning. In fact, an interest in learning is in 
everyone's inborn nature. The most effective motivation behind 
language learning should not come from foreseeable material gain, but 
should come from our inherent interest and curiosity towards language. 
Thus, at the end of the third phase of domestication, actualization discourse 
wins the battle, and survival meanings are totally expunged from the scene. 
The exclusion and the undermining of survival descriptions by the government 
publication and Tsang testify the subversiveness of the survival discourse. By 
cooperating with other meaning producers from the commercial interests, the official 
order successfully cultivated a meaning map of Chow unthreatening to its rule and 
even substantiating to its leadership. The meaning package includes a actualizing 
Chow who is motivated for constant self-improvement for lofty satisfaction, also 
( 
westernized and cultured, who comes from an grassroot past. However, the 
subversive meanings of a selfish, individualistic, amoral Chow have been obliterated 
during the process. 
< 
In this and the last chapter, we found a systematic change in the meanings 
articulated via Chow from 1995 to 2000 in the symbolic realm of the mediascape. 
Dominant ideas flourish with the displacement of subversive .values. Whether such 
55 See Tsang, Yok Sing. 1999. 'Interest Should be the Biggest Motivation of Learning.' Ming 
Pan Daily News. July 29, sec. E07. 
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meaning-shift is dominating or not depends on whether concrete audiences are 
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Chapter Six: Overview to Reception Analysis 
In the previous chapters, we have discussed how local media's descriptions of 
Chow changes since the mid 90s. Firstly, we saw how the early Chow was mainly 
represented by two clusters of meanings - that he was a grassroot origined and a 
morally ambiguous survivor. These two discourses are what Williams called 
"residue cultures", which are popular meanings generated from within the culture 
long ago and are shared by most people in the society. Next, we notice how Chow 
is increasingly portrayed by two new clumps of meanings - that he is a cultivated 
man of western taste and a self-actiializer. These two newer schemata could be 
viewed as "dominant cultures" because they are often activated for the substantiation 
of the status quo. Domestication was found to be present because we see the 
dominant discourses gradually displacing the residue schemata in media 
representations of Chow. 
Ideological-wise, I argued that the domestication process is discriminative to 
the interests of the lower class because the two residue cultures which are relevant to 
the working class are displaced by values from the dominant order. I had supported 
my argument by identifying the position bias of the different discourses. I have 
demonstrated that the actualization discourse is a value of the status quo because it is 
mobilized by elite media organizations and the government, and that the survival 
discourse is a schema of the laymen because it is rejected by the institutional order. 
However, the above evidences are not solid enough to prove that domestication 
of Chow is a process dominating to the lower class. This is because, first of all, the 
( * 
upper-class origin of meanings would not make the values automatically repressive. 
As Eagleton (1991) points out, middle-class values can be liberating and conversely, 
‘ beliefs originated from the working class can be manipulated to serve interests of the 
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upper class. The latter can be seen from our grassroot discourse turn dominant 
phenomenon. 
Secondly, it is doubtful that ideological domination occurs in a society if no 
one vocalizes that he finds the current situation unsatisfactory. Eagleton (1991) has 
argued that if no one finds the situation manipulative, we could not point to 
ideological domination without calling upon the risky concept of false consciousness. 
Therefore, if everyone is satisfied by the domesticated Chow, I could not and should 
not claim domestication as a dominating phenomenon. 
That is to say, we could not say that domestication is dominating only on the 
ground that the actualizing and the cultivated Chow which benefit the upper strata 
I 
are flooding the mediascape. Such claim needs to be supplanted by an audience 
analysis to demonstrate that this discursive re-articulation in the symbolic realm is 
‘ found by a significant group of concrete audience as unsatisfactory. And 
domestication would be dominating if that concrete group of dissatisfied audience 
are already collectively underprivileged in their social condition. This is what I 
have found. While subjects from the upper strata find the domesticated Chow more 
favorable than before, informants of the underclass find the new Chow disenchanting 
and alienating. 
I would like to state once again that what I term as dominating and oppressive 
are analytical concepts specifically defined in this thesis concerning how Chow's 
< 
meaning change would impacts local audiences possessing various levels of 
resources in the late 90s. Therefore, I am not exploring all possible ideological 
effects of the domestication process. So by claiming domestication as dominating 
in the thesis does not mean that domestication is an all-encompassing, totally 
undesirable phenomenon. 
A wider perspective regarding Chow's domestication is needed here. It is 
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revealing that the period of Chow's domestication is also one of the brightest 
moments in Chow's career. During the late 90s, popular recognition of him is 
nearly universal in HK, and the general appraisal of him is extremely favorable. In 
fact, Chow's image in the late 90s does contain lots of cultural resources offering 
emotional comfort and psychological fulfillment to HK citizens from different walks 
of life. That is why he could be the cultural icon fostering collective cohesion even 
in the aftermath of the economic crisis. Yet, the cultural cohesive function of the 
I 
Chow phenomenon has already been noticed by quite a number of local scholars and 
critics. What I am contributing here is a reminder that even though "Chow" has 
comforted and is comforting to so many HK people, his persona should not be 
embraced by cultural researchers unconditionally. 
To confess, I myself have been and is still a faithful fan of Chow. It is only 
after more than two years of strenuous mental effort could I set aside the cultural 
obstructions that has blindfolded me and finally visualize the domestication process. 
My cultural heritage as a HK bom and my status as a middle class in the academia 
are the blindspots masking the domestication process from my view. 
Therefore, it is not surprising that Chow's changing significance and its 
influence on the internal power relations within the HK society is a phenomenon 
largely neglected by scholars. As a result, I have chosen to put more emphasis on 
the dominating potentials over the cultural cohesive function of Chow in this thesis. 
As I have defined in chapter 1，domestication could be understood within two 
frameworks, in the sense of localization or socialization, and these two perspectives 
often goes hand in hand. Local empowerment against Others (domestication vs 
globalization) often implies the power center's suppression of regional difference 
(domestication vs spontaneity). And my study of Chow as a local icon would be 
skewed towards the latter camp, focusing on how his culturally cohesive function 
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could be utilized by the status quo at a time of economic distress to affect internal 
power relations within the society. 
That i s � I focus on domestication's implications within HK society rather than 
without HK society. I am analyzing domestication's implication on the internal 
rather than the external aspect of HK cultural identity. As identity is a play of 
difference, I am stressing on how a star's shift in ideological potential impacts 
different social strata's power instead of looking at domestication's influence on HK 
people's relationship with other cultures. 
Now, I would like to move onto a discussion on how I comprehend the internal 
power difference within the HK society. Although I refer to the position of my 
informants as situated in a "class," I do not mean that the reactions of them are 
determined automatically by objective economic circumstances. The segregation of 
the 19 cases is done according to a combination of their meaning-schemata and their 
living conditions. That is, a combination of Hall's idea of "interpretive 
communities" (Hall, 1994: 271) and Bourdieu's conception of "habitus" (Bourdieu, 
1984: 101，114,375). 
Combining the concepts of "interpetive communities" and "habitus" allows us 
to emphasize both agency and power in understanding spectators' activity. 
"Interpretive communities" asserts that audiences' meaning-making ability do not 
necessary correspond to economic structures in simple ways. Therefore, my 
analysis allows for the existence of "boundary-crossing cases.” Certain respondents 
are found to hold belief schemata usually vocalized by informants with a different 
socio-economic status. For example, Lily, a working class, comprehends Chow 
with a discourse mainly espoused by the entrepreneurs. As we would discuss in 
more detail in latter chapters, informants with a low social class background uttering 
opinions commonly hold by higher class interviewees could be signs hinting at the 
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occurrence of ideological domination. 
On the other hand, audience's agency in crossing boundaries is not unlimited. 
Bourdieu's "habitus" is a more sophisticated and flexible tool in recognizing 
structural power than the enveloping category of "class." Habitus does not place 
people in a simple hierarchy, but conceives of them as having different volume of 
I various "capitals." Bourdieu suggests that we should understand audience in three 
ways (1984: 114). First, the total volume of capital one hold determines crudely 
one's place in society. Secondly, the composition of capitals, the proportion 
between economic and cultural resources one owns, would also influence one's value 
system. Last of all, the future trajectory one envisions could also affects our belief 
system. Whether one sees future improvement in his status would affect his present 
worldviews. 
Armed with the tools of habitus and interpretive communities, I found that my 
informants' habitus position has a considerable correspondence to their interpretation 
schemata. That is, people with similar habitus tend to fall into the same interpretive 
communities. Informants with most favorable habitus tend to think with the 
actualization and cultivation discourses. Respondents with an intermediate amount 
of resources tend to comprehend with the grassroot discourse. Subjects with the 
most undesirable habitus advocate the survival discourse. 
This positioned pattern of discursive users not only reconfirm my previous 
( 
claim about the class-biases of the different meaning clusters, but also suggests 
ideological domination of the domestication process. This is because informants 
with the least favourable habitus are the most unhappy with the new Chow. 
The division of subjects into dominant-intermediate-subordinate strata and 
their corresponding discursive usage pattern is synthesized from a finer map of five 
subgroup's different reactions to Chow. These subgroups' different value system 
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and sense-making logic are related to their different habitus. 
Here is a list of my respondents, falling into groups endowed with different 
resources and advocating different discources: 
Name |Job |Sex lAge 
Dominant Group: Upper-middle Class (Actualization Discourse) 
Mr. and Mrs. Z e e 1 Executives of Real Estate Corp. |F, M 40, 
38 
Rodney Creative Director of Advertising M 34 
Agency 
Sir Wilson Owner of Multi-Business Corp. M 51 
Betty Director of a department of a local F 42 
lUniversity 
Dominant Group: Small Business Owners (Cultivation Discourse) 
Uncle Don Restaurant Owner M 46 
Kenny Restaurant Owner M 40 
Henry Taxi Owner M 60 
Mr. and Mrs. Hui Electronic Factory Owners M, F 47 
George Toy Trader M 52 
Lily |TV Station Receptionist |f 148 
Intermediate Group: Cultured Middle Class (Grassroot Discourse) 
Dr. Chin IProfessor F 40 
Dr. Yan Professor M 35 
Mr. and Mrs. Bond, Owners of Bookstore M, F, M � F 28 
Tom, Mary56 
Intermediate Group: Secure working class (Grassroot Discourse) 
Mr. and Mrs. Bond I Owners of Bookstore M � F , M, F 28 
Tom, Mary57 
Auntie Gigi University Dormitory Porter F 42 
Sunny Repairman of HK Government M 45 
Department 
Subordinate Group: Insecure working class (Survival Discourse) 
Ah Po, Ah Lin, Ah Jia, Ah iTaxi Drivers |M，M，M, M’M|38 
Hong, God of Horses 
Willy Mechanic M 
Ling Cleaning Lady F 44 
Dick Icierk of Real Estate Corp. |M 126 
Table 3. Informants, Details 
56 This case as a "across boundary case" belongs to both the cultured middle class and the secure 
working class. See text for explication. 
‘ “ S e e the above note. 
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The dominant groups include the upper-middle class and the small business 
owners. The upper-middle class owns the most capitals in all forms, and tends to 
understand Chow as a self-actualizer. The small business owners own a large 
amount of economic capital but little cultural capital. These entrepreneurs tend to 
understand Chow as a cultivated westernized man of taste. 
The intermediate groups include the cultured middle class and the secure 
working class. The cultured middle class includes educated informants, while the 
secure working class is made up of working class who envision a stable improvement 
in their trajectory. Both the cultured middle class and the secure working class 
espouse the grassroot discourse. 
The subordinate group consists of mainly the insecure working class. They 
are grassroots who foresee a decline in their trajectory change. That is, they 
envision a pessimistic future more difficult than the present. They tend to find the 
I 
survival discourse relevant. 
The fact that working class' reaction to Chow can differ because foresee their 
‘ future differently shows that "class" is not a satisfactory determinant of subjects' 
value system. In addition, the correspondence between informants' habitus and 
their opinions is only the result of much analytical processes. As I have said before, 
there are "cross boundary cases", voicing values usually belonging to another social 
background. And there is also an "across boundary case", with respondents holding 
opinions that cannot be exclusively accounted by one single social category, but by 
two58. In reality, only a few informants are prototypical members of their habitus. 
58 « 
Mr and Mrs Bond, Mary and Tom is a group o f informants I named as an "across boundary case," be longing to 
both categories o f the Cultured Middle Class and Secure Working Class. A s grassroot origined, they and foresee 
considerable improvement in the future, thus belonging to the Secure Working Class. On the other hand, 
different from the c o m m o n grassroots, they are all terilary educated, and by participating in the book business, 
they possess a lot o f cultural resources, thus also be longing to the Cultured Middle Class. M y analysis in the 
c o m i n g chapters would disucss in detail how this group o f informants hold opinions typical to informants o f both 
categories. Their s imultaneous membership in both sector demonstrate that social c lassif ication is an analytical 
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丨 Subjects rarely espouse values neatly prescribed by their social positions. Much of 
the informants carry a rap sack of opinions, merging ideas from nearby habitus. 
When I am saying that a group of informants are valorizing a certain discourse, what 
I 
I refer to is the predominant theme of conversation, but not informants' total mindset. 
So how do these groups from different habitus take up a different reasoning 
schema? Their changing comprehension of Chow during the domestication period 
is what the coming chapters seek to expose. 
I would analyze audience's consumption of Chow by attending to three aspects 
of audience-star relation: emotive identification, consumption behavior and textual 
engagement. These three elements are found to be significant variables in 
mediating the ideological implications of Chow's domestication. By attending 
recipients' reaction in all these realms can we understand the complexity of 
audiences' reaction to Chow's domestication. 
Emotive identification refers to evaluations of Chow by the audience as "good" 
or "bad," "like" or "dislike." Emotive identification is the most sensitive indicator 
of whether audience identifies with the connotations Chow signifies at a time. 
Consumption behavior refers to the explicit behavior of whether audience 
actually spends money on watching Chow's films or purchasing his VCDs. This 
quantitative indicator can double-check whether audiences who say they like Chow 
really go out to watch his performance. A discrepancy between emotive 
< 
identification and consumption behavior indicates that the informant is caught in a 
tension among ideological forces. 
Last of all, the subtlest audience-star relationship is found in audiences' mode 
% 
of textual engagement. This refers to the attitude audiences adopt in consumption. 
tool which should be used f lexibly lo capture the organic and fluid reality. 
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As scholars have noted (Thompson, 1990), whether audience perceive texts as purely 
entertainment for escape or engaging text relevant to real life can have different 
implications for texts' ideological implications. Moreover, it is also by examining 
audience treatment of text can we understand why audience can claim their liking for 
a star they rarely consume or conversely, consume a star they say they do not like. 
After synthesizing these different aspects of audience-Chow relation before 
and after domestication, it is more apparent that domination has occurred in 
domestication. By plotting different subject groups' degree of emotive 
identification with their different consumption behavior before and after Chow 
domestication, it is found that the appreciation of Chow by the upper-middle class as 
oppose to the insecure working class go in opposite directions during domestication. 
While the upper-middle class increase their consumption of Chow's new products 
and intensify their identification with the recent Chow; the insecure working class 
decrease their spending on Chow's new films and diminish their affiliation with the 
present Chow. 
In the coming chapters, we would examine the impact of domestication on 
concrete audiences in more detail. Firstly, we would examine how the upper strata 
discover a newfound identification with the domesticated Chow. Then, we would 
observe how the intermediate group tries to maintain their constant liking for a 
domesticated Chow. Lastly, we would see how the subordinate class expresses their 
i 
disenchantment and frustrations with the domesticated Chow. 
1 
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Chapter Seven: Newfound Pride in Chow Yun-fat 
In this chapter, we would see how the two most powerful groups, the upper-
middle class and the small business owners comprehend Chow. These two groups 
of informants find the values articulated by the domesticated Chow more agreeable 
than the meanings of the early Chow. 
Upper-middle Class' Actualizing Actor 
I 
A pair of top executives choose the Tough and Tenderness (1997) 
, advertisement as their favorite commercial because they see their own life mirrored 
by the Chow role. Shuttling between meetings, the couple has a busy working life 
like the Chow character in the commercial They identify with a Chow who has 
aspirations in one 's career. 
The executive couple also like Chow in the Be a Good Host (1998) 
advertisement. They appreciate the motivation behind Chow 's participation for this 
public service announcement. They treasure a Chow who would lookup to higher 
goals. 
However, the couple dislike the Hundred Years Shampoo (1997) commercial 
They complain that Chow 's role as a persecuted survivor is too similar to his earlier 
< 
roles, so it offers "nothing new “ to them. They prefer a Chow who would undergo 
"constant improvement.“ 
In this segment, we would see how the upper-middle class finds Chow a more 
and more favorable star. Moreover, we would see how the actualization discourse 
is a value system relevant to the lives of the upper-middle class. Because the upper-
I 
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middle class thinks principally with the theme of self-actualization, and because 
descriptions of Chow as an actualizer in the media flourishes after domestication^^ 
thus the upper-middle class appreciates Chow more after his domestication. The 
upper-middle class benefits from the meaning-rearticulation of Chow during his 
domestication. 
The four cases of informants in the upper-middle class are resourceful in every 
aspect. They are highly educated and hold respectable professions with high 
income. Mr. and Mrs. Zee are senior executives of a real estate corporation. 
Rodney is the creative director of an advertising agency. Betty is the director of an 
administration department of a university. Sir Wilson is a Justice of Peace, and is 
the owner of a Mainland-HK multi-business corporation. 
It is not only a theoretical claim that this group of people carry views that are 
largely in line with the legitimate order. Some respondents literally have the power 
to influence government policies. Sir Wilson participates in sixteen public service 
positions, ranging from being a District Council Member to the advisor of various 
government committees. He can influence education, housing and social welfare 
policies of the government. Betty is also a cultural critic who writes in newspapers 
about social issues. 
Therefore, we should not treat the opinions of these people as only any other 
meanings in the language world. Endowed with the most resources in the society, < 
these individuals' opinions are more powerful than other informants' opinions. 
Their support of the actualization discourse would have subsequent resonance in the 
social organization of the real society because they would mobilize values from the 
actualization discourse when they are exercising their social influence. 
See Ch. 4 and 5. 
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Let us examine these powerful individuals' idea about Chow. As said, they 
are delighted by the domesticated Chow who they perceive as a self-actualizer. But 
their negative views towards the earlier Chow could be revealing. This is because 
the upper class' disapproval for Chow's past image dramatizes their approval for the 
present Chow. We should note that the upper-middle class audiences' dislike of the 
survival Chow echoes the status quo's rejection of survival values expressed in the 
symbolic realm. Previous chapters show that government departments and elite 
magazines try to obliterate the survival descriptions of Chow on TV advertisements 
and print articles. 
The upper-middle class informants attempt to undermine the residue Chow in 
two ways, both targeting at Chow's survival meanings but not at his grassroot 
portrayals. Firstly, the upper-middle class respondents devaluate Chow's survival 
roles as indecent and vulgar. Secondly, they try to reduce the disturbances offered 
by these Chow roles by locking them in the fictive world thus refusing to see these 
roles as having implications in the real world. 
Scholars suggest that it is common for upper classes to secure their views by 
I 
devaluating meanings hold by lower classes (Thompson, 1990). That is, the 
privileged would consider the symbolic forms below them as brash and unrefined. 
‘ 111 this case, the middle-upper class think that Chow's early gangster films are rude 
and unpleasant. 
< 
Upper-middle class informants are irritated by Chow，survival roles. Betty is 
offended by Chow's "Foul Mouth Fai" character from his TV drama because she 
thinks that Fai's speech and behavior are rude and vulgar^®.. Betty also comments 
that Chow's triad roles are a "waste of his talents" because the triad stories are 
60 Foul Mouth Fai is a character encoded with the survivial discourse. See Ch. 3 for a discussion of 
the character. 
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indecent. Sir Wilson denounces Chow's triad films as double immoral. Firstly, he 
is troubled by the fact that these films are produced by triad money instead of 
"proper investments of corporations." Secondly, he is afraid that Chow's criminal 
‘ roles would seduce "youths who are immature in heart and mind" to misbelieve that 
the triads are glamorous. 
Thus, the upper-middle class has a low level of emotive identification with the 
I 
pre-domesticated Chow. Their emotional disapproval of Chow matches their 
behavior, as they seldom consume Chow's HK products. The upper-middle class 
watches only around 21% of Chow's HK films, half of what the working class would 
consume. 
The second tactic the upper-middle class uses to dilute Chow's earlier 
subversiveness is by locking Chow's survival roles' in the symbolic world. They 
believe that fictional media texts have no relation to the real world, and they 
consume Chow's films mainly for a kind of "other world experience." Bourdieu 
also found such consumption pattern from the French upper-class. Bourdieu (1984) 
notes that French bourgeois tend to view art as having no relation to social reality. 
Bourdieu calls it a "self-referential" form of consuming art. 
By segregating art and life, the upper-middle class appreciate the survivor as a 
mythic figure and therefore locks the survival values within the symbolic word. 
This group raises the rare view that Chow's image is not down to earth, but distant 
i 
and mysterious. Betty describes Chow's roles as "mysterious," "larger than life," 
‘‘having grandeur," and "epical." Curiously, Rodney acknowledges that although 
the ethos Chow embodies are "easily accepted by most people," — i.e. easily found 
relevant by most people - he finds Chow's roles very remote to his life. 
Here is a very suggestive quote from Rodney. While he can clearly vocalize 
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the oppositional potentials of Chow's early characters, Rodney detain their 
significance in the mythic realm: 
(V: interviewer; R: Rodney) 
V: Do you accept personally the idea that Chow can represent HK? 
R: Yes, sure, certainly. 
V: Then could you find any similarity between your own experience and 
Chow's? 
R: What!? (surprised) No similarity, not even a bit! 
V: But then why would you say you find him representative of HK? 
You are a HK citizen, right? You must have some experience of 
being a Hong Konger. 
R: ... Well, he can represent a certain type of people, but it doesn't not 
mean that I am the type. I am not a drifter, I'm not a gangster either. 
So Chow's "drifter" is a "HK type" of drifters, his type of triads 
would be a "HK type" of triads. It's an abstracted kind of 
representation... That is, a very typical, very local kind of cultural 
uniqueness... that are, characters only find in HK. For instance, a 
prisoner from the Stanley prison, a sluggish cop or a HK triad leader. 
These are all local HK characters. But conversely, if Chow is a 
person who studied abroad, then you would think he doesn't look like 
such a character. 
V: What you mentioned are all characters from the lower class, having no 
proper respectable jobs, you think that these characters of Chow are 
very "HK"? 
R: These Chow characters are representative of a "cinematized HK." A 
kind of abstract representatives. But if Chow takes the role of a 
social worker, like in Why Me? (1986). a film most people forgot, that 
will be closer to me. < 
V: So it's a kind of dramatized HK he represents then. 
R: Yes, a dramatized version. 
Rodney's idea about Chow's "distant localness" could be understood as a 
, response colored by his class position. A possible reason Rodney finds Chow's 
roles remote to him is because his life is too different from the life of the underclass 
Chow represents. Yet, he chooses to dismiss the political discussion of "class 
I 
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difference" by reducing the underclass characters of Chow - and thus their real life 
relevants of the HK working class - as only empty symbols in the world of film. 
When Chow is perceived as only a random sign, his political effect in the real world 
is dampened. 
The upper-middle class' evaluation of Chow changes from negative to positive. 
After domestication, Chow becomes a diligent star the upper-middle class find 
favorable emotively. The upper-middle class demonstrates their emotional support 
to Chow by the behavior of consuming his Hollywood films. Even though most 
informants of the upper-middle class are extremely busy, all of them consume at least 
one of Chow's Hollywood film, and they all express keen interests in Chow's big 
budget Hollywood film Anna and the King (1999) at the time of interview. Their 
I 
behavioral support of the domesticated Chow is related to their social position. 
Hollywood film-going in HK is an activity which requires a certain level of cultural 
‘ capital. As Hollywood films are not dubbed in HK, one needs to be literate in 
English to enjoy them. Since all informants of the upper-middle class are 
competent in English, none of them find Chow performing in English as a barrier to 
their consumption. Such an ease in consuming the domesticated Chow is not 
necessary the case for all, as we shall see later. 
The upper-middle class appraises the domesticated Chow with the actualization 
discourse which includes the self-advancement strain and the self-exploration strain. { 
Firstly, the self-advancement narrative emphasizes ChoW as a professional actor who 
strives for improvement as an end to itself. Next, the self-exploration narrative 
stresses Chow as a person who yearns for development in his life towards growth 
and maturation. These two narratives are self-referential discourses, or what 
Giddens term as "pure" narratives (1991: 92) because the motivations are not 
external reward, but returns inherent in the discourses. The self-advancement 
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narrative treasures "improvement" or "learning" for their own sake, while the self-
1 
exploration narrative values "experience" and "growth." 
The search for non-material goals is predominantly an experience of the upper 
class. This is because a desire for non-tangible returns "can only be constituted 
with an experience of the world free from urgency and through the practice of 
activities which are end to themselves" (Bourdieu, 1984: 54). A survey also shows 
only the richest HK people could afford to hold less materialistic life goals (Lau and 
Kuan, 1988). 
Let us first have a look at how the upper-middle class increasingly identified 
with the domesticated Chow who is an advancer who enjoys advancement for itself. 
Mr. and Mrs. Zee say that the Chow in Hollywood is similar to them because he 
"tries his best to improves himself in his profession." Sir Wilson is satisfied by 
Chow's performance in his Hollywood film, Anna and the King (1999) because he 
could see the hard-working attitude of Chow from the film. Wilson says that he is 
impressed by “the huge amount of effort Chow has put in the film." Yet, Wilson 
explicitly states that Chow's assiduousness is admirable only because it is not 
motivated by material pay. Sir Wilson says: “I find his performance very solid, 
obviously he did not do it just for the money." 
The upper-middle class informants unanimously refute the idea that Chow is a 
material-pursuer. They view Chow's move to Hollywood only as an artistic choice. 
c 
Both Rodney and Mr. and Mrs. Zee believe that Chow did not go to Hollywood 
because of money, but because he wants to "challenge and seek breakthrough for 
himself as an actor," and to "reach a higher level in his career life." 
« 
The advancement narrative risks becoming oppressive to the disadvantaged 
when advancement is universalized and decontextualized, producing the myth of 
unconditional upward mobility. Under the myth, advancement is perceived as a law 
121 
for all regardless of one's rank and the historical contexts. 
We should be careful when examining the ideological impact of the narrative 
of upward mobility. Local scholars have argued that upward mobility was 
relatively true in HK in the 70s. At the time, HK was beginning to develop and 
there were much upper-middle class positions to be filled (Ma, 1999). In fact, half 
of my upper-middle class informants benefited from such mobility in the 70s. Mr. 
and Mrs. Zee see the advancement of Chow and themselves as the testimonies to 
HK's open social structure. Their identification with two Chow roles 一 one from 
the pre-domestication phase, the other from the domesticated phase - demonstrates 
that they see a parallel between Chow's advancement and their own. 
The first role Mr. Zee identifies is Chow's Figgy character in Ap Autumn's 
Tale (1987). He says that the role of Figgy as a New York Chinatown restaurant 
waiter is close to his heart because he himself was also a waiter in a Chinese 
restaurant when he was studying abroad in the late 80s. Those were the residue 
days when both informant Mr. Zee and Chow were ordinary working class. 
Ten years later, Mr. Zee identifies with another Chow role. This time, the role 
is not a working class but an upper class. Mr. Zee is touched by Chow's 
businessman role in the Tough and Tenderness (1997) commercial. In the 
advertisement, Chow is no longer a working class, but a successful businessman. 
J 
Similarly, Mr. Zee is no longer a waiter but a top executive. 
( 
The narrative of upward mobility could be socially constructive, as in the case 
‘ of Mr. Zee. He had personally experienced considerable social improvement in his 
status. And he sees a similar class improvement in Chow's persona. In Mr. Zee's 
case, upward mobility functions not as an illusion, but a true lived experience 
offering much emotional identification and pride. 
However, Eagleton (1991) has reminded us that true, lived experience of 
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individuals can be used for false ideological claim. When successful self-advancers 
generalize their true advancement experience into a universal law, they are making 
an ideological claim. This is because they underplay social contexts' participation 
in making upward mobility possible in the first place. The claim of upward 
mobility thus become problematic when structural inequality heightens in the HK 
society in late 90s. 
‘ However, most of my upper-middle class informants overlooked the historical 
specificity of their own success, and still insists that advancement is a necessary 
I outcome as long as one tries hard enough in the context of late 90s HK. Sir Wilson 
and Mr. and Mrs. Zee have experienced upward mobility themselves, and they 
decode a Chow as a person illustrating the law of unconditional upward mobility. 
They assert that there exist no unremovable obstacles to Chow's assimilation to 
Hollywood. Mrs. Zee says that, "as long as Chow tries hard enough, good results 
would come along naturally." Sir Wilson to a more extreme, takes advancement for 
granted: 
I think for a responsible person, you would try to overcome anything 
when you are committed in a task. If Chow wants to make films in 
Hollywood and need to use English, he must study hard if he wants to 
succeed. I don't think this is any kind of miracle for him to be fluent in 
English. 
< 
When informants who benefit from upward mobility suggest that self-
advancement is possible for Chow and themselves, then they are just making 
symbolic claims concerning their own lives. However, when informants decode the 
self-advancement narrative from Chow and generalize it as a law applicable to all, 
then they are using Chow's image with slippery ideological implications. Sir 
Wilson believes Chow exemplifies that one's effort would necessary deliver him out 
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of misery, and that people who rely on government's assistance are not trying hard 
enough. This is an example of Chow's image being used by a powerful person to 
articulate the self-advancement narrative with dominating implications. 
Apart of viewing Chow as a career advancer, the upper-middle class' 
appreciation of the domesticated Chow extends to his private life in the self-
exploration discourse. The self-exploration narrative, a subdivision of the 
actualization discourse of Chow, views life as journey towards self-understanding. 
The process treasures an improvement in the quality of life and downplays materials' 
importance. The self-exploration discourse is similar to what Giddens term as the 
"narrative of the self’（1991). 
Giddens believes that modern men are less concerned with problems relating to 
life chances but are more concerned with existential and moral questions. By 
reflexively questioning one's own life, one take charge of his life in the construction 
of an authentic self for self-growth. Such process is to be internally referential, that 
is, depending on rewards generic to the process. 
While Giddens has not dealt with the ideological effects of the self-exploration 
narrative (1991: 231), I believe that the "narrative of the self’ can be activated for 
domination when the users define non-material interest as the only proper goal for all. 
As argued, one has to possess at least some material can he put aside physical 
concerns to pursue non-material goals. Since the under-privileged are forced to be 
€ 
preoccupied by issues of worldly necessities, non-tangible goals are relatively distant 
to their lives. 
Let us first observe how the upper-middle class increasingly admires the 
domesticated Chow as a self-explorer. Sir Wilson appreciates Chow because he 
finds Chow a person with a responsible attitude to his life: 
I 
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His development is not just in his career, but also in his life. I admire 
him most in his philosophy and his attitude to life. This is what I 
believe a responsible man should be like. From private life, from his 
marriage to his career, he realizes himself as a man who take 
responsibility for himself. 
Betty employs the "narrative of the self to first explain away Chow's 
subversive past as a false and immature phase of Chow's life, and secondly, to affirm 
her appreciation for the present Chow by describing it as a genuine expression of 
Chow's identity: 
His TV days was so chaotic, I think he was not his real self when he 
spoke foul language all the time in his TV roles. Now he is more 
sophisticated. With his experience in life, he seems to be more able to 
master his own life, from areas of work to his private life. He was so 
crazy and out of control when young, making low quality films and 
engaging in affairs and that... But gradually he starts to gain control, 
and now, he seems much more cool and sublimated. I am happy for 
‘ him because he can now master his own life. 
The above quote demonstrates how the self-exploration discourse could be 
1 
mobilized with dominating effect to the lower classes. By reducing life to the 
philosophical question of control and maturity, the self-exploration discourse 
neglects external economic conditions' effect on life. In this case, Chow's earlier 
money-driven working attitude is conceived as "immature, out of control," but is not 
appraised as an act forced by economic difficulty and corporate exploitation. If we 
put the issue of class back into focus, we would see that the "control and mastering" 
of the older Chow is largely brought about by his elevation in social status. The 
self-exploration discourse operates on a presumption that "work" is the result of free 
choice, and is an expression of the self. Yet the presumption could be problematic 
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because it assumes that work is necessary non-abusive. The self-exploration 
‘ narrative blurs the boundary between work and life. 
Another quote from Mr. and Mrs. Zee demonstrates more clearly how the self-
exploration discourse can deny material conditions' influence by displacing "class 
I 
improvement" with the fuzzy term "growth." 
(V: interviewer; R: Mr. Zee; S: Mrs. Zee) 
V: Do you know the background of Chow the private person? 
R: He was a poor kid and then strive up by himself. 
S: He was not good at school, I heard. 
V: So would that make him delivering a better performance in 
working class roles? 
R & S: Yeah, I think so. 
V: Can he take up a middle-class role? 
S: Not when he was young, better when he becomes more mature. 
V: Why? 
S: Because he has more experience, so he has more knowledge, so 
comparatively he can act it out. You meet more people, and 
then you can observe how the so called middle-class tend to 
behave, then you can absorb that and deliver back into your role. 
V: In Anna and the King, he seems to be well educated and 
cultivated, is that role convincing? 
R： Yeah. ... But lie was not ready when he was still the Mark in A 
Better Tomorrow (in the 80s). 
V: Why? You think he has matured? 
R： Yes. And maybe I have matured too. ... I think everyone tends 
to be like this, we all have a clock inside our heart. You would 
feel that, if a person had not have exposure through a certain time, 
you would not be experienced, and you internal world would not 
attain a certain level, and you would not deliver that something, 
(italics my emphasis) 
« 
In the above quote, we should note the delicate difference when Mr. and Mrs. 
Zee displace the political term of "social mobility" with non-political descriptions of 
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"maturation" and "experience." Such a use of the self-exploration narrative would 
lead them to overlook the fact that "coming into contact with upper class" is already 
a class-related experience. By mystifying “class improvement" as "growth" - the 
self-actualization discourse implies that everyone could behave like a middle class 
because "maturation" is open to everyone. 
When the upper-middle class forgets that self-exploration, like self-
advancement, is an experience demanding a certain level of resources, and 
universalizes it as a norm for all, structural influences are de-emphasized. Asked 
about their view on the post-Handover situation, Mr. and Mrs. Zee use the self-
exploration values to comment on the mass' lack of higher goals. They believe that 
because the economic crisis undermined the confidence of the opportunistic crowd, 
they become "more and more superficial, losing their focus, their targets and 
analytical ability, and would not think things deeply." Yet Mr. and Mrs. Zee forget 
that it is partially because they own a considerable level of material and cultural 
possessions can they stay confident amidst the Asian economic downturn. 
Similarly, Sir Wilson uses the self-exploration discourse to judge the lower 
class' goal of making immediate moneys. He comments that the colonial rule has 
instill a "myopic, money making, profit ripping" ethos into the HK mass. Sir 
Wilson thinks that the mass' search for purely material goals are undesirable because 
these goals are "lack of solid convictions and deeper aims." Yet Sir Wilson forgets 
€ 
that it is largely because he is economically secured can he have time to pursue non-
material goals by participating in public services. 
The above demonstrates how the most powerful and .resourceful segment of 
informant find the new non-material actualizing Chow more relevant to their lives 
I 
than pre-domesticated Chow who they view as vulgar and immature. Next we 
would examine how another resourceful group, the small business owners find the 
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domesticated Chow more agreeable for a different reason. 
Small Business Owners' Actor of Class 
While executives appreciate the motivation behind Chow 's participation in the 
Be a Good Host (1998) advertisement, small business entrepreneurs admire Chow 's 
mannerism and the setting of the advertisement. Restaurant owner Uncle Don likes 
the choice of Peninsula Hotel as the location of the advertisement, because "as 
Peninsula is a world-class hotel, it shows Chow 's status as an international star. ” 
, They like the extravagance of the advertisement. 
While the upper-middle class likes the Tough and Tenderness (1997) 
commercial because it presents Chow as a committed professional, receptionist Lily 
i 
admires Chow ’s role in the advertisement because it allows Chow to demonstrate his 
taste and grace, like he did at the Oscar Ceremony. 
Although very few informants like the SinrnfiPhter (1998) commercial, in 
which Chow is an educated well-off scientists, Uncle Don likes it a lot. Don 
admires the advertisement for its "big-budget high-tech atmosphere. “ It is an 
advertisement heavily encoded with the cultivation discourse. 
This group of businessmen dislike the Mainland Hundred Years Shampoo 
(1997) commercial for an extra-textual reason. Irrespective of content, they find 
‘ 
any thing produced by Mainland China inferior and signifies low taste. They say: 
"Any commercial from the Mainland is bad. “ The small business owners are 
sensitive to markers of taste. 
In this section, we would see how the small business owners discover a new 
liking on Chow after he has been domesticated. Wealthy but uneducated, the 
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entrepreneurs desire symbolic forms which would mark them as people with taste 
and cultivation. As textual analysis of media products shows, Chow is increasingly 
described as a cultured and westernized s t a r � � T h e r e f o r e , th  small business owners 
find the domesticated Chow a new icon of distinction compensating their lack of 
cultural capital. 
There are six cases of informants who support the cultivation discourse. 
Unlike the upper-middle class, these business owners hold jobs which do not require 
long-term institutional training. Uncle Don and Kenny are owners of Chinese 
restaurants; Henry owns a number of cabs; Mr. and Mrs. Hui operate an electronic 
factory in China; George runs a one-man toy trading company. Lily, a TV station 
receptionist, who economically belongs to the working class, nevertheless articulate 
opinions of the cultivation discourse. 
While the upper-middle class informants are rich in both economic and cultural 
capital, these small business owners are economically secured but are impoverished 
in cultural capital. None of the small business owners receive tertiary education, 
with some like Uncle Don only a primary school graduate. As most of them do not 
have a "respectable stable profession," they are no actualizer. Their working 
attitude is more opportunistic than professionalistic. Their career history is 
characterized not by commitment, but by constant change, chasing the most lucrative 
area of the time. They are skilled in eclectic areas to protect them from threats { 
brought by their low level of education. For instance, Uncle Don is also an actor, a 
columnist, a fung shui master and a Chinese herb specialist. Mr. Ho had worked in 
eight kinds of business ranging from travel agency to real estate to night club to 
plastic to clothing. 
The small business owners' sensitivity to survival should make them potential 
6丨 See Ch. 4 and 5. 
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supporters of the subversive meanings of the survival discourse. Yet, they prefer 
the dominant values of the cultivation discourse instead. This is because they are 
already successful survivors and are no longer preoccupied by concerns of material 
accumulation. The small business owners' primary concern is to shed their working 
class identity which is still identifiable by the low level of cultural capital they hold. 
Thus, they lookup to symbols of distinction and taste. 
We will see that similar to the actualization discourse, the entrepreneurs' 
pursuing of Chow as a cultivated man tends to dematerialize Chow and makes him 
an icon less for the material deprived. Moreover, the cultivation discourse would 
also undercuts Chow's power of resistance because reverence to Hollywood means 
the derision of Chow's local products, which are entertainment enjoyed by the 
subordinate class. 
Again, before we look at how positive the small business owners evaluate the 
domesticated Chow, we have to examine how they think of the earlier Chow. 
Interestingly, their comments on Chow's HK career are pitifully scarce. During my 
interviews with the small business owners, they often have little opinion on Chow's 
past but discuss his Hollywood career enthusiastically. 
I 
The small business owners' consumption behavior for the pre-domestication 
Chow shows an interesting pattern. While their consumption level for Chow's local 
I 
TV serials is as high as the working class' (doubles that of the educated class), their < 
consumption level for Chow's local films is low (as low as the educated class)". 
That is, they watch lots of Chow TV programs but little of his later local films. This 
« 
"The small business owners is the only group which shows a difference in level of consumption 
among Chow's local products. They consume 43% of Chow's local TV dramas, similar to the 
secure working class (56%) and the insecure working class (51%). Yet the small business owners 
consume 23% of Chow's local films, similar to the upper-middle class (27%) and the cultured middle 
class (19%). 
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suggests that the small business owners have collectively experienced class 
improvement. In the old days when they were still working class, they consumed as 
much TV dramas like the lower class did. But with time as their economic situation 
improve, they adjusted their taste correspondingly and consume little local media 
‘ products like the upper-middle class does. 
Paradoxically, despite the fact that the small business owners have consumed a 
I fair amount of Chow's early TV serials, they do not claim that they like the earlier 
Chow. During the interviews, they appear to have a low level of emotive 
identification with the pre-domesticated Chow. Talking to these small business 
owners give me the impression that they try hard to either consciously or 
subconciously discount their earlier enjoyment of Chow's local products. I believe 
that this is because they would like to distance from the pre-domesticated Chow, who 
connotated mass taste at the time. 
When Chow was signifying grassroot and survival meanings in his pre-
domesticated days, the small business owners looked for other symbols of taste. 
For instance, some of the businessmen told me that they have always enjoyed 
"alternative forms of entertainment." Kenny says that although he admires Chow, 
he likes to watch "philosophical and religious documentaries" in his spare time. 
George says that, the best films are those from Hollywood 60s. Lily says that she 
likes foreign films most of all. 
€ 
Another way for the small business owners to admire the old Chow without 
downgrading their social class is to selectively remember the middle class elements 
within Chow's old persona. As discussed, Chow has acted in some middle-class 
roles during his local days, roles I identified in chapter 3 as belonging to the 
cultivation discourse. Yet these cultivated roles were unpopular among locals 
compared to Chow's working class roles. However, informants who care about 
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class distinctions seem to be impressed by them. Lily says her favorite Chow role 
comes from The Story of Rose (1986). in which Chow is a cultivated yuppie. 
The last tactic for the small business owners to distant from the working class 
image of the earlier Chow is by denial. Although the small business class 
informants consume quite a lot of Chow's local TV drama, they are not willing to 
discuss them. During interview, Mr. and Mrs. Hui comment that Chow's acting 
skill in his HK products as poor. However, they have kept a copy of Chow's local 
TV serial The Bund (1980) at home, and would rewatch it whenever typhoons visit 
HK and give them extra holidays. The discrepancy between informants' vocalized 
viewpoint and their backstage behavior is revealing, and we should examine its 
significance in this segment. 
The upper-middle class and small business owners both had low emotive 
identification with the pre-domesticated Chow, but for different reasons. While the 
former judge the residue Chow as immoral, the latter group dislike the earlier Chow 
because he was not a sign of class distinction. Lily says that the most precious 
feature of Chow is that “he could look authentic when he plays an upper class." In 
a dreamy tone, she expresses what the small business owners hope Chow can do for 
them: “I think everyone ... everyone really has a genuine hope to transcend the 
routine boredom of his daily life." 
The domesticated Chow offers the hope for the small business owners to < 
transcend their inferior cultural position. The domesticated Chow becomes an icon 
of cultivated taste, allowing them to get in touch with the imaginary "high culture," 
compensating their feeling of "lack" of western exposure aud cultural refinement in 
their own lives. 
, Our analysis of Chow's early persona in Chapter 3 shows that Chow was rarely 
portrayed as a westernized gentleman during his early days. And I have also note 
1 
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how a Mainland informant traces the source of Chow's middle class image from his 
affiliation with Hollywood in Ch. 4. Therefore, the proliferation of cultivated 
descriptions of Chow has an obvious source in the institution of Hollywood more 
than in Chow himself. Under the cultivation discourse, Chow is the moon who 
reflects the glamorous rays of the western sun towards its admirers. What the small 
business owners identify with is not much Chow the star, but the western 
connotations Chow has managed to carry in the late 90s. 
Why wouldn't the upper-middle class who also has a newfound liking in the 
domesticated Chow submit to the cultivation discourse? This is because 
"Hollywood" to the educated executives is too common a vocabulary which lost its 
distinction power. Yet, to the small business owners who are illiterate in English, 
Hollywood signifies superiority. As Bourdieu noted (1984), people who have high 
( 
economic capital but low cultural capital tend to choose the "most legitimate and 
accessible form of cultural product" to admire (p. 294). To the small business 
1 owners, "Hollywood" is a brand name well recognized among locals and even 
Asians. While the upper-middle class may pursue offbeat kind of high culture 
(such as independent films) for distinction, the small business owners find alternative 
cultural forms too difficult and too unpopular. The small business owners want 
"high culture" that can be effectively recognized by most people. This is why while 
Mr. and Mrs. Hui express appreciation for Hollywood, they are frustrated by the < 
highbrow works of Wong Kar-wai. They said that they find Wong's work "un-
comprehensible." 
Let us see how these entrepreneurs find Chow a new object of identification. 
They do so by viewing Chow through the lens of the cultivation discourse, 
appraising Chow as an icon displaying prestige of the west. Firstly, they stress the 
Hollywood identity of Chow and thus acknowledge Hollywood as a global leader. 
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Secondly，they conceive the English language articulated by Chow as a symbol of 
taste and status. 
1 
All informants in this group assert that "Hollywood" equates "international 
recognition." That is, Hollywood is the center of the world media. Uncle Don 
explicitly states that his increase fondness of Chow is related to Chow's association 
with Hollywood. 
(V: interviewer; D: Uncle Don) 
V: You think Chow improved in these few years? 
D: Yeah. I think he is more devoted to the film art. That's true. 
V: Is this related to his move to Hollywood? 
D: Certainly! Of course! He became more aggressive. You see, he 
has more English dialogue in Anna and the King (1999), and that 
affects the film. And Hollywood's detail, cinematography, and 
actors' performance all helps him. 
V: So Hollywood helped him? 
D: Exactly. Hollywood helped him. A good piece of raw material 
cannot display its glory without a good workshop. 
We can see that while the upper-middle class informants admire Chow's 
professionalism as a testimony of his personal effort, Uncle Don's appreciation of the 
domesticated Chow comes from Chow's assimilation to the desirable Hollywood 
institution. The small business owners' reverence to Hollywood is shown more 
obviously below，when George finds Hollywood's discrimination of Chinese actors 
an acceptable phenomenon. 
(V: interviewer; G: George) ‘ 
V: Why would Chow go to Hollywood? 
G: Each and every star would definitely see Hollywood as their highest 
goal. Even if you are the best in Asia, you worth nothing if you 
don't go to Hollywood... 
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V: But what if he fails? 
G: No, no, no.... It is expected that Chinese won't make it big in 
Hollywood.... It's just like HK's football players joining teams in 
the west. If you made to the B teams, it is an honor. So you play 
for a year or two, then you have made your name out there. As long 
as you have appeared on the field, it's OK. You can never be the 
best, impossible because you are an Asian. 
V: If he would surely be discriminated, why should be go then? 
G: That's the situation. But he should still go to Hollywood. 
The small business owners admire the recent Chow largely because of his 
current connection with Hollywood. They see structural discrimination operating in 
Hollywood but find that legitimate. They have taken for granted that America is the 
center of civilization and Asia is the margin. 
Not only do these businessmen admire Hollywood; they also find "English" a 
rightful sign of distinction. The small business owners do not just see English as 
any language, but a language associated with the power of the west. Uncle Don 
adores not only Chow's English proficiency, but adores the accent-free English 
pronunciation of Chow. Don says that the most important thing in speaking English 
is "to pronounce it like a foreign devil, as close to the pure and original sound as it 
is." 
Don conceives English languages as hierarchical, with the "best and authentic" 
� version as those of the west. As scholars note, when English is perceived not as a 
tool for communication, but for the differentiation of the speakers' distance from 
western hegemony, it become a tool for domination (Ashcroft et al., 1989). 
I 
The classificatory power of English to the small business owners is well 
demonstrated by the quote below, when "authentic western English" is articulated 
with other class markers, like "artistic taste" and "conduct." When uncle Don is 
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watching Chow's advertisements during the interview, he suddenly recalls his 
appreciation of Chow's appearance in the Oscar ceremony: 
Chow is certainly a person of high conduct. Appearing in Oscar as a 
presenter, huh... and delivering a few statements in his "pure kind of 
English"... This is a kind of appearance, demonstrating how a HK guy, 
who was not that educated ... gradually becoming more 
knowledgeable... Yeah... An artist needs some kind of packaging, this is 
called artistic package. 
J 
By associating with the west, Chow pleases the small business owners who 
conceive the west as a source of prestige. Our textual analysis of magazine articles 
I 
shows that, this submission to the west in the cultivation discourse can intensify from 
an appreciation of "western affluence" into an admiration of "western embodiment"". 
That is, seeing western influence inscribed on Chow's body in his display of gestures 
and speeches. That is why uncle Don finds the domesticated Chow "an artist" but 
not only as a person associated with an artistic institution. 
Other small business owners vocalize a similar admiration for Chow's 
westernized body. Lily praises extensively the self-assurance displayed by Chow 
when he appears in Oscar. She elaborates that such kind of presence involves one's 
refined judgements about speech deliverance and mannerism. Uncle Don explicitly 
states that he finds Chow a more cultivated person only after Chow has affiliated 
with the west. t)on says: "no matter how good Chow's performance was in his HK 
I 
films, I did not think he has any taste or style." It is apparent that Chow's 
association with the west is the source to his cultivated image during his 
domesticated era. 
Transforming from an uneducated into a western cultivated is the dream of the 
“ S e e Ch. 5. 
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rich but uneducated small business owners. During interviews, these businessmen 
mention their wishes for such transformation. Kenny stresses that although he is a 
Lamma-island born like Chow, he is also exposed to western influences like Chow 
does. Kenny emphasizes a few times that he often travels to the west, and hangs 
out regularly with friends "who studied abroad." During the interview, Kenny 
repeatedly says that he is "in touch with the outside world." Uncle Don identifies 
himself with the westernized Chow, He says that "although we are both uneducated, 
we polish ourselves and our conduct with experience." 
Although the cultivation discourse could provide emotional reinforcement to 
the small business owners, the discourse also carries a de-materialization tendency 
similar to the actualization discourse. Under the cultivation discourse, western 
prestige is dematerialized and naturalized. For instance, the small business owners 
claim that they are appreciating Hollywood for its "artistic" connotation but not for 
its economic power. And the entrepreneurs distance from HK films because they 
believe local films are “commercial，，. Uncle Don calls HK film industry "a money-
making art," inferior to Hollywood which is "pure art." Filming for money is 
conceived as undesirable, and work in Hollywood is mystified as art. The 
cultivation discourse espoused by the small business owners is a schema which does 
not have room for the discussion of "work as exploitation." The cultivated Chow 
distributes the dominant value of work as necessary non-abusive, 
t 
In addition, the small business owners' admiration for mannerism is not value 
free. Only individuals who are economically secured could pursue mannerism. 
Bourdieu (1984) argues brilliantly that manners demonstrate one's material affluence. 
Bourdieu explicates that while the lower class physically express their material 
constraints by anxiousness and tension, agitation and haste, the upper class 
demonstrates his wealthiness by manners: 
» 
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One's relationship to the social world and to one's proper place in it is 
never more clearly expressed than in the space and time one feels entitled 
to take from others; more precisely, in the space one claims with one's 
body in physical space through a bearing and gestures that are self-
assured... ，expansive... and with one's speech in time..." (1979: 474) 
Thus, the cultivation discourse complements the actualization discourse in that 
both schemata downplay the importance of material concerns, and regard subordinate 
groups' preoccupation with necessities as unrespectable goals. 
We should not end this chapter before we resolve one puzzle in the small 
business owners' support for Hollywood hegemony. The paradox is that, although 
the small business owners are illiterate in English, they have a high level of emotive 
identification with a Chow who makes English films. This should appear to be a 
perplexing phenomenon, since the barrier of language should lead them to find 
Chow's English films more alienating than his Chinese films. Yet all of the small 
business owners identify with the Hollywood Chow more that the pre-domesticated 
local Chow. 
An examination of the small business owners' consumption behavior of 
I 
Chow's Hollywood films would allow us to understand more about this paradox. 
While other informants who identify emotionally with the domesticated Chow would 
demonstrate their fondness in behavior by consuming Chow's English films^^ the 
small business owners consume little65. Most informants consume none. The 
small business owners' increasing emotional fondness of Chow is not matched by a 
corresponding increasing consumption of his media products. 
This discrepancy between opinion and behavior is what Eagleton calls 
The upper-middle class, the cultured middle class and the secure working class. 
65 Out of the three Chow's Hollywood films, the small business owners watch an average of 0.5. 
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"performative contradiction" (1991: 53). Eagleton argues that such contradiction 
hints at the operation of ideology - when audience find a difference between external 
, standard they aspire and their private personal feelings. 
In this case, the "cognitive dissonance" aroused from a difference between 
what small business owners would like to be - consumers of English films, and what 
they feel - a lack of interest, is solved by denial. Denial may be performed 
consciously or subconsciously. By discounting their feeling of alienation they 
might feel towards these films, the small business owners could associate themselves 
with the cultivated image of Chow. This suggests the emotional reinforcement 
offered by Chow's Hollywood image is very important to them. The small business 
owners are willing to repress their own feelings in exchange for Hollywood 
products' classificatory functions. As Bourdieu (1984) finds, "pretension," similar 
to denial here, is a tactic often adopted by groups which have low cultural capital. 
By pretending they can appreciate symbolic forms like the upper class do, they 
construct a self-representation like those of the upper class. 
Here is a revealing quote showing how an informant who claims that she 
admires Chow's Hollywood films explains why she did not watch them. She denies 
that she feels alienated by the films. 
(V: interviewer; L: Lily) 
V: Why doii't you go and watch his Hollywood films? 
L: Er... if... if I watch... Let's say if the next film he is really the 
protagonist, then I'll go. I don't think he is the lead in these 
Hollywood films. 
V: No? Not even in Anna and the King? ‘ 
L: He is the "so called" male lead. "Anna and the King"! What do 
you mean by putting Anna in front of the King? (alluding to racism of 
Hollywood) 
V: But in fact Chow's share in the film is more than Jodie Foster's. 
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L: OK.. • Let's say it in this way. I think I should go for a film based on 
every aspect. I wouldn't just go for Chow's sake. Well, be frank. 
I have watched Chow so many times before. Now you are just 
performing in Thai and English, but you are still just Chow! You get 
it? (subtext: Hollywood film alienates her) 
V: So you don't find these films appealing then? (directing probing on 
the issue of product alienation) 
L: Eh... I would not describe these films as unappealing... I would say, I 
have enough confidence in him. (shifting from the topic of 
consumption to the her emotive identification with the star) 
All the informants from the group of small business owners are like Lily, who 
evades the discussion of why they would not watch Chow's Hollywood films. 
Some explain that they do not have the habit of going to theatres, others say that they 
are busy but no one boldly admits that they find Chow's Hollywood films 
unappealing. My personal exchanges with these small business owners give me the 
impression that their negligence of the topic is performed largely out of unconscious. 
On the one hand, they look up to the western signification offered by Chow's films. 
On the other hand, they privately find these films unappealing to them. As a result, 
they would publicly voice their liking for Chow but would privately retreat from 
consuming Chow. Thus denial is a tactic allowing them to assimilate themselves to 
the Hollywood consumers - who usually have high cultural capital — without actually 
watching Chow's films themselves. Whether denial is a "desirable" way of 
appreciating cultural forms is beyond the scope of my discussion, but the fact that the 
small business owners engage in denial demonstrates the degree of attractiveness of 
the values offered by the cultivated Chow. 
In this chapter we see how the most powerful and resourceful groups of the 
population discover a new liking on the domesticated Chow. They believe that the 
‘ new values he articulates, as an actualizer committed to improvement, as a self-
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explorer devoted to self-discovery, and as a westernized artist of taste and style are 
more agreeable than those embodied by Chow before his domestication. 
In the next chapter, we would see how long-term fans of a grassroot Chow try 
their best to maintain their fondness for Chow when Chow's meanings are 
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Chapter Eight: Colonization or Rejuvenation of the Grassroot Chow Yun-fat 
Textual analysis of Chow's media portrayals shows that during domestication, 
while the survival discourse is gradually displaced, the grassroot discourse is still 
thriving by being accommodative to dominant values. That is, the residue 
description of Chow as a regular guy can maintain its potency by articulating also 
actualizing portrayals and cultivated sides of Chow^^. 
In this chapter, we would see how long-term supporters of the grassroot Chow, 
who belong to intermediate classes maintain their affinity with Chow even though 
his meaning changes in the media during domestication. Significantly, the tactics 
employed by these audiences are similar to the strategies adopted by the grassroot-
discourse-encoded media texts, by being receptive to new dominant values. As a 
result, the intermediate classes could maintain a constant level of liking for Chow 
even during his domesticated years. 
As usual, let us begin by examining the intermediate classes' attitude towards 
Chow before his domestication. Different from the upper-classes who dislike 
Chow's past, advocates of the grassroot discourse had a high level of emotional 
affinity with the earlier Chow. Our visit to Chow's early persona in chapter 3 
shows that the grassroot discourse was nurtured by two areas from Chow's residue 
days, one is his TV characters and the other his private life. Informants from the 
i 
intermediate classes do find these two areas impressive, often recalling Chow's TV 
serials and his humble private life during interviews'^ 
« 
See Ch. 4 and 5. 
67 The intermediate classes informants' response confirmed my hypothesis that CYF was already a 
popular cultural icon of the regular HK people before domestication. While the intermediate classes 
find CYF already their cultural icon when he was still working in HK, upper-class only find CYF an 
adequate cultural icon after he has went to Hollywood. Therefore, CYF in the old days was a 
popular cultural icon of the general population rather than an official icon of the upper class. 
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The intermediate classes not only emotionally identified with the pre-
domesticated Chow, they show their faithfulness in their behavior. The secure 
working class respondents were heavy consumers of Chow's residue products. 
They watch the most Chow TV serials among all respondents, and watch a lot of 
Chow's HK films. On the whole, the amount of Chow's local products consumed 
by the secure working class (39%) nearly doubles that of the upper-classes (21%)， 
Contrast to the upper classes who would watch Chow's roles with detachment, 
the intermediate classes engaged with the textual Chow intensively, finding his roles 
relevant to their own lives. Asked if Chow's roles are remote, Mr. Bond says that 
Chow's roles are not distant to him. He explains that even though Chow's roles are 
quite fictional, he can "interpret meanings that are applicable in daily lives from 
them." Therefore, we can assume that Chow has political implications in the 
intermediate classes' lives because the respondents see a continuity between the 
Active Chow and the real world. 
Among the two residue portrayals of Chow before his domestication, the 
intermediate classes choose to adore Chow primarily as an grassroot origined rather 
than a survivor. Thus, the intermediate classes' favorite Chow roles are his 
grassroot characters rather than his survival roles. They prefer a Chow who 
I 
displays gracious grassroot virtues rather than a Chow who infringes law for 
survival. 
< 
I The “grassroot virtues" of Chow admired by the intermediate classes can be 
summarized as three qualities, all believed to come from Chow's working class 
background. The first is Chow's sincerity. Informants explain that Chow is 
willing to mix with minor crews at work, and friendly to even commoners on the 
68 But the cultured middle class watch little CYF's local products. Their restraint consumption of the 
residue CYF would be explained later. 
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Street . Tom jokes that: “If the media report that Chow helps an elderly to cross the 
street, you wouldn't doubt that!" The second virtue is Chow's care for his family. 
Informants admire Chow's devotion to his mother and his wife. The third virtue is 
Chow's practice of a humble lifestyle. Informants are impressed by Chow's 
material simplicity in his daily life. Respondents like to see him visiting the wet 
market, riding the bicycle and the MTR. Auntie Gigi says: "I like him talking about 
cooking skills, it's just like he is a common person." 
If we examine these so called "grassroot essences," we would find that not all 
I 
of them have necessary connection to the working class condition. Except for the 
third virtue of material restraint, which is related to the economic difficulty of a 
working class, the other virtues have no obvious relation with the subordinate class. 
The intermediate classes informants assert that, these virtues are found both 
from Chow's pre-domestication days and his present personality. The longevity of 
these virtues suggests that they are residue meanings that pose the least threats to the 
status quo. It is only because these virtues are not overtly subversive can they be 
ensured of survival after domestication. 
The grassroot discourse' non-subversive nature can also be observed from 
informants' response. It is found that the intermediate classes' emotional 
attachment with a grassroot Chow does not necessarily question the leadership of the 
dominant order. Initially as complaint, Chow in the grassroot discourse < 
acknowledges the presence of the subordinate class in HK, thus pointing to the 
inequality of the society. Yet ultimately as compensation, grassroot discourse 
solved the problem of social injustice within the status quo. By mobilizing Chow as 
a role model demonstrating that a poor can become a rich, Chow demonstrates 
"equality" and the possibility of upward mobility within the dominant order. 
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Let's see how informants of intermediate classes find fulfillment in the 
grassroot discourse which carries ambiguous ideological implications. 
The first kind of assurance grassroot Chow offers to the intermediate classes is 
the recognition of the working class identity. This affirmation opens the discussion 
of the society as hierarchical and unequal. Informants armed with the grassroot 
discourse would mobilize Chow's lifestyle for self-assurance in front of the affluent 
class. Repairman Sunny says that while government officials only care about 
interests of the big corporations, Chow makes him feel accepted as a working class. 
Here is a quote which demonstrates how a group of informants use Chow to 
articulate their opinions about class inequality: 
(V: Interviewer; R: Mr. Bond; S: Mrs. Bond; M: Mary; T: Tom) 
V: What class do you think Chow belongs to? 
M: Definitely a grassroot, obviously not a middle class. 
V: But he is rich now. 
S: He is rich now, but he doesn't have that rich man's attitude. 
T: He is rich, but he doesn't look like a new rich, he doesn't pull up that 
face of these rich guys. 
S: Exactly, still adorable, and wouldn't spend ... 
M: spend lavishly. 
S: Yes! You always feel a certain distance from the upper class, but you 
feel Chow being very close to us. 
M: Hey, he wouldn't attend those ridiculous activities of the upper class. 
S: Yes, he is a symbol of the common people, 
i 
To informants with a working class background, Chow offers them a positive 
role model and adequate self-image. Yet recently, scholars are suspicious of the 
ideological impacts of positive representations. Researchers argue that positive 
representations of subordinate groups often imply the narrative of upward mobility, a 
narrative we have discussed as containing slippery ideological implications. This is 
I 
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because role models are often subordinates who achieve within the dominant order 
(Entman, 1990; Jhally and Lewis, 1992). 
Let's see how Chow in the grassroot discourse offers the hope for 
transformation within the dominant order to informants with a working class 
background. Bookstore keeper Mrs. Bond explains passionately the hope of 
advancement Chow offers to the underclass: 
The lesson Chow teaches me is that you can make it big even if you are a 
grassroot. Whereas others would say to me 'you guys are useless! 
You would never change the world! You would never get rich!' But 
he encourages me. He demonstrates to me how a small potato can 
become a hero... He encourages me: "Don't lose hope. Don't be 
pessimistic... You'll become great one day! 
Provided that contexts do allow the underclass' improvement, Chow's 
grassroot image does offer genuine emotional support for the underclass. We will 
I 
see in the next section that, upward mobility for Mr. and Mrs. Bond is real, and under 
such condition, Chow offers real encouragement for them over life's bumpy roads. 
‘ Yet we will also see how individual cases of empowerment could become a tool of 
domination when upward mobility is decontextualized. 
The intermediate classes' affection with the earlier Chow was cultivated based 
on relevance between their own lives and Chow's roles. We would expect them to 
search for a similar relevance from Chow's Hollywood films if the informants should < 
maintain the same level of fondness on the domesticated Chow. 
Behavior-wise, the intermediate classes consume a fair amount of Chow's 
Hollywood films^'. As predicted, in accordance with their early consumption mode 
of Chow, the intermediate classes would initially try to seek relevance from Chow's 
69 Out of the three Chow's Hollywood films, the secure working class watch an average of 2, and the 
cultured middle class watch an average of 1.5. 
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, Hollywood films, no matter how few there might be. The cultured middle class 
informants appreciate the film The Corruptors (1998�. although it is an unpopular 
film among other informants. This is because they find his role as a shabby 
I 
Chinatown cop retains the working class spirit of Chow's HK roles. Auntie Gigi 
digs through the film Anna and the King (1999；) and finally found one attribute of 
ordinariness in Chow's role as king, that he is a loving father. 
However, "relevance" can only be a weak mode of engagement with Chow's 
Hollywood media products. This is because Chow's Hollywood films are encoded 
with few grassroot elements. In them, Chow is far from a grassroot in the "HK 
sense." He may be an ordinary hitman in US, a regular NYPD, but these characters 
all reside in America. Thus, the intermediate groups of audience need to adopt 
another form of engagement with textual Chow if they should maintain their affinity 
with the domesticated Chow. 
The cultured middle class, who has enough cultural capital to consume English 
films, says that they watch Chow's new films not as entertainment, but as a way to 
"support Chow". Mrs. Bond says, her motivation in watching Chow's Hollywood 
films is based on a "a kind of care for a friend she hasn't seen for a long time." Dr. 
Chin explains that she does not go to Chow's Hollywood films for enjoyment, but to 
perform a mission: 
(V: Interviewer; C: Dr. Chin) 
V: Can you recall the first time you watch a Chow's Hollywood film? 
C: Well, I felt that most people at the theatre share something when we 
are going for a Chow film... that we are doing something. I recall 
that the atmosphere at the show is quite sober, and there seems to be 
no youngsters there who just go for some kind of entertainment. 
What we share is that "Chow's performance deserves our ticket. He 
deserves us to go to the theatre personally to watch his performance." 
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While the cultured middle class go to the films to support Chow, the other 
group in the intermediate classes, the less educated secure working class go to these 
films to admire "Chow performing in English". Despite the fact that their 
consumption focused on Chow's "western connotation", thus subtly reinforcing 
western hegemony, their pride and joy in watching Chow commanding a foreign 
language is emotionally genuine. Auntie Gigi says that she is impressed by the 
fluency of Chow's English, she says delightedly: "he can handles even the very long 
dialogues." Repairman Sunny says that he goes to Chow's movie simply to admire 
Chow's English: 
(V: Interviewer; S: Sunny) 
V: Would you find Chow's English an obstacle for your enjoyment of the 
films? 
S: No. I would have even more confidence in him. Because initially I 
was afraid his English may be not that good. But in these films, it 
sounds very fluent! 
V: How do you feel when watching Anna and the King? 
S: I pay attention to his English most. 
It seems that the secure working class and the intellectuals all find comfortable 
ways to engage with the domesticated Chow, and no obvious sign of dissatisfaction 
exists. Thus the intermediate classes' appreciation level for Chow remain constant 
before and after his domestication. This appears to confirm the populistic thesis < 
that audiences are free to mold symbolic products to serve their own needs. 
I 
However, we should note that audiences' freedom to decode Chow is unlikely 
to be totally unstructured. This is because we can see that these so called new ways 
‘ of decoding Chow are not just "any" ways of appreciation but are similar with the 
readings available from the media. So, as media encodings of Chow skew towards 
domestication, audiences' "new" conceptions of Chow are likely to be within the 
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boundary of what media offer. Views like "we should support Chow's Hollywood 
films" and "Chow's English is admirable" are increasingly dominating the media 
discourse, as we have seen how grassroot-cultivation-discursive packages are 
flooding the mediascape?�. 
The fact that these "dominant loaded" reactions espoused by the intermediate 
classes have correspondence in the printed media does not make them inherently 
false. But if we remember that alternative views like "Hollywood films are 
alienating" offered by the survival discourse have been systematically excluded from 
, the press, we could argue that the informants' freedom in meaning-making may not 
be that free at all. Their reactions are probably a choice made from the "multiple" 
dominant values offered by the domesticated Chow discursive-map. 
( 
When informants' feelings are not provided with corresponding representations 
in the symbolic realm, they might not be able to articulate their reactions. Such a 
selective negligence of one's instinctive feelings might occur among the secure 
working class informants. This is because they are illiterate in English, but are 
persuaded to appraise Chow's English films with the dominant views supplied by the 
revised media discourse since domestication. 
The above argument is based on an observation I found in my ethnographic 
data. During my analysis of interview transcripts, I was bothered by a slight but 
significant discrepancy between Auntie Gigi's most articulated and least articulated 
( 
views on Chow's Hollywood films. Quantitatively, she said she has "watched" two 
Chow's Hollywood films. Publicly, she says she enjoy Chow's Hollywood films 
and admire his English performance; Yet somehow, there are numerous spots when 
she seems to express frustrations towards these films without her (and my) 





Until the middle of the interview, I am convinced that Auntie Gigi really enjoys 
watching Chow performing in English. Yet, it is only when we are both watching 
clips from Chow's Hollywood films then she suddenly begins to murmur her 
dissatisfactions of Chow's Hollywood films. These oppositional meanings are 
highly unstable, and from time to time she undermines her own feelings by drawing 
upon ideas from the dominant discourses. 
Below is an excerpt of our conversation. Please note that my questions were 
asked spontaneously at the spot, with my analysis conducted only afterwards. 
(V: Interviewer; G: Auntie Gigi) 
(Brackets are my analysis) 
G: ... I don't remember watching this film... did I say I've watched it? 
V: Yes... Then why did you check the box [on the questionnaire]? 
G: Ha ha ha... I might have heard the name of the film. 
V: He speaks more English in this film. 
G: You know! He really studied hard, that's why he speaks so fluently. 
(Articulating a dominant value from the actualization discourse) 
G:. . . It seems that I haven't watched this film... maybe it's boring, and 
maybe I started to lose interest in the film and left before the end... ' ' 
. . . I t seems this is less exciting than his HK ones. For those HK ones, 
you want to watch it all the way through. Yet for this one... maybe I 
just left halfway through. 
(The subversive view of Hollywood alienation sneaks in) 
V: HK ones are more entertaining. 
G: Yeah, and more humorous. These are more boring, with more 
dramas in it... and they have more serious requirements on acting, 
even Chow's gun holding gesture needs to be trained. 
71 Auntie Gigi watched CYF's Hollywood films at home on VCD, thus she can leave during 
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(Gigi's discussion gradually slips from the subversive value of 
product alienation to the dominant value of admiration for western 
system) 
V: Be frank. These Hollywood films are not that enjoyable after all. 
(I continue on the topic of product alienation) 
G: Yeah... But still, their production are more organized, and they have 
big budgets, right? 
(Dominant value of reverence to western hegemony remains potent) 
V: Yes, and they have more money. Even their culinary is better. 
G: And the actors have huge trailers to take rest, so Hollywood 
filmmaking has a better system. 
(Dominant value from the cultivation discourse continues) 
V: But still, I think English is not that direct for us when we are watching 
films. 
(The issue of Hollywood alienation raised again) 
G: (Feel more confident to express her view of Hollywood alienation) 
Yeah. On the one hand, I don't understand what he said, so you have 
to read the Chinese subtitles. On the other hand, I have to watch the 
visual. So sometimes I just can't follow it! 
It is only under continuous probing does Auntie Gigi elaborates her 
� dissatisfaction with Hollywood films. From time from time, she tries to use 
dominant values to discount her frustrations. 
Private feelings can be tools to identify and subvert domination. When the 
I 
difference between the official order offers become too different from one's lived 
experience, feehngs expose the discrepancy and reveal domination (Williams, 1977; 
Voloshinov, 1986). In this case, the "least articulate levels" become the "return of 
the repressed," testify that the interests of the working class are not adequately 
« 
fulfilled by domesticated Chow. 
However, Auntie Gigi's feelings only rupture the dominant meanings when 
screening. 
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Gigi is at the immediate experience of watching the film clip. Once the experience 
is removed, Gigi relapses into her articulation of official meanings. Gigi's 
frustration with Hollywood films are not mentioned anywhere else during the 
interview. The feelings Gigi experienced are lost because the official order does 
not offer a language for its expression. Textual analysis shows that the idea of 
Hollywood alienation expressed by the survival discourse is obliterated from the 
I 
mediascape during domestication'^ thus extinguishing a "language" which would 
allow Gigi to express her dissatisfaction with Chow's Hollywood films. 
If we only examine audiences' quantitative consumption of a star's products, 
we may mistake Chow's Hollywood films have well served the interests of the 
secure working class informants. It is also by attending to slightest tinge of 
audiences' emotion that we can do justice to the complexity of audience 
consumption. 
In the next sections, we would examine how informants of the secure working 
class and the cultured middle class react to Chow's domestication. The secure 
working class respondents, who have little of both cultural and economic capitals, 
but have optimistic future, are open to the claims from the self-advancement and the 
cultivation discourses. The cultured middle class informants, who have a lot of 
cultural capital, are receptive to the self-actualization discourse. 
c 
Colonizing the Secure Working Class 
The secure working class respondents like the Be a Good Host (1998) 
advertisement. While the upper-middle class like it because of Chow 's altruism; the 
72 See Ch. 5’s discussion on how survival discourse discuss Hollywood films' not necessary 
desirability and how the survival discourse is gradually eliminated. 
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small business owners like it for its extravagance; the secure working class 
informants like it because of the friendliness ofChow. They like Chow portrayed by 
the grassroot discourse. 
Yet, the secure working class informants are also receptive of a Chow who 
aspires for advancement. Auntie Gigi is initially attracted to the Tough and 
TpnHp.rnP.ss (1997�commercial because Chow is a good father in it. But she also 
finds Chow being a successful businessman convincing. That is, she also likes 
Chow described by the actualization discourse. 
The secure working class informants are also receptive of Chow as a 
westernized gentleman. They find the educated modern Chow in the Stormfighter 
n998) commercial agreeable. That is, they also like Chow under the cultivation 
discourse. 
To recap, the grassroot discourse which carries little subversiveness is 
borrowed as a vehicle to distribute dominant ideas during Chow's domestication. 
Not only do we find magazine articles' mixing grassroot essences with dominant 
values"; we also see concrete users of the grassroot discourse articulating dominant 
values when they discuss the domesticated Chow. 
In this section, we will see how the secure working class respondents are 
attracted to the dominant ideas of personal advancement and western superiority via 
Chow. The secure working class informants are people with low economic and 
cultural capital. But unlike the most unfortunate group we are going to discuss in 
the next chapter，the secure working class has a positive view on their future'd. The 
I 
See Ch. 4 and 5. , . 
74 Bourdieu (1984) argues the future outlook of an individual can affects his mindset. See Ch. 6 s 
discussion on habitus and interpretive communities. 
I 
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secure working class could be "secured o f in two ways. They experienced 
improvement in the past and are guaranteed of a stable condition in their future, or, 
they foresee improvement in their future. 
Auntie Gigi is a porter of a university dormitory. She has experienced 
improvement in her past, and is secured of a future because she already planned her 
retirement at her house in Mainland China. Sunny works in the government as a 
repairman, and he experienced improvements in his living and working conditions. 
Bookstore owners Mr. and Mrs. Bond who are from working class families envision 
class improvements in their future. 
The secure working class respondents are receptive of two dominant values 
offered by the domesticated Chow. The first is the self-advancement narrative 
I offered by the actualization discourse. This self-advancement sub-discourse values 
improvement and believes in upward mobility. Repairman Sunny believes that 
industriousness is the secret to Chow and his own success. Auntie Gigi values 
i 
Chow's persistence in his Hollywood career. Mr. and Mrs. Bond assert that Chow 
demonstrates individual effort would pay. 
The secure working class' conviction to the narrative of upward mobility is 
based on their personal experience of (possible) class advancement. Sunny and 
Auntie Gigi are both matured Hong Kongers in their forties who have personally 
benefited from the collective mobility in the 70s, when the whole HK society 
underwent significant development. Thus Gigi and Sunny would believe in the 
value of upward mobility. But how about Mr. and Mrs. Bond who are in their late 
twenties now? 
« 
The Bonds is the only case among all my informants who anticipate upward 
mobility even during the dim economic atmosphere of late 90s HK. It seems that 
Mr. and Mrs. Bond's hope for social mobility even at late 90s "prove" that HK 
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society is still open in late 90s. However, the part of society Mr. and Mrs. Bond see 
‘ as open is only accessible to people who possess high cultural capital like they do. 
They see a new hope for social mobility only in the information technology realm, 
not the whole society as in the 70s. Mr. and Mrs. Bond say: 
Unlike the 70s and the 80s when you still have much room for 
development, now it is saturated. Rooms for development are 
dominated by the upper class, and we fresh graduates can never 
breakthrough your class. But recently, we see new chances brought 
about my information technology. We poor and young can succeed by 
having knowledge. 
Thus, Mr. and Mrs. Bond's new hope for upward mobility in late 90s HK is 
partial, only open to those who have knowledge. This partial upward mobility is 
qualitatively different from the open society of 70s HK, when the illiterate could use 
their manual labor for personal improvement. This new mobility is unequal 
because it is closed to people with low education. Thus, "individual effort" is not 
the only key to upward mobility in late 90s HK. 
As I have argued, the ideological implication of "upward mobility" could only 
be examined in context. The narrative of self-advancement in itself carries no 
inherent ideological implications. When one finds ample room for upward 
development, he does find substantial emotive support from the narrative of upward 
mobility. However, when people who benefit from upward mobility forget the 
contextual and historical circumstances that made mobility possible in the first place 
and try to claim upward mobility as a universal and ahistorical law, then the narrative 
could become dominating. And such claim becomes more oppressive when it is 
vocalized in a context when structural inequality escalates in HK in the late 90s. 
All informants of the secure working class have experienced or foresee 
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improvement in their lives. Unfortunately, they all generalize their personal 
advancement experience into a law of upward mobility and use it to evaluate other 
groups. Mr. and Mrs. Bond overlooked the fact that others may not necessarily 
possess their cultural resources, and universalize their own opportunity as an 
opportunity for all. They believe that "today's working class has been relying too 
much on government's assistance."'^ Mr. and Mrs. Bonds believe that everyone 
should rely on their own for advancement since "what made Hong Kong prosperous 
in the past was the self-dependence and hardworking ethos of the HK population." 
They decontextualize upward mobility. 
Similarly, repairman Sunny who himself experienced improvement in the 70s 
also believes that the lower class of today are lazy. Paradoxically, on the one hand 
Sunny criticizes the grassroot of the 90s for relying too much on the government. 
Yet on the other hand, he also speaks on behalf of the working class when he 
complains that the SAR government is less resourceful than the colonial government 
in serving the poor. If Sunny，s latter opinion is valid, it should mean that it is more 
difficult for the lower class to thrive under the post Handover environment than 
before. So why would he think that "individual effort" is suffice for today's 
underclass to help themselves out of their difficulty? 
It seems that the secure working class informants are "effectively" dominated 
I 參 
by the self-advancement values articulated by the domesticated Chow. It is ironic 
i 
that these more fortunate working class respondents would mobilize dominant values 
‘ to judge their less fortunate fellowmen. 
Not only do the secure working class mobilizes the self-advancement narrative 
to evaluate other subordinate groups; they also redefine their past enjoyment of 
75 See Ch. 1 for a discussion on how the HK government promotes the idea of "HK spirit" and "reliant 
culture" in late 90s. 
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Chow by mobilizing another dominant schema, the cultivation discourse. Under the 
cultivation discourse, local HK products are considered as inferior to Hollywood 
films. But Chow's HK products were the staple diets of the secure working class, 
as we have discussed at the beginning of this chapter. The secure working class 
watches the most TV serials of Chow and identified intensively with the Chow's 
roles in them. Chow's residue products were the foundations from which the secure 
working class' identification with Chow germinated. 
I 
However, as the previous self-contradictory quote of Auntie Gigi illustrates, 
the secure working class yields to the cultivation discourse's appreciation of western 
power. Facing the alternatives of either disapproving Chow's Hollywood products 
or appreciating them for their technological superiority, the secure working class 
informants opt for the latter, and end up revising their negative emotions for the 
ratification of western hegemony. But the local films which they devaluate were 
products they once enjoyed dearly. 
Let's see how the secure working class respondents denounce Chow's HK 
products. When discussing Chow's Hollywood career, Sunny tries to support 
Chow's emigration to Hollywood by deriding HK film industry as uncreative. He 
even criticizes God of Gamblers (1989；) as being too generic - a film Sunny named 
as his favorite at the beginning of the interview. 
Auntie Gigi believes Chow's Hollywood products are better than his local 
i. t 
products. Yet she justifies her opinion not because Hollywood films are more 
entertaining, but because they demonstrates a higher standard of technical expertise: 
% 
(V: Interviewer; G: Auntie Gigi) 
V： What did you anticipate before you watch his Hollywood films? 
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G: Initially I thought that it might be the same quality as his HK films. 
But I heard that they are very systematic, even the gun-totting posture 
needs to be perfected (an idea with a traceable source in the media's 
domesticated portrayal of Chow'^). That's why Chow needs to go to 
Hollywood, because they care about details. 
V: Do you think these are good? 
G: Because they are foreign made, so it explains why we would choose 
to watch western films but not local films, because their productions 
are more well-planned, they care about minute details. For example, 
a costume and a piece of set are all well-researched... 
V: So it made a difference in watching them? 
G: It seems that the gestures and the details are different from local 
productions. 
Auntie Gigi believes that local films are inferior because they could not match 
with Hollywood's technical standard. The secure working class respondents seems 
to be "self-socializing" (self-dominating?) because they choose to denounce films 
they enjoyed by adopting a standard of the other. These evaluative criteria from 
Hollywood are not universal laws but constructed historical conventions. Film 
scholars have argued that the Hollywood standard of "expertise" is a new standard 
conventionalized in the last twenty years. Before that, Hollywood films are 
sketchily made as HK films do (Bordwell, 2000). Moreover, scholars assert that 
there are many ways to evaluate films, and technical perfection is just one of the 
many standards. For instance, American informants lookup to HK films because 
they find HK‘ films demonstrating imaginative creativity unhindered by technical 
conventions. 
Yet, our textual analysis show that, apart from the hegemonic "west must be 
% 
good" opinion, the mediascape supplies no alternative evaluations of Chow's 
76 CYF's gun totting gesture perfected by Hollywood specialist is reported in article no. 3 in Table 2 of 
Ch. 4 "Killer with a Garter" in the Next Magazine of 28 Feb, 1997. 
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Hollywood films after his domestication". So Auntie Gigi adopt Hollywood's 
standards to deride local films she had enjoyed as inferior. 
In this section, we have seen how economically secured lower class 
respondents are vulnerable to the dominant values of unobstructed advancement and 
western superiority when trying to maintain their fondness for the domesticated 
Chow. In the next section, we will see how educated intellectuals could also be 
receptive to dominant values in more oblique manners. 
Revitalized Admiration by the Cultured Middle Class 
On the surface, the cultured middle class informants ‘ responses to Chow 's 
advertisements show a degree of resistance unfound in other groups. They 
demonstrate an acute sensitivity to the dominant ideas hidden in the advertisements. 
While most respondents like the Chow businessman role in the Tough and 
‘ Tenderness (1997) commercial, the intellectuals of the cultured middle class criticize 
the advancement tendency encoded, claiming that Chow as a grassroot should not be 
, involved with the institutional order. Here is an interesting discussion: 
(V: Interviewer; S: Mrs. Bond; M: Mary; T: Tomf^ 
S: I am repelled by this ad. 
M: He does not look like a businessman at all. 
S: Politician! That 's unbelievable. I think his ordinary guy image is too 
deep in my heart. 
T: If he is just a commoner who toils for his day from nine to five, and 
find little time to accompany his family, then I'll find the role more 
\ 
•• I 
77 See Ch. 5. 
The case of Mr. and Mrs. Bond, Mary and Tom is what I called "across boundary case" in Ch. 6, 
which ideas could not be neatly categorized, but takes up double membership in the intermediate 
groups, simultaneously belonging to the secure working class and the cultured middle class. 
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comfortable. 
M: The situation is too exaggerated. Chow being a politician is just too 
, over the top. Chow would not appear in that kind of situation. 
S: He is definitely not a politician. 
V： So you don't like Chow relating with the Mainland Chinese 
government officials in the commercial? 
‘ S: It's not just Mainland government officials …He cannot relate to any 
kind of government. 
While other informants like Chow being the tourism ambassador ofHK in the 
Rp. a Good Host (1998) advertisement, the intellectuals argue for the opposite. 
Professor Chin is irritated by the legitimizing tendency in the advertisement. She 
argues that Chow does not fit for the role of an “official representative" because his 
image is more mundane. She also finds the "hotel treatment" too fancy for the 
approachable Chow. 
Thus, the educated informants are able to identify the "advancement" and 
"cultivation" elements that have been added onto Chow during domestication. 
Their oppositional reading ability is further confirmed in their choice of their most 
favorite advertisement. Dr. Chin picked the Anti-Crime This Film (1995) 
announcement, and Dr. Yan finds the Mainland Hundred Y^qvs Shampoo (1997) 
commercial particularly touching. Chapter 4 shows that these two advertisements 
are the ones relatively untouched by dominant meanings. 
< 
It appears that the intellectuals have an extraordinary level of alertness towards 
the dominant values supplemented onto Chow during his domestication. The 
assertion would be true if our reception analysis stops here. Interestingly, when the 
intellectuals' discussions on Chow extend beyond specific media texts to more 
general and spontaneous articulation, they seems to be less defensive towards 
dominant values. 
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I have found that while these intellectuals can show "textual resistance" when 
reading specific media message by activating their trained intellectual schemata, they 
are less likely to show "overall resistance" when discussing general issues which 
mobilizes their total value system encompassing subconscious realms. 
The cultured middle class respondents are not easy targets in ideological 
recruitment. Dominant meanings can only reach them by travelling in detours, and 
dressing in forms palatable to these intellectuals' taste. In this section, we would 
see how dominant values of cultivation and actualization discourses articulated by 
the domesticated Chow are nevertheless taken up by educated respondents in oblique 
and complex fashions. 
The cultured middle class' weapons of resistance are their high cultural capitals 
acquired from education, which usually include a trained sensitivity towards 
ideology. The cultured middle class includes professor Chin from the department of 
Education, who is also familiarized in history and philosophy; Professor Yan from 
Philosophy, who is also a film critic; and bookstore owners Mr. and Mrs. Bond (also 
belonging to the secure working class), who are specialists in Chinese Literature. 
We could predict that because the intellectuals own much cultural capital, they 
would be less likely to submit to ideas of western superiority encoded in the 
cultivation discourse. This is because if we review the reception pattern of the 
upper classes, we would see that the more cultural capital one has, the less likely he < 
would find western leadership appealing'^ The intellectuals are all fluent in 
English and understand the west more than other respondents. Thus, they should be 
I 
more ready to resist western hegemony. 
To a certain extent, the cultured middle class does resist dominant values of the 
I 
79 Both the small business owners and the secure working class submit to cultivation discourse easily. 
They have little cultural capital. 
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cultivation discourse. Dr. Yan espouses the rare idea that Chow need not speak 
perfect English in Hollywood. He believes that Chow should not imitate a 
westerner, but should utilize his cultural uniqueness to further his career. And Mrs. 
Bond is among the very few who challenges the superiority of the Hollywood label. 
She resists the Hollywood standard of technical expertise as the only criteria in 
evaluating cultural forms, by claiming that what Hollywood offers are "commercial 
big budget vehicles providing sensations without offering much profound messages." 
However, the cultural capital owned by the cultured middle class is a two-way 
sword, not only enabling them to challenge Hollywood, but also causing them to be 
I suspicious of all cultural forms. As a result, their challenge of Hollywood is not 
complemented by a recognition of local mass culture. In fact, the intellectuals are 
skeptical of the worthiness of Chow's local products. Though they have a high 
I 
level of emotive identification with the earlier Chow, the intellectuals were not heavy 
consumers of Chow's local products. The intellectuals tend to regard Chow's local 
products as taste of the mass, subscribing to the "mass culture" thesis. 
For instance, Dr. Chin is sensitive to the problems of consumerism brought 
about by mass TV dramas and films. Dr. Chin stresses that she would not treat 
Chow's TV serials as a necessity (like the working class does) because one "should 
not consume Chow like a commodity." Mrs. Bond even labels Chow's widely 
popular comedies as "rubbish films." She elaborates that these Chow films are 
i 
unworthy because "they are devoid of any artistic values and only for entertainment." 
The intellectuals engage in a kind of conditional attachment to Chow. On the one 
hand, these elite prefers a grassroot Chow, but on the other hand, they are suspicious 
I • 
of the mass culture with which Chow associates with. 
To a certain extent, the intellectuals resist western leadership. But in a way, 
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the intellectuals also recognize Hollywood's global leadership, though in an oblique 
and subtle manner. When the elite tries to explain Chow's move to Hollywood, one 
of the justification is because they find Hollywood a finer system to the local 
industry. 
Dr. Chin's substantiation of the cultivation discourse could be traced from her 
subtle discussion about "human resource." Dr. Chin explains that Chow goes to 
Hollywood because HK provides no one who is of Chow's grade for him to work 
with. She says: "If I have talents like him, I would wish to find people of my grade 
as working partners, right? But HK offers none." This statement hints at Dr. 
Chin's presumption that local film workers are hardly as good as Hollywood 
personnel. Mrs. Bond similarly substantiate Hollywood indirectly by arguing that 
Chow goes to Hollywood because he has "reached a certain level" in his 
performance. Moreover, at the end of her interview, Mrs. Bond finally state that 
Hollywood is a better workplace for Chow than HK because it respects professional 
acting more, although she initially argued for the opposite, having said that 
Hollywood is nothing less commercial than the local industry. 
The intellectuals' "pseudo-resistance" towards western hegemony reminds us 
of a similar pattern appeared in the press. In Chapter 5, we see how grassroot-
discourse-encoded-articles adopt a love-hate relationship with the west during 
domestication. Aware of the danger in embracing the west unconditionally, the 
c 
journalists start out challenging western standards. However, such challenges often 
end up as ratifications of Hollywood. The journalists' challenges to Hollywood 
illustrate how much they lookup to the recognitions of Hollywood. Hollywood 
being the object of attack reflects their status as the object of desire. 
Similarly, the intellectuals underwent convoluted arguments to deal with 
Chow's new persona. Their training in academia have make them less vulnerable 
163 
to dominant values. Yet, dominant ideas could adopt mercurial expressions to 
penetrate informants' least guarded areas. We have already seen how that dominant 
ideas are only visible when the intellectuals are chatting spontaneously during 
interviews, but are invisible when they are reacting consciously to specific media 
texts. This is because it is much harder to guard against dominant values when 
discussion is diffused rather than focused. Thus, research on cultural forms should 
be conducted in contexts as similar to daily consumption as possible. 
A reason why the scholars engage in pseudo-resistance of Hollywood is 
probably because of their emotive engagement with Chow. As argued, one should 
not ignore the lubricating effect emotion functions in ideology. The intellectuals' 
long-term identification with Chow makes criticizing Chow's assimilation to 
Hollywood a disturbing option. Although cognitively these scholars can challenge 
Hollywood hegemony, yet it is emotionally strenuous to accept the idea of Chow 
selling out to the center of media domination. Therefore, throughout interviews, the 
intellectuals would try to detach "Chow" from the "institution" he affiliates with, and 
treat his move to Hollywood as only a personal choice. Although analytically we 
should not compartmentalize Chow and the institution he affiliates with, the 
( 
intellectuals try to do so, and they do so by the help of the self-exploration discourse. 
The self-exploration discourse is a dominant narrative embraced by the 
‘ cultured middle class. As a part of the actualization discourse, the self-exploration 
schema comprehends Chow as a person committed to self-growth， 
The self-exploration narrative provides the cultured middle class with a new 
perspective to appreciate Chow during domestication, and allowing them to maintain 
The fact that the cultured middle class are se lect ively receptive to only the grassroot - se l f explorative meaning 
coalit ion may explain why they show resistance to most advertisements. This is because none o f the 
advertisement is encoded only the grassroot plus self-exploration formula. Yet, if we present a grassroot-self 
explorative magazine article to them, they should embrace it umproblemalically. 
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a constant interest after Chow is domesticated. All cultured middle class informants 
say that they found Chow's private life increasingly agreeable. Their increase in 
adoration level on Chow's private persona illustrates that in addition to the grassroot 
discourse, the intellectuals could also mobilize a new value system - the self-
exploration schema - in appreciating Chow in the domesticated phase. The supply 
of self-exploration discourse could even compensate the intellectuals' frustration 
with the lack of relevance they find in Chow's Hollywood films, thus ensuring their 
constant level of identification before and after Chow's domestication. 
Dr. Chin's response below shows that she could find a new perspective to 
adore Chow after he went to Hollywood, and that perspective is a comprehension of 
Chow according to the self-exploration narrative: 
(V: Interviewer; C: Dr. Chin) 
V： So you like Chow the same way through all these years? 
C: In fact I appreciate him more now. 
V: Why? 
C: Because I could witness the growth of him. In these twenty years, 
you witness “the power of change" in this human being. I think he is 
changing towards being more and more "human," more and more 
compassionate towards other people. 
Throughout the thesis, I have argued that the self-exploration discourse is a 
potentially dominant meaning cluster. Together with the myth of unobstructed 
• advancement and western superiority, they are the dominant values attached on the 
mutating persona of Chow in driving the process of domestication. By emphasizing 
quality over quantity, the self-exploration discourse has a class bias, discriminative to 
the interests of the poor who are preoccupied with material accumulation. 
The cultured middle class informants show their support for the self-
I 
exploration narrative by stating that their increased admiration for the domesticated 
I 
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Chow is related to Chow's disavowal of material. Dr. Chin believes that Chow 
丨 moves to Hollywood because he wants to "experience life to the fullest, challenge 
himself but not for money nor career advancement." 
The previous chapter shows how the upper-middle class uses the self-
exploration discourse to displace political terms like "class" and "work" with 
seemingly apolitical terms like "experience" and "growth." Similarly, the cultured 
middle class informants use the self-exploration narrative to describe Chow's life and 
career in these ostensibly unpolitical terms. Dr. Chin passes the discussion of media 
institutions' possible exploitation of Chow by phrasing it as a "sad past" of Chow, 
and argues that it shows how Chow "can overcome painful experiences for a deeper 
understanding of life." 
In the beginning of this segment, I have suggested that the self-exploration 
discourse provides the intellectuals with a solution for them to deal with the 
cognitive dissonance arise between an identification with Chow the star and a 
rejection of Hollywood the institution. Let us see how Dr. Chin evade from a 
discussion of Hollywood's domination below: 
(V: Interviewer; C: Dr. Chin) 
V: Are you aware that Chow's Chineseness is emphasized stereotypically 
in some of his Hollywood films? Like he is always praying and 
burning incense? 
C: This is just how Orientalism works, they eroticize him ... 
(Trained-resistance to Hollywood) 
V: So you don't find it repulsive? 
C: It's OK... Americans are rather shallow anyways... But if what 
Chow looks for is a new kind of experience... I mean, each step for 
him is a fresh experience. ‘ 
(Self-exploration narrative as solution) 
V： Even though he keeps repeating stereotypical Chinese roles, you still 
think it's good try for him to go to Hollywood? 
D: I think he has nothing to lose in giving it a try. I mean I approach 
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this issue from the perspective of Existentialism. If he goes there 
only to "experience," he hasn't lost any time. 
By mobilizing the self-exploration discourse, discussions of material world and 
structural forces are dismissed and displaced to the fuzzy realm of "experience." 
Thus, problems like "class division," "material inequality" and "Hollywood 
domination" are not dealt with when the cultured middle class employ the self-
exploration narrative as a reasoning schema. 
In this chapter, we have witnessed how the meaning of Chow as a grassroot 
origined can remain potent even after domestication. The secret to its longevity lies 
in its hospitality towards dominant meanings. The less educated but economically 
stable working class welcomes the narratives of upward mobility and western 
superiority. And the intellectuals are receptive to the idea of Chow as a self-
explorer. 
The grassroot discourse, which once carries values assuring to the working 
class' life experience, becomes a platform from which dominant values are delivered 
back to the working class. As a result, secure working class respondents even 
choose to espouse official values which are in dissonance with their gut feelings. 
Thus, the residue grassroot discourse germinated long ago is being 
incorporated during domestication. Its grassroot meanings are diluted and blended 
‘ with institutional values. During the incorporation process, the grassroot discourse ‘ 
ensures its potency through time. Yet the discourse risks being less and less 
relevant to the experience of the lower class. 
I 
We may view the elite's renewed interest in the self-explorative Chow as a 
rejuvenation of the grassroot discourse, since the grassroot-self-explorer package 
contain values close to the experience of the educated. Yet, the working class' 
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grassroot Chow seems to be colonized by values of the dominant order, articulating 
values irrelevant to the lives of their believers, promoting lofty aspirations and 
western entertainment that are potentially alienating. 
The conversion of an originally working class-bred meaning cluster into a 
dominant-value-saturated-schema suggests that the class-origin of values cannot 
determine its ideological implications. As Eagleton says, "forms of consciousness 
having origin in the experience of oppressed class can be appropriated by ruling class 
I 
as functional and beneficial" (1991: 43). 
In the next chapter, we will see how the most disadvantaged informants could 
‘ resist dominant meanings added on the domesticated Chow by drawing upon their 
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Chapter Nine: Disenchantment and Alienation of the Insecure Working Class 
- A Chow Yun-fat beyond Survival 
It is after midnight. A line of taxis are parked outside a Hong Kong style cafe. 
I walked into the smoky cafe, and sit down at a table with three men who are in their 
late thirties. They are either discussing their earnings for the day, or busy studying 
the horseracing tips for tomorrow night ’s race. After a while, two more men join us. 
All of them are taxi drivers who work the night shift. This is their nightly dinner 
gathering. 
After we ordered our dishes, Ah Po, the taxi driver I know, introduces me to 
these guys. I said: "I like Chow Yun-fat, so I want to study him. “ The eyes of 
these matured men sparkled when they hear the words "Chow Yun-fat.“ 
Their enthusiasm has their own logic. Unlike other "courteous “ informants 
who would provide an answer for a question they do not find comfortable, these taxi 
drivers are unpretentious. In fact, their bluntness embarrassed me. If they like my 
question, they would rave on it and debate with each other heatedly. They would 
argue for five minutes on the topic of which Chow character is the best. If they 
dislike my question, they would show their disapproval on their face, ignore me and 
turn over to discuss their horses. I don 't think they engage in much "impression 
management.“ 
i 
In the middle of our discussion, I discovered that a taxi driver nick-named 
"God of Horses, “ has worked with Chow before. God of Horses was a horse-
trainer before he became a taxi driver. He would work in films that require horses. 
Because an old Chow film involved horses, so he had personally worked with Chow. 
He said, "Chow has great working attitude! A good guy!“ 
It is unusual for a working class to have personal acquaintance with a star. 
I 
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But the HK film industry is hardly an industry of educated experts and technical 
specialists. The HK film industry workforce involve a lot of working class, among 
them include God of Horses and Chow. That is why even though Chow was a huge 
star in the 80s, his affiliation with the secular HK film industry made him a star of 
the commoner But how about now? When God of Horses is still a cab driver, 
Chow is a highly paid Hollywood star. 
No matter what, Chow 's Hong Kong films did mean a lot to the taxi drivers. 
Ah Po, got a high school education, rents a 200 sq, ft. room, works 15 hours a day. 
He has just extended the mortgage plan for his taxi from 12 to 20 years after the 
Asian economic crisis. For the coming fifteen and more years, he is going to work 
around the clock. No TV, no entertainment, he said. But what soothe him amidst 
his misery are Chow 's films. Every morning after he finished work, he would watch 
half a film on VCD. Ah Po had watched all Chow ’s action films, and is familiarized 
with them all. He said: "Let me have a look at the cover of the VCD of a Chow 's 
film, and I can retell the whole story for you.“ 
I 
Not only is Ah Po's life harshly affected in the late 90s. All respondents of 
the insecure working class said they find life after the Handover harder than before. 
To worsen the situation, they do not anticipate improvement and envision various 
threats in their future. € 
Willy, a mechanic, says that cheap labors from Mainland China are taking over 
his jobs. Ling, who used to be a housewife, is forced to work as a cleaning lady 
because her family income has diminished. Ling's husband, who drives China-HK 
cargo trucks, foresees a decline in his working opportunities in the coming years 
when China is going to join the World Trade Organization. Dick, who works at a 
real estate company, said that his career plan is adversely affected since the economic 
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crisis. I would call this group of unfortunate working class the insecure working 
class. 
‘ While the upper-middle class informants are positioned at the center of 
legitimacy, by being able to influence local politics, the insecure working class 
‘ respondents feel marginalized by the dominant order. They see their interests 
unacknowledged by the status quo. Ah Po and Willy say that the current political 
system does not value their participation. Po says: "I am just a small potato! 
What can I do?" This strong feeling of helplessness is unfound in other informants. 
The insecure working class informants are people with the least resources. 
They have little economic and cultural resources, and not much hope for their future. 
Surprisingly, these individuals who are deprived of all kinds of capitals do not 
adopt dominant values easily. The insecure working class informants reject 
dominant ideas encoded in the Chow advertisements, and backup subversive 
opinions by drawing upon their own survival experience. They think with the 
survival discourse, a schema allowing no moral norms and collective missions to 
impinge on the urgent goal of survival. 
Therefore, they are allergic to the dominant values encoded in Chow's 
advertisements produced after his domestication. The insecure working class 
informants criticize Chow's businessman-politician role in the Tough and Tenderness 
(1997) advertisement for a pragmatic reason. Unlike the intellectuals who dislike 
I 
the role because they assume Chow embodies a commoner's essence, the insecure 
working class dislike the role because they think Chow lacks the survival skills of a 
businessman. • 
Willy believes that Chow has the survival skills of a working class but not that 
of a businessman. Willy, who has worked in China, finds Chow's image lacks the 
"cunningness" required for China-HK business dealings. Willy does not discuss 
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slyness in moral terms, but views it as a necessary survival skill for a businessman. 
He says in a matter of fact tone: "This is the way of business, you have to speak the 
human language to human, and switch to the devil's tongue when dealing with 
devils." The insecure working class respondents are not troubled by moral 
slipperiness. 
Though the insecure working class informants dislike Chow's roles in the local 
advertisements, they appreciate Chow's survival role in the Mainland produced 
Hundred Years Shampoo (1997�commercial. Willy notices that survival portrayals 
of Chow are gradually fading in the local media, and he laments such tendency: 
(V: Interviewer; W: Willy) 
W: Chow's country bump look in the commercial is so hilarious, it 
reminds me of his TV role “Foul Mouth Fai."^' 
V: He's now in his forties, can he still do these kind of roles? 
W: But they are so enjoyable! 
V: He rarely plays these kind of roles now. 
W: Do you think it's because he would not do it or, is it because he could 
no longer perform them? 
V： I think it's because people would no longer ask him to do them. 
W: Yeah, may be... the HK media would not ask him to play these kind 
of roles now. But they are fun and entertaining though. 
(He tries to imitate Chow's naive expression in the commercial) 
Throughout the thesis, I have argued painstakingly how meanings encoded on 
i 
Chow have become less relevant to the subordinate group when Chow the cultural 
icon undergoes domestication. I have described how a meaning cluster appeared on 
, the earlier Chow - the survival discourse - allows the less privileged to resist 
» 
dominant values. The survival discourse done so by stressing personal survival 
I 
8丨 Foul Mouth Fai is a character encoded with the survivial discourse. See Chapter 3 for a discussion 
of the character. 
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over abstract moral codes and collective goals. However, we have witnessed how 
survival portrayals of Chow are systematically obliterated in the media during 
domestication. And my key argument is that, such a meaning shift in the symbolic 
realm is ideologically dominating because the process excludes worldviews relevant 
to the most disadvantaged individuals. 
So this is an important chapter because it records how the less resourceful 
people shift from an intense identification with the early Chow to an increasing 
dissatisfaction with the present Chow. Firstly, we would visit the past to see how 
the insecure class respondents were encouraged by the survival ethos articulated by 
the pre-domesticated Chow. Then we would examine how the insecure informants 
I 
are increasing disenchanted by the dominant values articulated by the present Chow. 
Chow was a buddy to the underclass before his domestication. The insecure 
‘ working class related deeply with the earlier Chow. Behavior-wise, the insecure 
working class consumed the largest quantity of Chow's local films. Emotionally, 
they were moved by his films. Thematically, they were attracted by survival values 
displayed by Chow. And most importantly, they found Chow the survivor 
advocating values relevant to their own lives. That is, the insecure working class 
identified with the pre-domesticated Chow in all dimensions intensively. 
Quantitative-wise, the insecure working class consumes the most of Chow's local 
films. They watch 41 percent of all Chow's HK films, similar to the amount 
i 
consumed by the secure working class but doubles that of others. 
The high level of Chow consumption by the insecure working class do not 
made them invalid subjects incomparable to other groups. Firstly, the fact that 
another group, the secure working class also consumes a similar amount of Chow's 
local products as the insecure working class but the two groups subscribe to different 
discourses suggests that, high consumption could not predetermine the reasoning 
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discourse one subscribes to. More importantly, even though most informants of the 
insecure working class are fond of Chow, their mode of attachment appears to be 
more critical than that of others, as we shall see. 
Emotionally, the insecure working class respondents are deeply stirred by 
Chow's survival stories. The taxi drivers say that they are "moved" by the 
misfortune of Mark in A Better Tomorrow. They recount the film passionately, 
explaining that "the most touching part of the film is when Mark is betrayed and 
become a shabby cleaning man." When they are recalling how Mark drags his 
crippled leg across the car park, they appears to be still feeling the pain of Chow. 
Willy the mechanic says he even wept when he saw Chow dying in AU about Ah-
T.ongn989V 
Thematically, the insecure working class remembers the pre-domesticated 
Chow as a survivor, who would give up moral values in order to maintain survival. 
Since Chow's triad films are the main storage site of survival values®?，they are the 
favorites of the insecure working class. A Better Tomorrow (1986), the classic 
survival film, is the most popular film of the insecure working class. The taxi 
drivers say that they would "absolutely go to a Chow film if it is like A Better 
Tomorrow." Both Chow's offscreen and onscreen images are similarly decoded 
with the survival discourse by the insecure working class. 
Firstly, the insecure working class informants see Chow's early private life as a 
history of survival. While other respondents often recall decent aspects from 
Chow's private past, remembering him as a diligent labor before he become an 
actor", the taxi drivers recount a survival episode form-Chow's past, describing him 
82 See Ch. 3. 
“ U n d e r the grassroot discourse, Chow was remembered as a industrious worker who had taken odd 
jobs like postman, salesman, bellboy and factory worker before he became an actor. 
I 
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as a worker who is not morally wholesome. 
The taxi drivers retell a story about how Chow was fired form his bellboy job 
because he kept some tips which should be shared with his supervisors. However, 
the taxi drivers recall the incident not because they want to blame Chow, but because 
they sympathize with Chow. They do not judge Chow's dishonesty as ethically 
wrong. The taxi drivers, who claims that they are familiar with the bureaucracy of 
the hotel working environment, said understandingly, "everyone in the job would do 
the same, why punish him so hard?" This shows that the underclass can identify 
with Chow's moral laxity necessary to ensure survival. 
Not only can the insecure working class informants relate to the survival ethos 
from Chow's early life, they can also find such ethos from Chow's onscreen 
characters. They assert that Chow's gangster roles express the dilemma of survival, 
when someone is forced to commit wrong doings because he has to survive. While 
the upper-middle class condemns Chow's triad films as immoral, a taxi driver Ah 
Hong argues that Chow's gangster stories consist of "valuable lessons." He 
believes that Chow's triad films encourage people to survive amidst hostility. Ah 
Hong explains that Chow's gangster characters are virtuous in heart, yet they are 
, forced to perform indecent jobs because of environmental pressures and survival 
needs. Again, the underprivileged informants see moral norms as impractical 
standards of the status quo. 
( 
I 
The survival Chow's subversiveness is more than symbolic when an insecure 
working class informant borrow Chow to discuss issues in the real world. When 
explicating his fondness for Chow's characters, Dick asserts that he could understand 
the situations of the Chow's roles just as he can sympathize with the conditions faced 
by some criminals. Dick empathizes with some outlaws who have robbed the rich 
but are punished severely by Mainland government. Dick subverts the status quo's 
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legal or ethical values by asserting survival as the number one principle. He argues 
that the legitimate order should not penalize the offenders so hard because the 
criminals are like Chow's gangster roles, who are just individuals surviving in 
alternative ways unrecognized by the status quo. Dick believes that these outlaws 
are forced to thrive in illegitimate realms because of their underprivileged conditions. 
I 
Dick elaborates: 
‘ These offenders often have their own rules and codes, and they do not 
commit crimes for the sake of breaching the law. They often end up 
being outlaws because of environmental constraints or because of their 
unfortunate class background. Just like Chow's role in A Better 
Tomorrow ... I think these criminals have their own reasons, and these 
logic when reduced to the bare bones, may be just like the thoughts you 
and I have. It's just that everyone has a different way to survive." 
Dick's use of Chow's image to understand the real world shows that the 
insecure working class' Chow could have more than symbolic implications. In fact, 
insecure working class respondents apply Chow's image to their own lives. Unlike 
the upper-middle class who views Chow's films as a fiction for escape®\ the insecure 
working class engages to textual Chow for relevance and identification. Bourdieu 
(1984) argues that while the upper class tends to separate art from reality, the lower 
class affirms a continuity between art and life. 
If the. upper class dampens Chow's political implications by locking his 
connotations in the fictive realm, the subordinate class awakens Chow's political 
subversiveneness by releasing his meanings into real world. During interviews, 
% 
insecure working class informants often draw parallels between Chow's persona and 
their own lives. And what they see as the similarity is that they and Chow are 
84 See Ch. 7 
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equally concerned about survival, and are not interested in moral norms and 
collective values. 
The insecure working class informants could see parallels between Chow's 
fictive roles and their own lives. Ah Po says that the moral slipperiness faced by 
Chow's gangster roles is also experienced by him. Ironically, Ah Po's most morally 
ambiguous experience comes from his past job as a policeman: 
(V: Interviewer; P: Ah Po) 
V: Do you see any relevance in Chow's roles in your life? 
P： I remember that when I was a cop, I did feel that policemen are the 
same as criminals, and cops are just outlaws. So the cop-criminal 
mix in Chow's films is not that unreal. After all, being a policeman 
is only a job, and it doesn't mean that you cannot be a bad guy when 
you have become a cop. I remembered when I was a cadet, a 
superintendent told us that "When you become a police, one of your 
legs is already inside the prison cell. Whether you end up being a 
criminal or not depends on whether you also put your other leg inside 
the cell, or whether you would drag that one out." So, policemen and 
criminals are not that different at all. 
Not only can the fictive roles of Chow deliver survival ethos relevant to the 
lives of the insecure working class, the private life of Chow can also articulates 
survival ethos applicable to the experience of the insecure working class. Below is 
a quote which illustrates how an underclass informant compares his own working 
experience to that of Chow. While the upper classes criticize the earlier Chow for 
acting in films that contain no artistic values^^ Ah Po defends Chow's money-driven 
behavior by drawing upon the survival discourse. Most importantly, Ah Po backs 
up his argument with examples from his own life as a taxi driver. We can see how 
‘ 85 The upper-middle class, the small business owners, the cultured middle class and the secure 
working class all criticize that Chow's local films are not artistic and poorly made. See Ch. 7，8. 
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the private life of Chow articulated by the survival discourse allow the subordinate 
group to draw resources to affirm their own living experiences: 
(V: Interviewer; P: Ah Po) 
V: Some people criticize Chow for being unselective when he was 
making films in HK, accepting projects that are of low qualities. 
P： But he is not responsible for that. He is in the business, and he got 
job offers. It's just like us, even if we see a passenger who is drunk, 
you have to let him get on your car. If you see him from afar, you 
may be able to sneak away. But once he gets on your car, you have 
to do the business. No matter if this is a 15-dollar ride, or a 100-
dollar ride or a 500-buck business. It's the same, we have to toil for 
our stomach, you are forced to ... if you're in the business. You can 
only talk about aspirations when you have money. Chow came to 
HK from Lamma island to act, and acting for what? Of course, is for 
making a living, to support his family, to make money. So, if 
someone give him an offer to make a film and he refuses? So he turn 
, down jobs? No kidding. 
V: I agree 
P： Absolutely right! People offer you money to make and you turn 
them down? The people who criticize him should be more fair, right? 
‘ How could he care about the low .. • Low quality is not what he wants, 
it's just because of the budget. You know all kinds of expenses are 
involved in filmmaking? The script cost money, and if the script is 
bad it's none of Chow's business.. • And if his salary is low, nothing 
can be done. He wouldn't be that stupid to produce superb output 
with a low pay. What is the pay and what is the work, right? 
( 
Dick, who works in the real estate company, also empathizes with the early 
Chow, whom he believed was forced to act in trashy films to maintain a living. 
Dick could identify with the powerlessness of the early Chow. Dick sees Chow as a 
survivor similarly concerned about money and lacking in bargaining power as him. 
When defending Chow from others' criticisms, Dick is also defending himself. The 
underclass finds the pre-domesticated Chow a valuable partner in survival. 
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‘ How do these insecure working class respondents react to domestication? 
Just like the long-term fans of the grassroot discourse, the insecure working class 
I would try to maintain their long-cultivated relationship with Chow during 
domestication. Thus, the insecure working class informants would try to apply their 
survival discourse to understand the domesticated Chow. 
Our textual analysis in Chapters 4 and 5 show that media products produced 
before Chow's domestication still carry survival meanings, and articles produced 
before domestication did explain Chow's emigration with survival reasons. 
Similarly, the insecure working class informants could initially comprehend Chow's 
move to Hollywood as driven by survival motivations. They believe that Chow 
leaves HK because he envision a decline in local working conditions, and Hollywood 
promises him with job opportunities and good pay. 
The material-driven, selfish motivations of the survival Chow are shared by 
insecure working class respondents. Dick even generalizes Chow's survival ethos 
into a HK culture, a version of HK culture alternative to the official "HK spirit.”秘 
Dick uses a "Rat Metaphor" to illustrate his point. He compares HK people to a 
swarm of rats. Dick explains that HK people are like rats because both are "a little 
bit dirty, a little bit cunning, always trying to escape persecution, and engage in food-
searching activities." Dick elaborates that these rats compete intensively with each 
other for food, and stupid rats will die if they lose in the competition. Dick believes < 
that Chow well demonstrates this "rat-mentality" of the HK people, because Dick 
conceives Chow's move to Hollywood as a behavior driven by an urge to "look for 
places with more food supply." We can see an affinity between Dick's fable and the 
survival discourse. Dick's rats are survivors, always looking for food and do not 
86Dick，s generalization of Chow's survival spirit to a general "HK ethos" confirms my hypothesis in 
Ch. 1，that the survival discourse a key narrative of local identity in the 80s. Chow was a popular 
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care about appearing clean and respectable. 
At a historical moment when the subordinate class' lives are increasingly 
threatened, the survival values articulated by Chow becomes all the more important. 
As discussed in Chapter 1, lives of the lower class have been increasingly difficult 
since the economic crisis. Thus, the survival discourse would be a vital form of 
assurance for the working class' adverse conditions in the late 90s HK. By reading 
the Hollywood Chow as a survivor, the taxi drivers demonstrate how the survival 
discourse is a critical source of empowerment for their life in the post economic 
crisis era: 
(V: Interviewer; L: Ah Lin) 
L: Chow goes to Hollywood only because he could not find much job 
opportunities in HK. He is now quite old for the HK market, and he 
is not skilled in kung fu. 
V: So he is forced to leave for Hollywood then? It's not like what 
people say so beautifully like "he looks for professional breakthroughs 
in Hollywood." 
L: Yeah. It's like my younger brother who is a cook. In HK, he is 
paid twenty thousand a month. Now, no such thing. So someone 
offers him a job in China, would you do it? "Of course! As long as 
you pay me." Yet he was a top cook in HK, but now he is 
downgraded to be an assistant. My brother says: “Are you joking? 
You want me to be an assistant? I was a top cook!" But he still has 
to go. He has to make a living. 
( 
‘ Under the survival discourse, Taxi driver Ah Lin believes that Chow is 
similarly affected by the shrinkage of survival opportunities in HK since the 
I economic crisis like the underclass does. Ah Lin believes Chow is forced to look 
for working opportunities in Hollywood just as Ah Lin's brother need to look for less 
cultural icon articulating the survival meanings to locals before he was domesticated. 
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favorable jobs in China. The underprivileged who suffered in the economic crisis 
find an assurance in a survival Chow. Thus the survival discourse became an even 
more important source of affirmation for the lower class in the post-Handover 
context. 
In fact, the survival discourse is the secret weapon for the insecure working 
class to fight against the dominant values encroaching on their Chow since 
domestication. New dominant meanings such as lofty aspirations and cultivated 
mannerisms articulated by the domesticated Chow are irrelevant to the lives of the 
lower strata. In the last chapter, we see the more fortunate secure working class 
informants are less critical of dominant views. Conversely, the more disadvantaged 
‘ insecure working class are more ready to reject these dominant discourses. The 
pressing conditions of the insecure working class sensitize them against irrelevant 
ideologies. 
First of all, the insecure working class informants reject the actualization 
discourse, finding its concern with abstract values and collective missions foreign to 
their lives. During interviews, when the taxi drivers are discussing why Chow 
would leave for Hollywood, self-actualizing reasons are initially suggested by some 
drivers, but ultimately pragmatic motivations of the survival discourse win out: 
(V: Interviewer; G: God of Horses; L: Ah Lin; P: Ah Po) 
V: Why would Chow go to Hollywood? 
G: Is it because he tries to breakthrough the Chinese ethnicity's 
limitation . •. (collective mission) 
L: No, it's because he cannot find jobs in HK anymore. 
P: He wants to challenge himself? (self-actualization) 
L: Stupid! "Challenge oneself?" There is nothing called challenging 
oneself in this world. It is because Chow is too old for the HK film 
industry, and the only way for him to secure his career is to go to 
Hollywood. Moreover, the pay in Hollywood is so high! 
I 
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"Chinese pride," a collective mission; "Challenging oneself," an intangible 
conviction. These values distributed by the actualization discourse offer little for 
the material deprived from the insecure working class. Immediate concerns like job 
opportunities and monetary returns are the accessible vocabularies for the underclass. 
Secondly, the insecure working class' use of the survival discourse could also 
challenge another dominant view — the cultivation discourse. Earlier chapters show 
cultivation discourse mystifies Hollywood hegemony first by masking film 
production as "art" but not "business," and second, by dressing Chow as an "elegant 
performer" but not a "labor." Since the survival discourse is not concerned about 
lofty values, it could demystify Hollywood hegemony by narrating Hollywood as 
just another "money-making institution." 
While the upper classes believes that Chow could express his genuine self in 
HollywoocT, the insecure working class argues pragmatically that Chow would be 
exploited by Hollywood just as he had been abused by the HK industry. A taxi 
driver articulates a rare view which questions Hollywood hegemony. He says, 
"Hollywood will abuse newcomers like all big corporations in the world. Chow in 
Hollywood has to deal with the same bureaucracy he had faced in HK." 
It seems that the survival discourse is still reiterated by the insecure working 
class when Chow's meanings are rearranged in the media during domestication. If 
€ 
this is the case, there would not be domination. Our textual analysis show that the 
survival portrayals of Chow in the media had been gradually displacecP. Is it 
possible for the insecure working class to stand firm on their survival interpretations 
of Chow when the media provide no such representations? If the insecure working 
87 See Ch. 7 & 8. 
See Ch. 4 and 5. 
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class could still perceive Chow as a survivor even without corresponding survival 
descriptions in the symbolic realm, then it would substantiate Fiske's (1989) 
populistic thesis that audience are free to make any meanings. 
Unfortunately, this is not the case. The meaning change around Chow in the 
media at domestication does impact the insecure working class. We will see that, 
the underclass could no longer cling to a survival Chow when Chow's fictive 
products and private life since domestication articulate values alienating to their lives. 
Data from interviews demonstrate that the insecure working class' emotive 
identification with Chow decline for various reasons. 
First of all, the insecure working class respondents find a discrepancy between 
values espoused by the cultivation discourse - that Hollywood products are good -
and their personal consumption experience. The informants find Chow's 
Hollywood films uninteresting and alienating. 
Contradictory to the cultivation discourse would say, the insecure working 
class respondents bluntly state that Chow's Hollywood films as not entertaining. 
They value Chow's HK films more because they are more enjoyable. The insecure 
I 
working class informants resist Hollywood hegemony by being faithful to their own 
gut feelings. Dick is enraged because he finds Chow Hollywood films do not carry 
local meanings which are entertaining to him. He complains that Chow has 
deserted his local audience for the global market. 
(V: Interviewer; D: Dick) 
V: How do you feel when you are watching Chow's Hollywood films? 
D: I think his HK films are more entertaining. These foreign films are 
made for a different audience, so I feel closer to his earlier films, now 
he seems to come to me in a roundabout manner. 
V: Are these films made for you? 
D: No, obviously not. They are made for the international society, so 
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you feel... Gee, it's like losing the old feeling of "belonging to you" 
as before ... that's why I don't like watching them... I don't feel that 
you are respecting me, you are respecting the [foreign market]. 
‘ The insecure working class informants are free to express dissatisfaction with 
Chow's Hollywood films. They do not care about the distinctive values signified 
by "Hollywood." Unlike the secure working class, the more unfortunate informants 
I 
would not pretend to enjoy them. 
In addition, the drastic difference between the upper-middle class and the 
insecure working class' reception of Chow's Hollywood films reconfirms that 
"global taste" is a taste of the upper class. Chapter 7 shows that the upper-middle 
class respondents find Chow's Hollywood films more entertaining than his local 
films. However, the insecure working class informants see Hollywood films as 
entertainment of the others - of those people who like global taste. While the 
upper-middle class are satisfied by Chow's international cultural products, the 
underclass are repulsed and alienated by the global scent of Chow's Hollywood 
films. 
More importantly, Hollywood products of Chow are overtly alienating to the 
lower class because they are delivered in the language of the other, in the language of 
the elite and the upper class - English. Earlier chapters show how other 
respondents who are English illiterates but economically more secured employ 
various tactics to justify their taste in Chow's Hollywood films. They either deny 
alienation exist or make the alienation an object of admiration. However, the 
insecure working class' pragmatic mentality would not allow them to watch a film 
just for the vague distinctions the film signifies. The insecure working class 
demands only an entertaining Chow. 
The taxi drivers, who are English illiterates, are enraged by the English 
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dialogues of Chow's Hollywood films. The taxi drivers challenge the cultivation 
discourse by arguing that English language is a necessary evil if it hinders their 
enjoyment, no matter how prestigious it may signify. The taxi drivers argue that 
Cantonese is the most direct way for them to relate to Chow because Cantonese is 
"their native language." These cab drivers resist western hegemony and defend 
local culture not by drawing upon grand theories, but by being faithful to their lived 
experience. Let's see how they subvert western hegemony by articulating their gut 
feelings: 
(V: Interviewer; G: God of Horses; L: Ah Lin; P: Ah Po) 
V: How do you think of Chow's Hollywood films? 
G: Damn it! He had been talking to you in Cantonese all the way, and 
now he talk to you in "Eng - lish.” Of course, I wouldn't like it, 
right? 
L: We like Chow's local films because they have all those funny slang 
which are hilarious. But in English? How can they make it funny? 
G: Cantonese... Cantonese... I will watch them if Chow do a dubbing in 
Cantonese. 
V: So, even if it's the same Hollywood film, it would be better if it's 
dubbed? 
L: Of course! 
P： Yes, Cantonese would make the film much more close to us. 
L: OK. He acts in Mandarin? No one would see it. Don't speak 
English. Don't speak Mandarin. I don't care whether your 
English is as fluent as a duck. I don't care if your Mandarin is as 
eloquent as the duck quacks. You ask me to watch it? No way! 
After all, my own language... the language I speak is Cantonese. 
That is, the native language is Cantonese. You claim that how 
entertaining your film is and this and that? Damn you! It could not 
touch my feelings, coz it's not in Cantonese. 'English and Cantonese, 
they are totally different things... totally different.... 
I 
The insecure working class informants sense a strong feeling of otherness from 
I 
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Chow's onscreen persona. Yet their feelings of alienation is repressed since the 
media only carry positive portrayals of Hollywood after domestication. The 
survival discourse, which could deal with the problem of Hollywood alienation, is 
obliterated from the media. Devoid of representation of their views, the insecure 
working class' frustrations with the domesticated Chow could only intensify. 
To worsen the situation, not only do the insecure working class informants feel 
alienated from the onscreen Chow, they also find an increasing distance from the 
offscreen private persona of Chow since domestication. Under the encroachment of 
the dominant discourses, the cultivation narrative and the actualization schema 
portray Chow as a highly paid Hollywood superstar and an self-actualizer for lofty 
values. The insecure working class find these domesticated descriptions of Chow 
I 
remote to their lives. 
I want to re-emphasize again that discursive Chows are language-constructions 
‘ rather than accurate records of a real Chow. So, the reason these insecure working 
class read Chow more as a Hollywood performer rather than a shabby survivor 
would be related to the language-change in the symbolic realm rather than "actual 
changes" of a real life Chow. Chapter 4,s analysis of a Mainland Chinese 
commercial shows that, survival portrayals of Chow could still exist when the HK 
Chow is described as a Hollywood superstar and a self-actualizer. So, meaning 
change of Chow is an artificial process. € 
Because the cultivation discourse and the actualization discourse dominated the 
media representations with their meanings89，the insecure working class informants 
could no longer mobilize the displaced survival meanings, but has to view Chow 
according to what is available in representations. Just as they could no longer read 
the English Chow with Cantonese, they could no longer read the dominant-encoded 
I 
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Chow with subversive meanings from the survival discourse. Audience' meaning-
I * 
making ability is not totally free. 
First of all, the insecure working class informants find the offscreen Chow 
depicted by the cultivation discourse oppressive. As the cultured Chow is described 
as a highly paid and luxuriously treated star of Hollywood, Chow of the cultivation 
discourse appears more an affluent star than an exploited labor. Therefore, the 
insecure working class respondents gradually find Chow a persona less bothered by 
questions of survival like them. 
In fact, the second part to Dick's "rat metaphor" illustrates that the insecure 
working class could no longer view the domesticated Chow as their partner in 
survival when the media is flooded with cultivated portrayals of Chow. In addition, 
as I have suggested in Chapter 1, the hostility of the post-handover context could 
only add on the distance between a cultivated Chow and a person from the 
subordinate class. Dick argues that while Chow can find a better survival 
environment overseas when the HK field is unsatisfactory, Dick and other HK people 
do not have the resources to emigrate, and are stuck with the adverse condition in the 
post-economic-crisis-HK. Dick explains Chow's alienation to the underclass with 
the rat metaphor as: "While Chow the rat can go to a new place where there are more 
holes and more food, I am stuck in HK where there are few holes and little food 
inside them." Dick views the domesticated Chow as thriving on land more 
favorable than his own. Again, we see how the dominant values from the 
domesticated Chow become more dominating to the underclass in the late 90s HK 
context. 
With the media is flooded with descriptions of Chow's high-salary and 
luxurious treatment in Hollywood, the insecure working class could no longer see 
See Ch. 4 and 5. 
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Chow as an equal partner in survival. Now, they see Chow having more resources 
than they do. Willy calculates Chow's income from his Hollywood films (which is 
widely reported in cultivation-discourse-encoded-magazine-articles) and says that 
even the interests from Chow's earnings could support a regular HK family. The 
taxi drivers say that, Chow has reached his "safety zone," a zone where one does not 
need to worry about daily survival. However, the taxi drivers lament that they are 
still far from their safety zones. 
Not only do the insecure working class find the cultivated Chow foreign, they 
also find the actualizing Chow irrelevant. Chapter 4 and 5 show that the 
domesticated mediascape is saturated with portrayals of Chow as an self-actualizer. 
Chow is described as a professional who lookups to non-tangible goals. The 
insecure working class respondents who see material accumulation as their most 
urgent need could not identify with the Chow who desires non-tangible goals. As 
Ah Po says "one could only talk about aspirations when he has enough money." 
While respondents from other classes could appreciate self-improvement as an 
end to itself, informants from the insecure working class are disenchanted by this 
idea. The quote below shows how an informant first articulate the status quo's 
notion of "learning is good," yet later he finds himself unconvinced by the idea. 
Again, insecure working class informants challenge the dominant values by being 
I 
faithful to lived conditions. Mechanic Willy challenges the non-tangible goal of 
"self-advancement." He cannot understand why Chow still needs to "improve" if 
1 . . 
he has enough money to enjoy his life. 
(V: Interviewer; W: Willy) 
V: Do you want to learn from Chow? 
W: A lot! At least he tries to learn different things. 
V: Yeah, it's hard for him coz he's kind of matured. 
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W: Yeah. It's much easier to learn English when you're still young, 
when your mind is more malleable.' But he learns at his forties... If 
you ask me to study English now, I can't. 
V: And he has a number of houses already, yet he still cares to learn new 
things... 
W: Right. If you are pressured by living concerns, then it's different. 
Like if someone says to you: "if you don't learn English, you'll die!" 
Or, "if you don't learn, you would have no money for food!" Then 
you'll learn it definitely. But situations are not pressing for Chow. 
I 
Be frank, Chow doesn't need to learn. In fact, he doesn't need to 
work now. If I were him, I'll retire. I would not be so persevering 
to learn English and make films abroad. I would have retired if I 
‘ were him. 
The fact that Willy thinks of Chow as an avid learner illustrates that he is 
affected by the spawning portrayals of a Chow as a self-actualizer in the media. 
Earlier chapters demonstrate that official and commercial interests alike cooperate to 
mold Chow as a role model who would "learn for the sake of learning," That's why 
even Chow's long-time fan could no longer ignore such portrayals of Chow. 
Comprehending Chow as an individual who lookups to lofty ambitions, the lower 
class who are preoccupied with material yearnings could only de-identify with Chow. 
Below is a more impressive example to demonstrate that the actualizing Chow 
articulates values alienating to the lived experience of the underprivileged. In l ime 
Magazine, an article on Chow praises him for refusing to anglicize his name?® The 
author asserts that it demonstrates Chow is defending an ‘‘Asian pride" and a 
"Chinese identity" by maintaining his Chinese name in Hollywood. The global 
magazine is activating the actualization discourse to describe Chow as a man devoted 
to collective missions and higher values. The author writes: 
90 See Corliss, Richard 1998. ‘Chow for Now.’ 'Stealing Stars.，Time International Jan, 26: 151 (3). 
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He was unusual among Hong Kong stars in that he didn't bother 
anglicizing his name. No Jacky, Stephen, Leslie or Jet. Take him as 
pure Chinese... To see it on U.S. movie marquees is a small but 
significant victory for Asian pride. (p.50) 
The taxi drivers subvert Time magazine's actualization schema. They find 
Chow's retaining of his Chinese name a betrayal to the survival ethos. Since the 
drivers often make up English names to enhance their business, they could not 
appreciate why Chow would refuse to anglicize his name to further his career in 
Hollywood. The drivers consider any deed which gives up survival opportunities 
unacceptable. The actualizing Chow who lookup to grand moral values and 
principles become a lofty figure removed from the lives of the subordinate group. 
(V: Interviewer; L: Ah Lin; P: Ah Po; G: God of Horses) 
L: Do you know why Chow's Hollywood career doesn't work out? It's 
because he doesn't have an English name. "Chow... Yun... Fat." 
How clumsy! 
P: I think it affects his career. Like "Bruce... Bruce Lee!" How easy 
to pronounce. It's a matter of closeness to the foreign audience. 
L: It's like our name, "Ah Po, Ah Lin"...that's too difficult for foreigners 
to remember. 
G: Name is very important! It's like when we have passengers who are 
gweilos... 
V: So do you think he is stupid not to have an English name? 
P: May be not... maybe lie wants to stand on his principles... 
L: What principles? Bull Shit! IVs like when our gweilo passengers ask 
us, whaVs your name... 
P: Then you just make up any English name. 
L: "Peter." "Peter." Just say any English name to them. 
P: "Robert," “ Peter," "John...” "Come'on! Give me Five!" (Ah Po yells 
in English) Gweilos would feel right at home! 
L: Yeah... because they would remember English names easily. These 
names would stick right up into their brain. Just like "Bruce." Nine 
out of ten foreigners know Bruce Lee. 
G: Yeah. Like "Jacky Chan." Even Japanese fans who don't know 
I 
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English know how to say "Jacky Chan." "Jacky- Jacky!" (Yell like 
Japanese fans would) ‘ 
L: Right. It really makes a difference. But no one remembers Jacky 
Chan's Chinese name. "Chan Kong Sun?" Who's that? 
P： Yeah, fans just yell out his English name. ‘‘Jacky�Jacky!，， 
L: Yeah. It's easy to remember. Just like when the "Hello clients" 
(English passengers) sometimes want to chat with us. When they ask 
for our names, we'll just make up any name. Today I am John. 
Tomorrow I am Bobby. Another day I am Cabby, David.... It's up 
to you. Just make up any names. English names are that simple. 
To restate, it does not matter whether the "real" Chow refuses to anglicize his 
name or not. Both Time magazine and the taxi drivers are debating on a Chow 
encoded by the linguistic schema, the actualization discourse. The fact that both 
Time and the taxi drivers are discussing Chow as a self-actualizer demonstrates that 
the actualization discourse is a powerful description of Chow in his domesticated 
days. What the above quote demonstrates is that, while the insecure working class 
‘ feel free to take on "multiple flexible identities" to enhance their own survival, they 
feel distanced from a Chow of the actualization discourse, who refuses to do the 
, same but instead treasures intangible collective goals. To the insecure working 
class, the worldviews embodied by the domesticated Chow are increasingly remote 
to their life conditions. Chow has deserted the survival ethos for a glamorous self-
actualizing mentality. 
In this chapter, we see how much Chow had meant to the most disadvantaged 
group before his domestication. In the old days, the insecure working class 
consumes large quantity of Chow's local films and emotionally involved with his 
survival roles. The survival discourse, which values personal interests over abstract 
principles is particularly relevant to the lived experience of the subordinate class. 
Unfortunately, dominant views encoded on the domesticated Chow gradually 
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make Chow an alien figure to the lower class. Articulating non-material values at a 
‘ time when the lives of the subordinates are increasingly difficult after the economic 
crisis in the late 90s，Chow evolves from an intimate icon for the disadvantaged to an 
intimidating figure to the underclass. 
1 
I 
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Chapter Ten: Conclusion 
In this thesis, I tried to study the ideological implications of a culturally iconic 
star to the people of the culture. By emphasizing on both power and reception, I try 
not to fall prey to the dual reductions of "culture is manipulation" and "culture is 
liberation." By a method which combines textual analysis and audience research, I 
found that Chow Yun-fat evolves from a star which embodies subversive meanings 
closer to the lives of the subordinate class, to an icon which articulate dominant 
values supportive to the status quo. I call this process domestication of the cultural 
icon. 
I found that domestication is not performed easily in the form of imposition, 
but involve a complex, surreptitious process. Firstly, a popular icon is recruited 
because of its pervasive appeal within the society. Secondly, the subversive values 
in the icon are systematically eliminated and displaced. Thirdly, meanings that are 
non-threatening to the status quo are selectively retained, and are used as a platform 
to introduce dominant ideas to the public, a process I call "the overflowing of 
popular legitimacy". Such ideological repackaging of the cultural icon is done 
under little deliberate awareness of its participants, with media institutions and 
government officials as partners in the complicity. 
I had borrowed Raymond Williams' residue-incorporation thesis to explain the 
mechanism in domesticating Chow as cultural icon. Discourse analysis of media 
text and interviewee's utterance give rise to four recurrent reasoning schemata. 
I 
Two discourses that were popular during the 70s and early 80s in comprehending 
Chow — grassroot and survival - are considered as "residue cultures," as they 
emerged from earlier lived experiences. And two newer discourses that appear in 
recent portrayals of Chow during the late 90s 一 actualization and cultivation - are 
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considered as "dominant cultures," as they are compatible to the dominant order. 
Williams suggested that residue cultures would be borrowed to enhance the 
"effectiveness" of the dominant order. 
A reconstruction of Chow's early persona allows us to see that the residue 
discourses 一 grassroot and survival - were generated from within the society with 
little top-down intervention. We noted that the two residue discourses vary in their 
ideological content, with the survival discourse particularly subversive. 
Then, textual analysis of both Chow's TV commercials and journalistic reports 
demonstrates how the mediascape engages in three processes during domestication. 
First, it selectively forgets the survival discourse. Secondly, it selectively preserves 
non-subversive elements of the grassroot discourse. Thirdly, the grassroot 
‘ discourse is paired up with the actualization and cultivation discourses, transferring 
popular acceptance from the former to the latter. 
This discursive reorganization shows that meanings are selectively preserved 
and forgotten in the domestication process. When the survival meaning cluster is 
unconvertible/ non-incorporatable to a form unthreatening to the status quo, it faces 
extinction. The less subversive grassroot discourse is then incorporated and used to 
cross-valorize and legitimize the introduction of the dominant views. That is, 
increasing the "effectiveness" of the dominant culture in Williams' sense. 
Thus, the process of domination is taking place in the symbolic realm - when 
discursive elements that are subversive and akin to the lower class are systematically 
displaced by dominant elements that serve the status quo and the upper class. 
Equipped with findings indicating evidences of symbolic change in media text, 
I move on to the most crucial part of my research - to empirically verify whether 
shift in the world of signs really impacts social audiences, and, whether such effects 
are dominating. That is, whether symbolic rearrangement discriminates the 
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interests of the already disadvantaged. 
Ethnographic research confirmed that rearticulation in the symbolic realm is 
dominating. This is because concrete audiences from the powerful groups admit 
that they are satisfied by the realignment, with the disadvantaged audiences 
complaining their interests as excluded by the rearrangement. Analysis of concrete 
informants' utterances allows us to see that the upper strata of the society (who tend 
to articulate the dominant discourses of actualization and cultivation) find the 
domesticated Chow more positive than before. As for the middle strata (who 
articulate the residue grassroot discourse), their evaluations of Chow remain constant. 
But the lower class (who find the residue survival discourse relevant) say that they 
are losing interest in the domesticated Chow. Thus, the interest of the subordinate 
class is discriminated in the domestication process. 
We could see domination achieved by domestication of Chow as a cultural icon 
on two levels. On the discursive level, meanings which are relevant to lives of the 
working class are systematically displaced by values which serve the upper class. 
On the concrete level, by monopolizing their definitions of Chow, the ruling bloc 
instills two values that are contextually dominating to the working class at a 
particular historical moment. Firstly, one should aspire to non-material goals 
(actualization discourse). This belief is irrelevant to the working class whose 
material condition is especially urgent after the economic crisis. Secondly, 
Hollywood films must be better than local films (cultivation discourse). This 
viewpoint not only support Hollywood hegemony at a time when local industry is 
withering, but is also discriminative to the uneducated working class who do not 
possess the cultural capital to enjoy them. 
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My research findings are summarized below for further studies: 
1. Popular culture can be subversive and can be oppressive. Usually both potentials 
coexist in a symbolic form. 
2. Popular culture's ideological tendency can change with time by dearticulating and 
rearticulating with subversive or dominant values. The subversiveness of a 
cultural product at one historical moment does not guarantee subversiveness in the 
future. 
3. The more widely identified a popular cultural form is in a society, the more urgent 
the need of the status quo to assimilate the phenomenon by removing its resistance 
potentials, and the more likely it would be recruited for the distribution of 
dominant meanings. 
4. Dominant groups which appears to be unrelated can join in alliance and lend 
support to each other. In this case, Hollywood hegemony and the HK 
government could benefit from each other because these two parties have mutual 
interest in domesticating Chow. 
5. Audience's mode of media consumption, whether one receives texts with a 
I 
detached attitude for pure entertainment or with an intensive identification for real 
life relevance, would affect the ideological implications of a cultural form. 
‘ 6. Informants showing "textual resistance" to specific cultural text does not 
necessary presume their "total resistance" to dominant ideas. It is found that 
audience may be able to resist dominant potentials in focused discussion of 
specific text, but is less resistant to diffused dominant ideas when freely 
associating. Research on audience reception should attend to both focused 
decodings and relaxed conversational exchanges. 
7. Similarly, informants who appear to be "effectively dominated" when freely 
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associating may nevertheless be able to utter subversive values at the immediate 
context of textual consumption. It is found that audience who claim their liking 
for a dominant text may voice out oppositional views at the moment of textual 
consumption. But the power of resistance is highly fragile and risk being lost 
I once the consumption experience is removed. Research on audience reception 
should attend to both focused decodings and relaxed conversational exchanges. 
8. Lived experience, in the form of "feelings" can be a source of resistance as 
I 
Raymond Williams predicted. In this case, the subordinate groups' material 
urgencies and practical ethos are the resources which empower them to resist the 
domination of the domesticated Chow. 
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Appendix 1 ： Sample Interview Questions 
Which TV drama serials and films of Chow have you watched? (can ask informant to 
fill out questionnaire) 
Which Chow character is your favorite? Why? 
Can you describe a typical Chow role? 
What kind of fate does these Chow roles meet in the stories? 
Do you like him appearing in TV or in film? 
Can you see these roles in the real world? Are they close to your life? 
Do you know about Chow's private life? His family background and his past 
before he became an actor? 
What kind of a person is Chow? 
How do you think of his attitude to work? 
Why do you think he goes to Hollywood these few years? 
Does he go to Hollywood for money or for fame? 
Did you go to see Chow's Hollywood film? Can you describe the first time you go 
to his Hollywood film? 
Do you like his Hollywood film? How do you think of him speaking English to 
you? 
How do you think of his future in Hollywood? 
Are you a fan of his? 
Would you go to a film because of Chow? 
Have your feeling changed during all these years? 
Do you see any similarity between Chow and you? 
Do you think he has anything you can learn from him? 
Optional: Do you think he represents HK people in anyways? 
How is your life in these few years? 
What is the biggest change in your life in the past five years? 
How old are you? What is your education level? 
What jobs have had before? 
Are you born in HK? 
Optional: What is your monthly income? 
I 
(Show Advertisements and Hollywood film clips if time allows) 
I 
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Appendix 2: Selected Frames and Shot-by-shot Analysis of Chow Yun-fat 
Advertisements 
Anti-Crime: This Film (Mar 1995) 30 sec. 
S#6 S ^ 
• i ^ H H m 





S#25 S#26 • • 
S#27 S#28 
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Anti-Crime: This Film (Mar 1995) 30 sec. 
’ Shot # IShot scale IShot description ‘ Sound Shot 
I and transition 
special (all straight 
camera cuts) 
angle 
1 Is Oil tanks explode on a deserted site. Strong beat music 
(AST) until last shot.‘ 
2 is Ditto V. 0. ‘‘Your life... 
3 mis Chow smoking on a couch, with a stoic "... is like this film.” 
attitude. Camera Tracks sideway. (TK) 
4 ms (POV from inside of car) A man shatters the Sound: "bang!" 
front window of a car with an axe. 
5 ^ Chow's face chewing a matchstick. “You are the 
(ABT) director.’’ 
6 mcu A suitcase of US bills. (ABT) 
7 cu Danny Lee's face. (TK) "You are also your 
own protagonist.’’ 
8 mcu A gun is loaded. 
9 Is Lee Chi-hung in triad look walk out of a “How the story 
commercial building in slow motion develops...” 
authoritatively. (ABT) 
10 mis A woman is being kidnapped as she is “.. .would all depend 
buying food from a hawker. on your will." 
U cu A knife is poking at the bark of a tree. . 
12 ms A group of people who are tied up are 
struggling. 
Ts mis A woman is harassed. (TK) "Each turn in the 
plot...’， 
M mcu A man look up while he is taking drugs. . 
15 im A man running away from persecutors. “... would...’’ 
16 Cu The statue of Kwan, a triad icon is seen “... affect the 
with other props for triad rituals. next...’’ 
17 mis A crowd fighting as one man falls into a "... event." 
drainage. 
1 8 Man from shot #16 continues his fall 
I mcu Chow firing a gun towards screen. (TK) 
W is Pigeons scattering inside a church. (TK) "Each step of 
yours...’’ 
21 Is, ha A group of police standing beside a police ".. . would have their 
car. reverberations." 
‘ 22 mcu A fat man is pushed onto a table as he is 
丨 arrested by cops. 
23 mcu A woman is crying and shaking a dead Sound: echoes of 
man's body. screaming. 
v.o. “But 
Iremember...’’ 
2 0 1 
24 iLee Chi-hung falling on a pool of water. "... if you made the 
(ABT) wrong step" 
^ Chow, agonized, with bullet holes all over “you can not remake 
his body, falls down in slow motion. (TK) it with an (NG”， 
26 cu Leung Ka-fai inside his prison cell in 
I remorse. (Prison on fire) 
27 mcu A man lying on the ground, with blood 
flowing out of his head. 
28 White words on black background, "For "For life, there are no 
life, there are no 'take twos,’ please perform ‘take twos,' please 
it with care.” perform it with care.’’ 
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True Promise: Tough and Tenderness (Oct 1997) 60 sec. 
All shot transitions are straight cuts except otherwise stated. 
IShot IShot scale IShot description Sound 
•杯 & special (Dialogues are in 
camera Cantonese except 
angle otherwise stated) 
1 1 Is A People's Liberation Army officer is Chow (in Putonghua): 
standing on screen left, facing a square "With our cooperative 
with statues afar. A luxury benz moves dedication, 
across the frame. 
2 Is Interior of a grand hall with a "China, and.. •’’ 
1 dome-shaped ceiling. Camera cranes 
from the back through house-full of 
audience towards the stage. Red flags 
and red banners are seen on stage. 
3 mcu, l a C h o w delivering speech in front of red “... the whole world 
flags. would progress 
towards...” 
4 mis Shaky handheld camera movement. Reporters: "Mr. Chow! 
Chow comes out from a building, a group Mr. Chow!，， 
of reporters are swarming Chow. Chow 
refuses to comment. Music: Putonghua song 
‘ by Jacky Cheung starts 
5 m ^ Chow squeezes his way through the Chow: "There is an 
crowd with a slight smile. urgent meeting." 
6 is Female lead (Ha Man-ching) with girl on "Let me talk to her." 
a yacht at the dock. Ha hands the 
cellular phone to the girl. 
7 ^ Girl on phone. , "Daddy promises you. 
I'll try to spend more 
time with you." 
8 mcu Chow hang up the phone, disturbed. 
9 Is Camera pans laterally. A man is making Male (in Putonghua): 
a speech at a dinner gathering. Chow “From various 
‘ fetches his phone from his suit. perspectives, system and 
management have given 
us..." 
10 cu Chow looks at the screen of his phone. 
T i ^ (Chow's POV) Phone screen shows Ha: "She's asleep 
message ‘‘your daughter's birthday." now.. •” ‘ 
The "message" logo is flashing. 
1 2 ~ ms Ha sitting on sofa, talking on phone. Ha: “She has been asking 
for you the whole day.” 
T s ~ mis Slight pan to right.~~Chow on his phone Chow: ‘‘(Sigh), my 
in a setting with Chinese-style furnitures, schedule would be less 
busy the next few days.” 
2 0 5 
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14 Is Camera pans left. Rows of businessmen 
posed in front of a huge Chinese painting. 
Chow arrives from left and shake hands 
with an “important man" who stands at 
the front middle. Reporters fight for 
photos in foreground. 
15 mis Chow peeks through the door to a dark 
room where the girl is sleeping. 
16 Is, ha Chow sits at one side of the bed, Ha is 
lying on the other side. Chow holds up a 
piece of drawing. 
17 cu The drawing is a child's portray of a busy Ha: "Your daughter 
father always travelling. needs a father.” 
J_8_ mcu, la Chow's reacts with regret. Fade out. 
19 ms Fade in. Ha drives Chow in a car. Chow: "It's important to 
Chow looks out of the window and attend this meeting, 
speaks. The whole world is 
watching." 
20 ms Chow receives his boarding pass from the 
airline counter. 
21 Is Camera pans left, airplane taxiing. Sound: airplane 
ambience. • 
22 Is Ha and girl on board of yacht. Wife Sound: phone ring. 
answers phone. Ha: "Hello!" 
Chow: “My wife also 
needs a husband." 
Girl: “Daddy!，’ 
23 cu Ha stunned, turned her head to camera 
right. 
24 cu Chow looks at screen left, slowing 
lowering his hand that has been holding 
the phone. 
25 Is Chow standing at the pier. ^ Male v.o.: "Your call is 
our inspiration." 






HKTABeaGood Host (Mar 1998). 30 sea 
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‘ HKTA Be a Good Host (Mar 1998). 30 sec. 
All shot transitions are straight cuts. 
Shot I S h o t I S h o t description Sound 




1 Be a Good Host Logo on warm orange Light Music until end 
background. 
2 ms Chow sitting in high-key-lighted cafe of "When I was making films 
the Peninsular Hotel. Talking to in other countries, a lot of 
camera in a relaxed pose. people would ask me," 
3 m ^ C h o w looks slightly screen right. “ 'Hey! Where should I go 
if I come to Hong Kong?”’ 
4 ms Chow takes a sip of coffee, then smile 
. to screen right. 
5 As shot #3 "It makes me think about 
t h a t . A h ! being a Hong 
Konger, I should know more 
‘ about Hong Kong." 
6 Is Chow leads two Caucasians, one male 
I one female to a table at the cafe. 
Chow helps the guests to their seats and 
order for them. 
7 As shot #3 "In fact, apart from the 
tourist attraction sites, there 
are lots of new and fun 
places in Hong Kong.，， 
8 mcu Camera pans from left to right (with "We should introduce the 
dissolve in between) as Chow chats tourists...’’ 
with his guests. 
9 mcu Chow looks are screen right. “to more special and 
‘ attractive places.” 
10 mcu Chow looking directly at the camera, "Hong Kong's tourism 
slightly to frame left, away from guests' depends on me you and me." 
position. 





Stormfighter Part 1 (Oct 1998) 85 sec. Director: Gordon Chan. 
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Stormfighter Part 1 (Oct 1998) 85 sec. Director: Gordon Chan. 
All shot transitions are straight cuts except otherwise stated. 
Shot Shot Shot description & shot transitions. Sound 
# scale & (all dialogues are male 
special narrator's v.o. except 
camera otherwise stated) 
angle 
1 els, ha Shot from outer space to earth. A Music: mysterious 
spaceship flies towards earth. 
2 Els Sun rising amongst black clouds. "On a certain day in a certain 
year.’’ 
, 3 Els Digital beams crosscut at SE Asia from a "On a beautiful and prosperous 
world map. The dot enlarges to become island," 
a map of HK, then a closer map of HK 
• island, and finally the target is set at the 
, SE comer of HK island. There emerge 
an image with a car driving on a dam next 
to reservoir. 
4 Is (POV of driver) Boy scouts on sidewalk “everyone lives a stable life." 
wave towards camera. 
5 cu (POV of boyscouts) Chow in car waves 
back. 
6 cu Female lead, Michelle Reis, looking 
through the viewfinder of her own camera 
towards the camera, then puts her camera 
down slowly. 
7 mis As shot #6. Reveal motorbike beside "Until that d a y . . : 
I Reis. Camera tracks right with Chow's 
POV in car. � ‘ 
8 cu Chow gazes with alarm from inside his 
c ^ 
9 cu Reis gazes back mysteriously as camera 
tracks right. 
10 Is Sideview of spaceship. The tunnel in the Music: gets exciting 
spaceship glows. 
11 Is, ha Spaceship over earth. The tunnel glows. 
12 cu Inside spaceship. Hands steers on an 
equipment in which a mini-storm is 
formed. 
13 ms The back of the person steering the 
equipment. He sits on a throne-like 
chair. 
14 As shot #11. Mini-storm intensifies in 
the tunnel of the spaceship. 
15 Ids |Side of spaceship over earth. Tunnel 
2 1 0 ‘ 
emits a storm beam towards the earth. 
16 mcu, la Chow driving. Chow peeps at the "High technology specialist 
mobile phone sitting next to him. Leung Jing detects the coming 
of an abnormal man-made 
. storm." 
17 ecu Phone screen says "Go back to , 
observatory immediately." Above 
screen is brand of Smartone. 
18 ms Large screen in observatory shows a 
storm is attacking SE Asia. Wipe to. 
19 cu A man talking urgently on his phone, 
worried. 
20 Is Screen shows storm is travelling towards "The storm travels over a 
HK. number of countries. No one 
knows how to deal with it.” 
21 cu Storm on screen travelling at high speed. , 
22 Is, ha People move around busying inside 
observatory, which is equipped with 
.hi-tech computers and monitars. Camera 
cranes towards screen on wall. 
23 mcu Chow speaking seriously to another man. 
24 mcu Technicians gaze at monitors solemnly. 
25 ms Chow looks at a document as he looses 
his tie. 
26 cu As shot #21. Storm moving. 
27 Is, la Dark clouds gathers. 
28 ms, la Boy scouts sitting on foot of dam. 
Shadow of clouds loom over them. 
29 Is As shot #27. Moving black clouds. 
30 cu, la Chow behind a document, confident and "But Leung Jing seems to be 
determined. very confident." 
31 mcu Camera cranes with Chow as he looks at 
the screen of the mobile phone. Wipe to. �� 
32 Is Busy observatory. Wipe to. 
33 mcu Chow leaves the observatory and waves 
goodbye to his colleagues. 
34 ecu, la Camera zooms in as a mobile phone is 
connected to a cable. 
35 cu Chow in car. He fixes a hands-free 
headset on his head. 
36 ecu The mobile phone rests on a stand in the 
c ^ 
37 mcu TV screen. A news anchor reports on a Anchor: "An intensive storm is 
storm, with images of a devastated city. going to come within half an 
— ^ hour.. .，, 
38 ms, la Chow steering car as he commands on his “On the one hand, he instructs 
phone. the whole island to prepare for 
the storm." 





W Is Police blocking the entrance to a highway. 
41 els Revealing Tsing Ma Bridge as the 
background for action in shot #40. 
42 h Airport runway. Planes are lowered into 
the ground. 
43 ms As shot #39. Police direct crowd as they 
run for life inside tunnel. 
44 ms As shot #39. Crowd rushes among 
polices. 
45 cu Chow driving car and commanding on 
phone. Superimposed by storm in shot 
^ : 
46 As shot # 1 2 . S t o r m in equipment. "On the other hand, he 
competes with the storm, in 
order to save the kids at the 
, dam.，, 
47 ecu Snapshots of Chow's face, Chow turns his 
head to frame right. 
48 Is Twister over Tsing Ma Bridge. 
49 Is Street view in Central district. Things 
fly around in the air. , 
50 ms Boyscouts hide in cave. 
51 Is, la Chow's jeep splashing water as it runs. 
52 Is Back of moving jeep. Background is a 
cargo terminal. A cargo is falling 
‘ through the air. 
53 ^ Chow steers his jeep skillfully. 
els Chow's jeep tries to escape cargo Sound: tires squeaked 
55 ms Chow driving jeep. 
‘ 56 ms Cargo flies towards right. 
‘ s T - As shot #53. Chow driving. 
58 Is Cargo hits ground and breaks open. 
As shot #21. Storm above HK map. 
60 ms, la Chow's jeep against a splash of flying “However, someone has 
mud. arrived earlier than him." 
61 ms, ha Chow arrives at the top of dam. He 
looks down the dam. 
62 mis, ha Reis helping scouts to climb up of the 
dam. 
63 mis, la Chow with phone looks down dam. 
64 cu (Chow's POV) Reis looks up and notices 
Chow. 
65 cu (Reis’ POV) Chow looks down to notice 
Reis. 
^ As #64. Reis looks up. 
Is Water gushing. “The flood is rising, and the 
dam is going to open. 
Immediately, Leung Jing order 
212 
“ a delay of the opening of the 
Rate." . 
68 ms, la Chow talking on phone. ； 
69 cu Technician at observatory. He gets 
instruction from phone and send the 
commands to others. 
‘ 70 Is, la Chow leaps over dam. -
71 ms Chow slides down dam. 
7 2 As shot #67. Heavy rain. 
73 ms, la Chow helping scouts, while carrying one “Thus controlling the whole 
on his shoulder. situation." 
74 mis On a hill next to the dam, Reis comforts 
the scouts. Chow arrives with a boy on 
shoulder. Their heads turn left. 
75 Ls, la Dam opens and water rushes towards 
screen. 
76 Ls, la Sideview of water pouring down. 
77 As shot #75. Slogan flashed across the 
, .screen and superimposed on top of 
running water. "With Smartone, you are in 
control." Below is brandname. 
Dissolve. 
78 Is Back of reis on motorbike travelling on a Sound: motorbike noise 
path with fallen leaves. 
79 mcu Chow with scouts, holds up his phone. Sound: phone rings 
"But, who is this mysterious 
Ning Fung?，’ 
80 ecu Screen of phone reads "Ning Fung: Be 
careful." 
^ cu As shot #79. Chow looks thoughtful 
82 mcu Back of Reis, putting down phone, turns 












Stormfighter Part 3 (Oct 1998) 85 sec. 
All shot transitions are straight cuts except otherwise stated. 
I 
shotjShotIShot description Sound 
scale & (all dialogues are male 
special narrator's v.o. except 
camera • ^ ^ 
angle otherwise stated) 
1 Is Moon in outer space Music: mood music 
2 Is Spaceship expanding its doors. Dissolve. 
3 mcu Inside observatory. Chow pondering on 
phone message. Camera tracks around him. 
4 cu Phone screen replay message "Ning Fung: Be 
careful." Dissolve. 
. 5 cu Camera pans with Chow, absorbed in 
thoughts. Dissolve. 
^ ^ Chow's image on left. Michelle Reis，image “After the storm, the island 
superimposed on frame right. cannot live peacefully." 
7 cu Maze like digital images rotating on computer Sound: digital sound 
‘ monitor. , 
厂 mcuTechnic ians relaxing, suddenly notice “All computers suddenly got 
something unusual on monitor. Zooms in. infected with Ml57 virus." 
9 ecu Technician's glasses reflect maze-like image 
from computer screen. 
‘ 10 ms Chow runs forward in the observatory as 
camera tracks towards me to a mcu. 
11 Is Central district in HK. Outdoor digital "The whole island becomes 
screen displaying mazes. Camera zooms in. chaotic.，’ 
12 Is Inside department store. Customers gaze at 
TV sets which display mazes. ； 
13 mis Interior of spaceship. A man sits at the ，‘ 
controlling panel. 
14 cu Evil character, Ku Lai, wearing a 
sophisticated helmet. Next to him a maze 
cube appears. •‘ 
15 cu Traffic lights go out of order on the street, Sound: traffic noise 
flashing randomly. 
16 Is Traffic chaos. 
17 mcu Another set of traffic lights go out of order. 
18" ms Reporters swarming a man of authority. The Man: "The only solution is to 
man looks helpless and keep wiping sweats destroy all computers." 
from his forehead. 
1 9 " ^ Mobile phone screen display "Fax Arrival."~ "Leung Jing suddenly got a 
mysterious message. He 
follows it to the legendary 
place called ‘the end of the 
_ J learth.”’ 
‘ 215 
20 ms, ha Chow inside jeep. Putting down phone, he 
gets the fax from a machine in the car. 
21 cu,la Chow glances at the piece of fax. . 
22 cu Hands holding a map. Camera zooms in to 
reveal a spot on map named "the end of the 
earth" 
B As shot #21. Chow notices something. 
24 ecu The spot “the end of the earth" is marked on a 
cross-shaped land on map. Dissolve. 
25 els,ha A cross-shaped island seen from sky. Music: becomes excited 
Cranes towards island as if from plane. 
26 Is, ha Cops gather around a well. 
27 ecu Chow's face in flashes of light. 
28 Is, ha Gas churning in spirals. 
29 Is Crane shot of a digital maze. 
30 mis, la One cop glides down the well with wires. 
31 Is Cops gliding down the well, one after the 
other, Chow is one of them. 
瓦 Is Dit^ to 
瓦 Is Ditto — 
34 Is Ditto. Fade out. 
35 els Fade in. Crane shot of human figures 
running in maze. 
36 mis Chow leading cops in maze. Tracking in. 
37 ms Shadows of cops running in different "Who is this person who 
directions amist smoke. sends the message? A 
friend.. • 
瓦 ms Ditto 
^ m s DiUo 
40"ms DiUo 
41 ms Chow being trapped in maze. or an enemy?’’ 
42 cu Chow worried, picks up his mobile phone. 
43 ecu Zooms in phone screen “Ning Fung: No , 
barrier even at the end of the earth." 
44 cu Chow holds up his phone, as if thinking of an 
idea. 
45 mcu Chow sticks his phone into the wall of the 
maze. 
46 mcu Phone allows Chow to pass through the wall. 
47 mis Chow leaps through the wall in slow motion 
towards camera. 
48 ms Chow in a room, behind him is a mirror ball. 
He scans around with alert. 
^ Blue swirels. 
50 cu (POV of mirror ball) Chow's tries to grasp "Finally, Leung Jing have 
the ball. found the anti-virus program 
for Ml57，so he sent it back 
to the island immediately." 




52 cu A door is opened on the mirror ball. 
53 cu A computer screen shifts out of the ball, on 
which appears a digital cube. • 
54 ecu Digital cube. 
55 cu Ultra red rays transmitted from Chow's hand 
phone towards cube. 
56 cu Computer screen says "Downloading 
anti-virus program." 
57 Is Inside observatory. People rushing around 
‘ busily. 
58 Is Observatory workers look up at screen on 
wall and notice that things are back to 
normal. 
59 cu Chow made a call on his phone. "Then instructs others to 
leave.，’ 
60 cu Cops in dark get their message from Chow. 
61 Is, ha Chow looks around the room "However, the ‘ 
self-destruction system has 
； been activated." 
^ As shot #49. Blue swirels. 
63 cu "Anti-virus program" on computer screen is 
faded to a "self-destruction activated" display. 
A clock appears below, which starts counting 
back from 38 seconds. 
64 cu Chow worried, Reis appears behind him and "Mysterious Ning Fung 
leads him out. suddenly appears and leads 
the way out.，’ 
65 As shot #63. Clock shows there are 10 sec. 
66 Is Crane shot of Reis leading Chow out of the 
room. 
_ 67 mis Reis leads Chow into the maze. 
68 As shot #65. Clock shows there are 4 sec. , 
69 cu Reis leads Chow. ‘ 
^ e ^ A s shot #68. Clock ticks from 1:28 to 0:00，Sound: “beep.” 
‘ clock shatters. 
71 els, ha Blast of flame erupts. Sound: explosion 
72 els People run from well on a cross-shaped "The whole crew is able to 
island. escape from the danger." 
73 Is Chow protects Reis from explosion. 
74 Is, ha Flames. Slogan flashes across screen "With 
Smartone, you are in control." 





Stormfighter Part 3 (Oct 1998) 85 sec. 
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Stormfighter Part 3 (Oct 1998) 85 sec. 
I 
All shot transitions are straight cuts except otherwise stated. 
Shot I Shot I Shot description Sound 
# scale & (all dialogues are male 
special narrator's v.o. except otherwise 
camera stated) 
angle 
1 els Spaceship expanding over earth. Music: mysterious 
Dissolve. 
2 \s Sunshine through shifting clouds. 
3 ecu Hand holding phone. Onscreen shows "Mysterious Ning Fung 
"Ning Fung: Be careful," and next happens to be the sister of a 
message “Ning Fung: No barrier even at mad scientist, Ku Lai. 
the end of the earth." 
4 mis Chow and Reis relaxing at a balcony. 
Chow snatches back his phone from Reis. 
5 mcu Over the shoulder shot. Chow's face Ning Fung knows that the 
looks serious. storm and the virus are all 
planned by her brother. 
6 mcu Over the shoulder shot. Reis looks at And, Ku Lai is going to launch 
Chow with regret. his final attack•” 
7 Is Interior of spaceship. Camera tracks in Music: becomes excited 
to the throne at the center. 
8 cu Hands pushing buttons on a steer wheel, 
a flash of light emits in the center. 
9 _ Is A flash of lightening. 
10 Is Chow and Reis on balcony. A "Destroying the 'confidence 
lightening strikes a building at the energy' of the whole island." 
background. 
n__ \s A cart of Light railway halt at its route. 
12 ms, la Electricity goes out in the middle of a 
medical operation. 
13 cu Phone screen display "News: Whole 
‘ island is struck by lightening." 
14 ms Chow and Reis looks up in alarm. 
15 mcu ditto 
16 cu ditto 
17 cu Ku Lai in helmet. 
18 Is Cityscape. Lightening striking the city 
at night. 
19 ms Observatory. Chow sits at a computer. 
Reis is at his back. 
20 cu Map of SE Asia. A red dot is mark on 
‘ — . m c 
21 |cu [Screen of computer reads: ["Leung Jing immediately 
I 
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|"Mobile no. of recipient," with multiple contacts the whole world, 
numbers shifting. requesting them to deliver 
"Message: Urgent! Power Needecl." 'confidence energy，to the 
island." 
22 ms Superimposed on shot #21. An Indian 
reading the screen of his mobile phone. 
23 cu Superimposed on shot #21. Phone 
screen reads "Power Needed." 
24 ms Superimposed on shot #21. A 
‘ Caucasian looking at the screen of his 
phone, and then take action. 
25 cu Superimposed on shot #21 • Indian 
speaking on his phone. Dissolve. 
26 cu World map. Lines from different places Sound: bubbling sound 
in the world links to a spot in the center, 
27 ms Hospital. Power resumed at the 
operation table. 
28 ms Chow and Reis and others rejoice in 
‘ satisfaction. 
^ A flash of purple light. Music: becomes excited 
30 ms, la Observatory. Computer shut down, 
Chow and Reis looked worried. 
I I I • .- ,1 .1-1. — - I I •I.... • • I 
31 cu / els Face ofKu Lai is superimposed on night "But Ku Lai's attack 
view of city. intensifies." 
32 Is Small explosions inside observatory, and 
power went off. Crane shot. | 
‘ 3 3 Is Observatory. Workers run for their life. 
34 Is People escape from observatory. 
35 mcu Chow bids farewell to Reis in chaotic "Leung Jing decided to have a 
observatory. final battle with him " 
36 Is Camera tracks back as Reis stays in 
office. ^ 
37 cu Ku Lai's face behind helmet. Map of 
HK is reflected on his helmet. 
38 Is Cityscape. Lightening hit the city. 
39 Is Exterior. Chow runs towards camera, 
stop and look back at the lightening. 
Something fall in front of him. 
40 Is A metal tower falls in front of Chow and 
crushes a car. 
41 Is Inside Spaceship. Camera tracks to an "When everyone is upset and 
empty throne. worried, 
42 mis Chow arrives at the throne. 
43 mcu Observatory. Reis on phone. Camera Ning Fung received an order 
tracks. from Leung Jing, asking her to 
send computer virus Ml 57 
back to Ku Lai's base by 
satellite phone transmission." 
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44 mcu Chow talk on a phone with a large 
antenna. 
45 Is Reis put down her phone and observes 
, technicians working on their computers. 
46 cu Computer screen: waves. 
^ Wind spirals 
48 Is Chow appears behind throne as camera 
tilts up. 
49 mis Shot-reverse-shot. Ku Lai appears 
behind throne. 
^ Green rays. 
51 Is Ku Lai looking at Chow. Camera 
tracks. 
52 As shot #46. A cube flashes on 
computer screen. 
53 cu Reis on phone. Reis: "You must come back." 
54 cu Chow on phone. Chow: "I know." 
55 As shot #52. Cube moves to screen top 
^ 
56 Is Spaceship interior erupts. "Finally, Ku Lai's assault on 
the island fails completely." 
57 mis Ku Li in shock behind throne. Camera 
I tracks. 
58 ecu As shot #53. Cube enlarge and become 
a red circle. 
5 ^ m s As shot #57. Ku screams in disbelief. Ku: “No...!!!” 
60 mcu ditto 
^ _ ^ ditto 
62 Is Throne erupts as camera tracks back. 
63 Slogan and brand name flashes across 
dark screen "With Smartone, you are in 
control.” 
64 l^ s, ha Interior of museum. A group gathers � ' ' 
around the remains of a burnt out 
spaceship. 
65 mis Ku Lai in decent look is surrounded by Kid: "So how about Leung 
Jin?" 
66 cu Ku smiles beside the spaceship. He Ku Lai: “Leung Jin?" 
picks up his phone. 
67 ecu Screen of a toy-like mobile phone, on Reis: "Telling story again?" 
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Oscar (Mar 2000) 20 sec. 
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Oscar (Mar 2000) 20 sec. 
All shot transitions are straight cuts except otherwise stated. 
• I S h o t I Shot description Sound 




1 els Lamma Island, Yung Shue Wan. Music: Comical violin music. 
"Lamina Island" is displayed on top of 
� frame, then slowly fades out. 
2 mis Granny on screen right, speaking to the Granny: "He was.. • was my 
camera eagerly. Behind her is an old next door neighbor during the 
stone house. A quick fade to white. old times.” 
3 mcu Ditto. With jump cuts. Granny: "He was very thin! 
‘ Always climbing hills and 
trees... Very naughty boy! 
4 mcu Ditto. Quick fade to white. Haven't seen him for a long 
time after he went out to HK... 
5 mis Ditto. Quick fade to white. I heard that he is going abroad 
to... that... what "scar?" 
(Oscar) 
6 mcu Ditto. Dissolve ； 
7 mcu Chow, bald headed, beaming in a black Male v.o. ‘‘Fat Jai (Fat brother), 
suit. His wife Jasmine is by his side. our neighbor next door, is 
Background is an urban setting cluttered going to leap onto the prize 
, with neon lights. Flashes from cameras presentation stage of Oscar." 
flashing intermittently. Dissolve to shot ^ 
8 Superimposition on shot #7. Captions , \ 
are put on lower half of frame "The 72"^ 
Annual Academy Awards, brought to you 
exclusively by TVB Pearl on 27 of ‘ 
March." 
9 Captions from shot #8 remains. 
Graphic images. Statues of the 
Academy Awards as background. 
Dissolve. 
10 Captions from shot #8 remains. A Male v.o. "brought to you 
single statue rotates slowly. exclusively by TVB Pearl on 
Mar 27." 
11 mcu As shot #6. Granny talks to camera. Granny: "The whole world is 
Captions appears on left bottom comer watching him, how awesome!" 
"Neighbor of Chow Yun-fat, granny Wan 
Yau-kwun." 
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Hundred Years Shampoo (1997). 60 sec. Director: Zhang Yi-mou. 
All shot transitions are straight cuts except otherwise stated. 
1 
Shot Shot Ishot description Sound 




1 Is Countryside. A train is passing by a huge Peking Opera Music 
mountain. A village in the foreground. until end. 
Dissolve. 
2 mis Village square. Chow in overcoat, carrying a 
suitcase is looking around. Kids playing outside 
, clay houses. 
3 ms Chow looks up as he enters a house. Camera 
pans. 
4 _ Is A group of kids practicing acrobatics in a yard. 
5 mcu Chow contemplates in nostalgia as he watches kids 
practicing leg kicking. Fade out to black. 
6 Is Fade in to faded colors. Girl in Peking opera 
costume manipulating a spear skillfully on stage. 
Camera zooms in. 
7 mis, ha Faded color. Chow in Mao jacket jump up to 
applause among a seating crowd. Crowd looks at 
_； him with ridicule. 
8 mis Faded color. Girl performing kicks as camera 
pans. 
9 mcu Faded color. Girl performing her final pose and 
notice Chow in the audience. 
10 Is, ha Faded color. Crowd joins Chow in standing,‘ 
ovation. 
11 mcu Faded color. Mirror image. Chow and girl's 
images are reflected on mirror. Chow tries to 
paint something on the mirror with a brush in red 
paint. 
12 cu Faded color. Hand paints "Hundred." 
‘ 13 cu Faded color. Hand paints “Year.” 
14 mcu Faded color. Mirror image. Reflection of Chow 
and girl smiling sweetly in mirror. On which the 
statement ‘Together for hundred years" is written. 
15 mcu Faded color. Chow helping girl to wash her hair. 
Camera tilts down as he pours water, and touches . 
girl's hair tenderly. 
16 mcu Faded color. Girl playing with her hair in a 
Peking opera gesture. Dissolve. 
17 I els [Faded color. Mountain amongst heavy mist, as if 
2 2 6 
‘ storm is coming. 
T8~els "Ditto 
19 els Faded color. Chow runs towards the end of a 
narrow corridor in distress, then peeks out. 
20~ l s Ditto 
ZT" ms 一 Ditto — 丨 
22 Is Faded color. Stage is torn down by crowd. 
Dissolve. 
23 Is Faded color. Stage sets are burning in foreground. 
Two human figures hug in background, observing 
fire. Dissolve. 
24 mcu Faded color. Chow comforting girl in his arms as 
they watches flame dancing in foreground. 
Dissolve. 
25 Is Faded color. Cart travelling away on a road lined 
with white trees. Girl is sitting on back of cart. 
Dissolve. 
26 Is Faded color. Cart moves further away, girl gets 
off from the cart, walks slowly forward, 
heart-broken. 
27 els Faded color. Crowd moving like tide (at odd 
speed) against Chow, who stands still on a train 
platform, filled with sadness. 
28 cu Faded color. Girl looking at offscreen right in a 
melancholy mood, long hair dancing in the wind. 
29 Is Faded color. Chow is pushed by moving crowd 
on train platform and is forced to leave. 
30 cu to Fade back to rich color. Chow's attention is Male v.o.: "If relation 
mcu drawn back to the present as several girls walk pass and seperation in life 
him in the yard. Camera zooms out and tracks is written like a 
play," 
31 mcu Girl, holding basin and shampoo, notices 
something at offscreen right. 
32 ms Chow on frame right looks at offscreen left in Male v.o.: "then," 
pleasant surprise. 
33 mcu Girl looks at frame right with surprise. 
34 cu, ha Hand clasping basin, inside is a soap and a bottle of Male v.o.: "hundred 
"One Hundred Years Shampoo.” years of destiny," 
35 cu Chow on frame right beams with love and affection Male v.o.: 
to frame left. Girl's hair is seen blurred on frame “is already 
left. predetermined.” 
36 ‘ Is Chow and Girl's sihouettes are blurry on frame left Male v.o.: "Beautiful 
as they chat. Frame right is a bottle of shampoo fine hair, ties you to 
in sharp focus. Left bottom is a caption "Hundred hundred years of 




Whisbih (2001) 30sec. 
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Whisbih (2001) 30 sec. . 
All shot transitions are straight cut except otherwise stated. 
Shot IShot I Shot description Sound 




I. mcu Chow in casual clothes strikes Chow: "despite how adverse the 
among a crowd of construction condition is, we should try hard." 
worker, giving them advice. 
Camera tracks. 
Z cu Chow encourages the workers. 
3. mis Chow shake hands with a worker Jingo: "Working Brothers, Our 
among other excited workers Economy Depend on You." 
overwatching. 
4 . \s Car factory. Workers drilling on 
1 mcu Vehicles. Dissolve. 
6. Is Chow gives the workers a thumb Jingle: “Nameless Hero, 
up as they toil in a construction Construction Depends on You." 
site. Camera tracks 
7 . els Ambience inside a steel factory. 
^ els Ambience of a construction site. 
9. ms-ls Chow pour a glass of Whisbih Jingo: "Healthy Bodies, Families 
before some workers who are Depens on You." 
having a break with Whisbih too. 
Chow toast with the workers. 
10. Is In front of a band of workers in Jingo: "Whisbih, our Happiness!" 
uniform, Chow shouts. Chow & crowd: "Happiness!" 
II . mcu Chow with a bottle of Whisbih Chow: "My Hope, My Happiness, 
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Appendix 3: Chow's Filmography 
TV Drama 
Year [Title , 
1975 River South & North — 
T976 The Kid 
The Killer I 
— Hotel 
‘ 1977 Family Change "“ 




1979 Rainbow — ‘ 
Man from HK 
The Good, the Bad & the 
M / 





The Shell Game II 
Good Old Times 
"l982 The Maverick “ 
The Legend of Master So 
Radio Tycoon 
Super Power 
1983 Angels and Devils 
1984 The Smiling Proud Wanderer 
1985 The Battle Among the Clans 
Police Cadet 85 
[The Yangs，Saga 
Film 
, 1976 iThe Reincarnation ~ | |l981 lExecutioner — 
Learned Bride Thrice Fools The Story of Woo Viet 
Bridegroom 
Message Girls 1982 Postman Strikes Back 
The Hunter, the Butterfly & the The Headhunter 
Crocodile 
1977 Hot Blood 1983 Last Affair 
1978 The Private Lives 1983 The Bund 
Miss “0” The Bund Part II 
1980 See-Bar Blood Money 
Joy to the World 1984 Love in a Fallen City 
Police Sir |The Occupant 
t 
2 3 0 
iHong Kong 1941 Jl988 iThe Eighth Happiness “ 
1985 Women Tiger on the Beat 
Why Me? Fractured Follies 
1986 Rose The Diary of a Big Man — 
Nepal Affair Great Lover 
Dream Lovers Cherry Blossoms 
Missed Date Goodbye My Friend 
One Hundred Ways to Murder City War 
‘ your Wife 
_j The Lunatics 1989 All about Ah-Long 
A Better Tomorrow Wild Search 
Love Unto Wastes The Killer 
. The Seventh Curse Triads - The Inside Story 
A Hearty Response A Better Tomorrow III 
My Will，I Will God of Gamblers 
1987 City on Fire 1990 Fun, The Luck and the Tycoon 
Tragic Hero 1991 Once a Thief 
Scared Stiff ^ o n on Fire II — 
Brotherhood 1992 I t o l Boiled 
Rich & Famous Full Contact 
‘ The Romancing Star Now You See Love... Now 
You Don’t 
The Autumn's Tale 1994 Treasure Hunt 
Flaming Brothers God of Gamblers Return 
Spiritual Love 1995 Peace Hotel 
Prison on Fire 1997 ^placement Killers 
| a Better Tomorrow II | 1998 The Corrupters 
‘ 1 9 9 9 Anna and the King 
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